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Devising a theoretical account of humor has been thought to be a fool’s errand. E. B. White (1941) said “Humor can be dissected, as a frog, but the thing dies in the process and the innards are discouraging to any but the pure scientific mind (xvii).” Sigmund Freud, in his book *Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconscious*, wrote “the problem of the comic have proved so complicated and all the efforts of the philosophers at solving them have been so unsuccessful that we cannot hold out any prospect that we shall be able to master them in a sudden onslaught (181).” Ted Cohen, in *Jokes: Philosophical Thoughts on Joking Matters*, says with respect to a theory of humor, “I believe there could be no such theory (10).”

Despite being so warned, I am fool enough to try. I present here not only an account of humor, but one that I contend gives rise organically to an aesthetic and an ethic for humor. If the view I argue for is correct, then it gives us not only an understanding of what humor is, but also a way to judge humor—what is a quality joke—and to determine when and which jokes are morally acceptable to tell and enjoy.

The fundamental flaw that plagues the contemporary discussion in the philosophy of humor is the claim—implicit or explicit—that humor is essentially connected to laughter, mirth, or amusement. The first move made by virtually all humor theorists is to connect humor with positive emotional or physiological effects. Noël Carroll contends that “the object of humor theory is that which generates the emotional state of comic amusement and experiences of levity (5).” Michael Clark writes, “There can be no adequate account of the notion of humor without one of the notion of amusement. For the humorous is so characterized in virtue of the human attitude or response to it (142).” Victor Raskin contends that for his work in giving an account of humor, “The goal of the theory is to formulate the necessary and sufficient conditions, in purely semantic terms, for a text to be funny (xiii).”

The reason for this presupposition that humor is essentially and necessarily connected to laughter, mirth, or amusement is that philosophical analyses of humor are written by people who greatly enjoy both laughing at jokes and getting laughs by telling jokes. From their perspective, jokes are things, externalized texts that you hear at a dinner party and try to remember so
that you can tell at the next dinner party or the contents of e-mails that you
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hold that “[Jokes] have no authors and travel mainly by word of mouth

A joke’s origins are collective and social (10).” In the introduction
to his book Semantic Mechanisms of Humor, Raskin apologizes for having
to create some of the jokes he will analyze in his work, calling them “artifi-
cial products,” as if joke creation is something dirty and the fact that he is
using jokes that have not been repeated makes them lesser jokes.

What has led me to undertake this philosophical inquiry is finding that
these two presuppositions—that humor is for mirth-generation and that
jokes are authorless texts—are both wrong. The realization occurred to me
during my time trying to be a stand-up comic. To be clear, I am not citing this
limited experience as a claim to any sort of authority on matters humorous.
I am not and have never been a professional comedian. I worked the com-
edy open mic scene regularly in the Baltimore/Washington D.C. area for five
years and worked a small handful of paid college shows as M.C., feature, or
headliner. I have been on stage many times and have both killed and bombed.
Some of the jokes used in this work are mine. Unlike Raskin, I do not apolo-
gize for a lack of philosophical rigor in using my own jokes—I apologize just
for the quality of the jokes. There’s a reason I didn’t quit my day job.

But while I did learn something about comedy while writing and per-
forming, much of the philosophically interesting bits occurred off-stage,
observing the other comics and talking comedy at the bar with working
professional comedians and early career hope-to-be’s. Hearing the ways
they thought about the nature of humor, their thoughts about comedy as an
art form, and seeing which jokes told by others they praised or criticized,
I realized that their perspective was quite different from those of the profes-
sional philosophers writing on the topic. It led me to think about thinking
differently about humor.

The first thing I realized, watching the snippets of the lives of these ris-
ing (and sometimes falling) comedians, was that humor has no necessary
connection to laughter or mirth. Jokes are like sex.¹ It is certainly true that
human procreation generally requires sexual intercourse, but it is to grossly
under-appreciate the role of sexuality in human life to say that the only
purpose of sex is to generate offspring. The desire to have children is neither
necessary nor sufficient to account for much sexual activity. We have sex for
lots of reasons: some of them good reasons, some of them bad reasons, but
many of them having nothing to do with propagating the species.

In the same way, it is true that we often tell jokes to get laughs. But the
fact is that we engage in humorous activities for all sorts of reasons, many
of which have nothing to do with laughter. We tell jokes to cut someone
else down to size. We tell jokes to humanize ourselves in the eyes of others.

¹
We tell jokes to break the ice with people we don’t know. We tell jokes to cut the tension when there is conflict. We tell jokes to create conflict and tension, expressing our disapproval of someone else’s act or viewpoint. We tell jokes to express our embarrassment at our own behavior. We tell jokes to state a proposition we do not feel comfortable setting out directly. We tell jokes to apologize. We tell jokes to try to seem attractive to someone we find attractive. We tell jokes to deflect the advances of someone who finds us attractive, but whom we do not find attractive—or whom we do find attractive, but is currently dating one of the other performers. In the eyes of the comics, these utterances are of exactly the same species as the ones they tell on stage, even though laughter and mirth (or the desire to give rise to them) are not anywhere in the same universe of discourse. We engage in humorous activities for lots of reasons; sometimes the goal is to generate laughter, sometimes it is not.

Correcting this error will allow us to avoid a common theme in the philosophical literature, the whitewashing of humor. Following Norman Cousins’s (1951) claim of the healing power of humor, humor is taken to have all sorts of wonderful abilities. It is a promoter of physical well-being, a key to open-mindedness, a way of dealing with psychological strains too deep to be dealt with through normal means, a necessary part of the well-lived human life. Humor—except for the occasional dirty or ethnic joke—is treated as if it were a magical amulet bringing warmth and goodness to humanity.

But having watched those who live with humor as a deep part of their lives, the title of the Steve Martin album *Comedy Isn’t Pretty* comes to mind. Some of the funniest people are also the saddest, whose lives engender tremendous dysfunction that not only feeds their humor, but is also fed by their humor. Many of the comics I spent time with were regularly having significant others leaving them. In some quite public displays of disaffection, you could see humor used not as a positive force in life, but as a wedge, a wall, and a weapon. The relation between humor and humanity is complex, more complex than we often give it credit for being.

Secondly, jokes are human creations. I watched some of the comics who regularly played the same rooms I frequented go through the same bits and even the same entire routine time and time again, sometimes tweaking a word here, sometimes not. The stool at the open mic would frequently be the resting place of a notebook. All comics have a notebook where they keep their notes and bits they are working on. When someone was furiously staring at his/her notebook with hand on forehead, you knew not to approach. And you NEVER look over someone’s shoulder at the notebook. Joke theft is the cardinal sin in the community. Jokes are written by people, and there is a strict ethos governing who has the right to say what on stage. It is true, that to most people, jokes are texts to be repeated or re-tweeted, but the fact is that jokes must be seen as individual works of art created by particular human artists, even if—as with the cave paintings in France—the name of that artist is lost to history.
There is a difference between what the comedian does on stage and what
the rest of us do in normal conversational interaction. I will use the word
“comedy” to denote the art form that covers the work of stand-up comedi-
ans, but also improv comedy, impressions, sketch comedy, and song parody,
to name just a few. By “humor,” I will mean the sort of thing that occurs
in non-formal spaces, in the context of normal lived life. There is certainly
an overlap in the considerations of these two contexts, but also different
concerns that will arise and they will be treated separately.

Humor, I will argue, is the result of intentional human creation. Because
I am arguing that humor need not be funny or even aspire to be funny, there
is a difference between humor and something in the world that we find
funny. There is a difference between Charlie Chaplin intentionally slipping
on ice and watching your brother unintentionally slipping on ice. Both may
be equally funny. They may even be equally funny for the same reason.
There are a number of thinkers, whose work will be addressed here, who do
not distinguish between these. This is the result of a bad habit that philoso-
phers have long held—offering a priori theories for that which is empirical
in nature. Humor studies writ large is a necessarily interdisciplinary field
and many of the questions asked are the purview of sociology, psychology
or neurobiology.

Thankfully, there are talented natural and social scientists working in the
field. Theirs are questions like “Why is x funny?” and “Why does joke y get
laughs at Club Topaz in D.C., but not at Magooby’s in Baltimore?” These
are not fodder for the philosopher.

Yet, we do see philosophers taking on exactly these sorts of ques-
tions. Consider the debate between comic moralists who contend that the
immorality of a joke detracts from its funniness (see Smuts 2009), comic
immoralists who argue that immorality can contribute to a joke’s funniness
(see Woodcock 2015), and comic amoralists who contend that joke moral-
ity is irrelevant to joke funniness (see Conolly and Haydar 2005). This ques-
tion is an empirical matter. It may be a philosophical question whether a
joke is—or even can be—immoral and how we go about determining which
jokes are immoral, but the effect on funniness is something testable in the
world, not a matter of a priori argumentation from intuitions and examples.
We need to be very careful in approaching questions to determine what sort
of question and what sort of methodology is appropriate for determining
answers.

In the name of rigor, let me cop to a sloppiness I wish not to repeat. The
word “joke,” as I have used above to represent a general comedic act, will
be henceforth reserved for a particular type of verbal humor. For the general
case, I will use the term “gag,” which may be verbal—anything from an
extemporaneous quip to an extended shaggy dog story—and may be non-
verbal, e.g., slapstick, a sight gag, or a political cartoon.

What defines a gag? How do we know when we have an instance of humor?
Theory and the Case Against Incongruity distinguishes between approaches that try to answer the question from the stimulus-side—looking at the utterance or act—from approaches that focus on the response-side—that is, address why humans have the response they do to humor. He argues that there are an unlimited number of ways to be humorous, but only one response to humor—laughter. As such, he holds that the only acceptable approach to the question is from the response-side.

I am arguing that this view is incorrect from the get-go. There are, in fact, innumerable intended, potential, and actual responses to humor. As such, the proper approach is to find what the unlimited number of ways of being humorous have in common. Philosophy of humor must proceed from the stimulus-side, not the response-side.

The element that unites all forms and instances of humor, I will argue, is cleverness. Humor is a conspicuous display of playful cleverness. We can show our cleverness in many ways. We can be clever in constructing logical proofs or in the way we arrange the silverware in our kitchen drawer. These may be impressive or befuddling, but they are not humorous.

However, when we are dealing with an explicitly aesthetic situation and approach it in a specifically playful manner (these notions will be rigorously defined later on), the display of cleverness—appreciated or not—is an attempt at humor. We can judge gags by determining how clever they are. We can get away with telling an off-color joke, if that joke is clever enough. If it isn’t sufficiently clever, why would you be telling it? . . . perhaps because you believe the stereotype and hope to make discrimination against those people acceptable, you Nazi bastard. The key to the nature, aesthetic, and ethic of humor is understanding the role of cleverness.

Does this account work for the breadth of humorous phenomena that it will need to explain? Let’s see if it’s clever enough.

Note

1 People laugh when I try to do either one.
1 The Obligatory Chapter

Thomas Kuhn argues in *The Structure of Scientific Revolutions* that scientific fields go through specific stages of development. They start out as something less than science—philosophy—with groups of thinkers pursuing very different ways of developing thoughts about the reasons for the observed phenomena. Eventually, one of those philosophical schools will develop a way of thinking that works well in explaining and predicting and this creates what Kuhn calls a “paradigm” which structures the approach. The paradigm provides a standard vocabulary, an accepted set of tools, and socially enforced definitions of what counts as a legitimate question and a legitimate answer. At this point, we have what is called normal science, which is engaged in by normal scientists (if you can find any scientists who are actually normal).

A similar sort of thing occurs, I want to claim, for new philosophical subfields. At first, the questions in that new area are raised independently and sporadically by thinkers working in other related fields. The questions pop up organically as a part of some other investigation, are toyed with briefly, and dismissed.

Eventually, a philosopher here, a philosopher there, will pick up on these brief treatments and extend them into longer treatises, each thinking s/he is the first one in this bold, new region, creating his/her own terminological conventions, framing the issues in his/her own way, and thinking that the questions are answered.

Next, an enthusiastic group of philosophers will bring these disparate works together and compare and contrast them, creating a subfield. At this point, the area is not yet recognized by the larger philosophical world as a genuine subfield of inquiry. As the practitioners yearn for legitimacy, every new work produced in the subfield begins with a recapitulation of the entire history of the exploration with emphasis on the historical importance of the figures who provided its founding discussions. Surely, if thinkers as important as Plato, Aristotle, Hobbes, Schopenhauer, and Kant found this important enough to mention, it is a field worth pursuing.

Eventually, there is a sufficient quantity of work of high enough quality and the requisite intellectual infrastructure (e.g., regular panels at professional
conferences, competing professional associations with sufficiently tumultuous political battles within and between them) is created. At this point, writers in the subfield no longer feel the need to constantly present the entire history of the field every time they want to make even the smallest contribution and simply go about developing new angles on old problems and attacking each other’s views. This is when the subfield is an established, mature, full-fledged area of philosophy.

Philosophy of humor currently stands in the penultimate stage. While I would like to believe that it is just about to take the final step, it is not there yet. This means that all works—like this one—must include what I call “the obligatory chapter” which sets out a series of obligatory claims, disclaimers, and discussions. This chapter is the obligatory chapter containing the obligatory elements also found in every single book on the topic so far.

This is the obligatory disclaimer that while this is a book about humor, it is not intended to be a joke book. It is a work of philosophy, and while I hope you are amused by the examples to be analyzed, the purpose of this book is presenting a new philosophical account that hopefully discloses truth and provides insight. Its primary goal is not to entertain the reader, so it will read like the dry, boring philosophy text it is intended to be.

This is the obligatory trigger warning that one of the topics that must be discussed is the moral permissibility of ethnic and dirty jokes and as a result offensive words, concepts, and images must be presented for purely philosophical purposes. The writer of this tract does not consider himself bigoted or biased in any way and takes no delight in having to employ these words, concepts, and images—except the dirty ones, but he won’t admit it.

The rest of the chapter will be the obligatory regurgitating of the five traditional theories of humor and the obligatory arguments against the necessity and sufficiency of each. This is the obligatory sentence pointing out that these five traditional theories are not mutually exclusive. This is the obligatory sentence respectfully allowing that each one of these theories provides an insight that must be maintained in the true theory that emerges from their joint consideration. This is the obligatory promissory note that in the novel and important view that will be developed in the next chapter, these insights will be unified into an account that fully answers all of the questions in the philosophy of humor.

**Solitary, Nasty, Brutish, and Funny—Superiority Theory**

Superiority theory is the view that humor is the assertion of one’s direct dominance or supremacy over another person. Contemporary treatments of superiority theory often embed the view in a genealogical approach to humor, contending that humor is a form of play that later in human history deviated from the wrestling and horseplay of youth.¹ When we play wrestling, we try to dominate another, but not cause actual harm. We distinguish between real battle where we aim to vanquish the other from play wrestling
where we want only to subdue the other temporarily without lasting injury. Humor is this sort of activity turned verbal.

We see an early version of this view in the writings of Plato:

The ridiculous is in short the name which is used to describe the vicious form of a certain habit; and of vice in general it is that kind which is most at variance with the inscription at Delphi.

(Plato 1920c, 383)

The oracle at Delphi urged people to “know thyself,” but humor, Plato argues, gives rise to self-deception. We laugh at others, wrongly seeing them as inferior, thus illegitimately elevating our self-image.

This effect is so dangerous that when Plato enumerates what he believes ought to be the laws of the perfect state, comedy aimed at citizens of the state would be banned.

A comic poet, or maker of iambic or satirical lyrical verse, shall not be permitted to ridicule any of the citizens, either by word or likeness, either in anger or without anger. And if one is disobedient, the judges shall either at once expel him from the country, or he shall pay a fine of three minae.

(Plato 1920b, 671)

Plato’s view is colored by the comedies of writers like Aristophanes, whose play *The Clouds* received huge laughs for mocking and belittling Plato’s beloved teacher Socrates. Socrates, of course, received the death penalty for crimes he did not commit, but—if we can believe the words Plato in the mouth of Socrates in *The Apology*, his portrayal of Socrates’s trial—Socrates fully believed he would be killed by the state as a result of the social environment which had been poisoned against him. Humor, like that in Aristophanes’s comedy, was surely seen by Plato as playing a part in the unnecessary and unjust death of one of the world’s greatest thinkers. As such, humor is harmful.

Similarly, we see this view in another of the most dour figures in philosophy, Thomas Hobbes, who contended that humor is the experience of “sudden glory” in observing the “imperfections of other men.”

[It] is the passion which maketh those *Grimaces* called LAUGHTER; and is caused either by some sudden act of their own, that pleaseth them; or by the apprehension of some deformed thing in another, by comparison whereof they suddenly applaud themselves.

(Hobbes 1996, 43)

There are two elements to this definition of humor as “sudden glory”: glory and suddenness. The notion of glory clearly places his view in the
The Obligatory Chapter

It is essential to humor that we find ourselves elevated above another. But the idea that the realization of one’s supremacy must be sudden offers the introduction of the concept of timing into humor theory. We will see this notion of a sudden change present in later theories of humor—incongruity and release theories—in which the idea of suddenness will transform into cognitive shifts and again when we look at the aesthetic conditions of what makes a gag work.

The arguments against superiority theory were notably advanced by Francis Hutcheson, a generation after Hobbes. In Reflections Upon Laughter, Hutcheson gives four counter-arguments. First, he argues that a sense of superiority is not necessary, or else we would only laugh when we compare ourselves favorably to another. But there are uproariously funny passages in Virgil and Homer, and surely no one would think him or herself superior to either.

Second, he argues that superiority is not necessary for humor as there are standard forms of humor in which there is no comparison of relative stature to be made in either direction. If someone shares some wordplay or a good pun, you think yourself neither above nor below the speaker, but still can find the joke funny. We distinguish between “laughing at” and “laughing with,” and the superiority theorists do not create space for laughing with which certainly occurs.

Third, we consider ourselves superior to animals. As such, if Plato and Hobbes were correct, then they should be at their funniest when they are the farthest beneath us, when they are at their beastliest. But, in point of fact, animals are funniest when they are the most like us. Dress a chimp up like a person and have him do a dance that looks like our dances and, man, that’s a hoot (see Lancelot Link, Secret Chimp and his rock band, the Evolution Revolution).

Finally, superiority is not sufficient for humor as we look upon people who have been horribly injured in terrible accidents with pity. We do not find their misfortune necessarily humorous, despite the fact that this makes them suddenly inferior to us, making us reciprocally superior to them. True, there are The Darwin Awards where we do laugh at the ultimately lethal misfortunes of others and there are certainly examples that arouse near universal feelings of Schadenfreude, but it is the ironic or boneheaded way the injury occurred or the sense of justice in the artificially inflated being brought down to our level that gives rise to the humorousness.

A further counter-example that may be formulated is that asserting superiority does not always result in humor. If one is engaged in the sort of comical contest referred to as a “Yo Mama smackdown,” then you remain an active contender as long as your insult of the opposition’s mother is a gag. (Advanced forms require gags of increasing quality as the match progresses). If one were to respond to an opponent’s offering with “Oh yeah, well your mother is a cheap whore,” you lose. However, if one were to express the same semantic content with the utterance, “Yo mama is like a
payphone—she stands on the corner, gets used by strangers, and it only costs a quarter,” then the round continues—although if your interlocutor is below the age of 20, you might have to explain (1) what a payphone is and (2) why you are insulting the mother of a child when you are a full-grown adult.

Superiority theory is thereby rejected. But it should be made clear that some sense of “laughing at” is a form of humor, that humor can be cruel and still very much be humor.

The Ultimate Prick—Solomon’s Inferiority Theory

A contemporary response to superiority theory comes from Robert Solomon’s article “Are the Three Stooges Funny? Soitanly! (or When is it OK to Laugh?).” In this article, Solomon is not trying to set out a complete theory of humor that is designed to account for all instances of jest. Rather, he is trying simply to explain why it is not morally problematic to enjoy the antics of the Three Stooges. We will somewhat misrepresent this view, then, by thinking of it in the stronger sense of providing a full-blown theory of humor because it provides a nice counterpoint to superiority theory. Hence, the arguments presented against necessity and sufficiency should be thought of as undermining this stronger misinterpretation than as attacks on Solomon’s actual position.

One might take the enjoyment some have of the films of the Three Stooges to bolster the case for superiority theory as we are laughing at the failures and foibles of the three in all sorts of social and professional situations, the pain they must be enduring from the hits to the head and pokes to the eyes, and the clearly less than cultured behaviors of Curly barking like a dog, waddling in a circle, or rhythmically slapping himself on the forehead.

Solomon, however, argues that the case is quite the opposite. What makes the Stooges funny is not that we feel superior to them when life slaps them in the face both metaphorically and literally, but that we feel empathy for them as life does the same to us. The human condition is to be born into a world that will give you hope and then make you a fool. Anyone who pretends that s/he is not made a fool by life is not only wrong, but pretentious.

The humor of the Stooges is the humor of the underdog, the humor of the common man. As the Stooges make fools of themselves and each other, they ridicule every profession and the world of the wealthy in particular by their very presence in it. Doctors, plumbers, tailors, used chariot salesmen, Nazis, or millionaires, no one is safe from Stoogery. No one is without pretensions, and pretensions are set-ups for slapstick.

(Solomon 2002, 180)

In the world of the Stooges, everyone gets it equally. It is not the sense of justice against the few whom we think deserve it that generates a sense of Schadenfreude; rather, it is the universality of both the false puffery that we
all engage in when we form our self-image as triumphantly facing the world and the falls on our faces that we all have to get up from humiliated.

Slapstick is the ultimate prick of pretension, so long as it is evenly inflicted and suffered in turn as well. . . . It is the sympathetic laughter we enjoy at the Stooges’ alleged expense that makes us aware of our own best and least pretentious emotions. Pride, envy, and anger all disappear. That sense of status that defines so much of our self-image dissolves. Plato urged censorship of humor as well as poetry to preserve the good judgment and virtues of the guardians of the Republic. I would argue to the contrary that laughter opens up the emotions and it is good humor that makes good judgment possible.

Ricky Gervais expresses the same sentiment in discussing the nature of humor: “you have to be the underdog. There’s no place for being above the audience. It’s about empathy.”

Of course, if we take this sense of empathy as the basis of all humor, the theory fails. Clearly, a sense of our own vulnerability and sympathy with the failings of others or ourselves is not at play in puns and linguistic humor. And it is not sufficient as we can experience a sense of inferiority towards life without humor. Neuroses are not the same as humor.

But, again, there is an insight to be maintained. Laughing at the misfortune or hardships of others as they are made fools of by life is not necessarily to deem them inferior. “Laughing at” someone does not mean that we are not simultaneously “laughing with” that person.

You Don’t Say—Incongruity Theory

The received view in the philosophy of humor is incongruity theory, according to which humor is the perception or appreciation of an incongruity. Among its advocates, you will find Carroll (2014), Clark (1970), Bergmann (2002), Davies (2008), Giora (1991), Hutcheson (1973), Kant (1951), Kramer (2015), Martin (1978), Oring (1992), Richards (2013), Roberts (1988), Schopenhauer (1887), Schultz (1976), Suls (1972), to name but a few. Across centuries, genders, and the alphabet, it is argued that the key to verbal humor at least, all humor at most, is incongruity.

The intuitive draw of incongruity theory comes from the dynamics of most verbal jokes, which tend to have two parts. The set-up leads the listeners to create in their minds a scenario that is easily comprehended. We can call this understanding of the joke-world through the most natural sense of the language in the set-up the “primary interpretation.” Then, the punch line provides new information that disallows the primary interpretation. The brain tries to make sense of the information in the punch line in the context of the primary interpretation and fails, leading to bafflement, which
is ultimately resolved when the listener gets the joke, that is, realizes that there is an alternate way of understanding the scenario sketched in the set-up, a secondary interpretation, under which both the set-up and punch line make sense. This standard joke architecture thereby revolves around an incongruity between the set-up and the punch line when viewed through the primary interpretation, which is then resolved when both are viewed through the secondary interpretation.

There are two main varieties of incongruity theory. In some accounts, appreciation of the incongruity is sufficient for humor (these are generally abbreviated as I theories), in other accounts resolution of the incongruity (generally abbreviated I-R theories) is also necessary. Richards (2013) is an example of the former contending that “playful appreciation of the incongruity” is all that is needed, whereas for Suls (1972), getting a joke requires a second cognitive stage,

the perceiver finds his expectations about the text disconfirmed by the ending of the joke. . . . In other words, the recipient encounters an incongruity—the punch line. In the second stage, the perceiver engages in a form of problem solving to find a cognitive rule which makes the punch line follow from the main part of the joke and reconciles the incongruous parts. A cognitive rule is defined as a logical proposition, a definition or a fact of experience. The retrieval of such information makes it possible to reconcile the incongruous parts of the jokes. Although it is difficult to assemble these cognitive rules into a system, they appear to be part and parcel of the cognitive apparatus.

Consider the following joke.

A rabbi walks into a bar with a frog on his shoulder. The bartender says, “Hey, where did you get that?” The frog says, “Brooklyn, the place is filthy with them.”

In the set-up, we have a slightly unusual, but easily understood situation. We can picture a rabbi walking into a bar with a frog on his shoulder. As it is unusual to carry a frog into a drinking establishment, it would not be odd for one to ask the rabbi where the frog came from, and so, the bartender’s question is easily understood in the normal context. When the frog answers, however, we are faced with an incongruity in the context, which we constructed in such a fashion as to conform to normal life in which rabbis can speak but frogs cannot. We have to reconstruct the fictional joke-world in order to reinterpret the bartender’s question as being directed to the frog—something one does not usually do, but which makes sense when we reinterpret the situation. The operative element of the utterance is the incongruity between the interpretation of the set-up and punch line.
In other jokes, the incongruity is based on a lexical or semantic ambiguity. Consider Eddie Izzard’s joke “When I was young, I was a driven boy scout, a VERY driven boy scout. Driven everywhere, I was.” But it may also be a phonological or syntactic ambiguity. “An example is given in the joke where the teacher asks the student to construct a sentence containing the phrase ‘the bitter end’ and the student replies, ‘The dog chased the cat and bitter end’ (Schultz 1976, 13).”

As examples are enumerated, the number of types of incongruity increases. Some jokes pivot not on linguistic ambiguities, but rather on unmet expectations.

How do you determine if a bull has been neutered? Very carefully. Or exaggeration.

When I was young I was so skinny that when I went to the hospital to get an x-ray, they just held me up in front of the window.

In other jokes, the functional element is a fallacious argument, a failure of logic. Consider Steven Wright’s one-liner, “I bought powdered water, but I couldn’t figure out what to add.”

In all of these cases, indeed incongruity theorists claim in all possible cases, there is an incongruity of some sort that is the functional element of the gag.

Latta (1999) contends that this expansion of the term “incongruity” to include so many different sorts of humor mechanisms is not a strength in allowing the theory to cover a wide range of examples, but is a fatal flaw. He argues that the term incongruity has been stretched to the point of being meaningless, thereby rendering the theory itself meaningless.

[The ambiguity of the definition of incongruity] is to be understood to free any theorist who adopts it to claim that incongruity figures essentially in any episode of humor in which something unexpected figures essentially, in any episode of humor in which something out of context figures essentially, in any episode in which something inappropriate figures essentially, in any episode in which something illogical figures essentially, in any episode in which exaggeration figures essentially, and so on indefinitely, but in each case—with the exception of those which hinge on something ‘inappropriate’—entirely without regard to the question whether incongruity in the dictionary sense figures at all. Indeed, under an extended definition, it is conceivable that incongruity figures essentially in every episode of humor without exception while yet incongruity in the dictionary sense does not figure in any way in any episode.

While he does not put the objection in quite this way, Latta is contending that the overly liberal use of the central term by incongruity theorists makes the theory unfalsifiable.
Karl Popper in *Logic of Scientific Discovery* argues that, for a theory to be scientific, it must be falsifiable, that is, there must be a set of possible observation statements that, if observed, would logically require the theory’s falsehood. Scientific theories entail observable predictions. If those predictions turn out not to be true, then, by *modus tollens*, we must conclude the falsity of the theory. Of course, the theory could be saved by *ad hoc* modifications in the face of the falsifying data, but doing so reduces the theory to a tautology and tautologies have no semantic content, they say nothing. True theories are to describe the world and so must have content. Hence, true theories cannot be tautologies and must have potential falsifiers.

The extending of the term “incongruity,” Latta argues, is done in an “easy breezy” fashion, that is, as an *ad hoc* modification to incongruity theory that begins with the basic dictionary definition of incongruity, but which constantly adjusts the meaning of its central term to avoid falsification. That makes the theory unfalsifiable.

An extended definition of incongruity is radically ambiguous in that under it the term “incongruity” does not really have one meaning, but various quite different ones. (114)

Incongruity theory is intended to be an essentialist position, but the move to constantly extend the definition of “incongruity” undermines the heart of the view.

I use Popper to understand Latta’s argument as Latta makes the strong claim that the incongruity account is false. One could soften Latta’s position—which I think is appropriate—and contend that Latta’s objection does not show the view to be false, but does weaken it.

In the face of Latta’s challenge, it seems that the incongruity theorists have two options. One is to tighten the notion of incongruity, limiting it in some fashion. Latta points out that this is what Morreall (2009) and Schultz (1976) do, requiring incongruities to be “surprising” to the audience. Henri Bergson also limits the range of incongruities in his seminal book *Laughter: An Essay on the Meaning of the Comic* but in a different fashion. Bergson (1911) contends that humor is the result of an incongruity between the organic and the mechanical. If a person, an organic being, for example, follows a principle too rigidly, he looks foolish because he is an organic being acting like a machine. Or, if a machine does something that resembles a person, we find that funny. But in limiting incongruity in any of these ways, Latta contends, the conditions offered by Bergson, Morreall, and Schultz become too narrow to be sufficient and there will be jokes that fall outside of it.

The other option is to say that the notion of incongruity is a family resemblance term in the Wittgensteinian sense.6 This move saves the use of the term, but opens it up to an objection when the case is seen through the lens not of Popper, but of Popper’s student Imre Lakatos.
Lakatos (1978) combines Popper’s view with that of Kuhn in a way that reinterprets scientific theories as research programs that are comprised of a “hard core”—central propositions that are at the heart of the theory and held to be unfalsifiable—and a “protective belt”—ancillary beliefs that can be altered or jettisoned in order to maintain the truth of the propositions in the hard core. A scientific theory is “progressive” when it is able to account for new and unexpected phenomena without modification. On the other hand, a scientific theory is seen as “degenerate” if it requires consistent *ad hoc* modifications in order to continue to account for observations.

A weaker version of Latta’s objection would be to see need for the constant enlargement of the notion of incongruity to indicate that while incongruity theory is not necessarily false, it is a degenerate research program. Degenerate research programs, Lakatos argues, are not false, but are inferior to progressive alternatives. Yes, we can account for many, many jokes using this umbrella notion of incongruity, but the fact that the umbrella has to stretch so wide is a mark of its weakness.

Latta’s argument about the meaninglessness of incongruity as used by incongruity theorists is reinforced by six other attacks on the view. (1) While many jokes do have incongruities within them, they are not the vehicle for humor, rather a cognitive shift in the listener is and the cognitive shift may have nothing to do with the incongruity. (2) What is claimed to be a functional incongruity is only an apparent incongruity from some perspective and the resolution shows that there was no actual incongruity, but incongruity theory requires an actual incongruity and not just an apparent one for humor. (3) The listener must be in the right mood to find a joke funny, but incongruity is structural, not mood-dependent. (4) Incongruity theorists do not provide a cognitive mechanism by which perception of an incongruity leads to laughter. (5) Incongruity is a symmetric relation—if A is incongruous with B, then B is incongruous with A—yet jokes are very often directional, that is, they elicit laughter only when A is in the set-up and B is in the punch line, if incongruity was the operative humorous mechanism, then this asymmetry should not be the case. (6) Incongruity theorists provide no evolutionary basis for explaining why humans would develop the capacity to find incongruities funny.

I will not assess these objections individually, as I believe none of them are deeply problematic for incongruity theory. Some of them are sufficiently dealt with by works of various incongruity theorists. The others, I would argue, are the result of Latta taking the position that any successful theory of humor must be a response-side account, that is, that a gag is an act of humor only if it results in laughter, but this is much too narrow a picture to be a sufficient account of humor. Dark humor, sick humor, and aggressive insult humor need not generate laughter, while being clear instances of humor. When these considerations are taken into account, it is only Latta’s first objection that seriously affects the cogency of incongruity theory.

But I do agree with Latta that the presence of an incongruity is neither necessary nor sufficient for humor. Examples can be compiled in which
there is no incongruity, yet there is humor, and in which there is incongruity without humor.

Employing an incongruity (or at least one of the many forms of unexpected, illogical, exaggerated, . . ., or surprising elements as enumerated by Latta), I will freely admit, is far and away the most common means of constructing a verbal joke. But, verbal jokes are not the only form of humor, and there are other forms of humor where the operative factor is not an incongruity, but rather a congruity. Consider improv comedy. In many improv games, a host or member of the improv troupe will begin by soliciting random suggestions from the audience for use in the game. The game begins—is not yet humorous—with complete incongruity. The job of the improv actors is to construct a coherent scene using these incongruous elements and the humor is achieved when they are woven into a context constructed whole cloth on the spot in a fashion that makes them no longer incongruous. The more organically they are made to fit, the more humorous the scene is. If the actors jam an element into the created world in a clunky _ad hoc_ fashion, the scene feels forced and not humorous. But when a randomly solicited element just falls into place perfectly, as if it belonged there the whole time, the sudden congruence sends waves of appreciative laughter through the audience. It is congruity, not incongruity, that is the active humorous element in this case.

Impersonation is another form of humor that is based on congruity. When one watches Rich Little perform, what makes the gag a gag is how much he has captured the person being imitated. We find the act funny when the impersonator “really nailed it,” that is, when the impersonation is “dead on.” It is not incongruity we appreciate, but congruity.

We can find it in repetition humor. Consider Tom Lehrer’s song “When You Are Old and Gray,” wherein he implores his young lover to make love to him often while they are still young, attractive, and can stand each other, stating that will not stand the test of time:

An awful debility,  
a lessened utility,  
a loss of mobility,  
is a strong possibility.  
In all probability  
I’ll lose my virility,  
and you your fertility  
and desirability,  
and this liability  
of total sterility  
will lead to hostility  
and a sense of futility,  
So let’s act with agility  
while we still have facility,  
for we’ll soon reach senility  
and lose the ability.
What is funny here, indeed masterful, is Lehrer’s ability maintain a phonologic congruity that is fully comprehensible and expressive of a single coherent thought while remaining perfectly in the melody of the song.

Staying with Tom Lehrer, consider his masterpiece “The Elements,” wherein he takes the tune of Gilbert and Sullivan’s “I Am the Very Model of a Modern Major-General” from Pirates of the Penzance and instead of its usual humorous lyrics, sings the names of the elements of the periodic table. It is true, that there is incongruity functioning on two levels to help generate the humor. First, the lyrics sung are not those expected. Secondly, chemistry is an odd subject for song. But the real humor of the work is found in the way that the chemical names fit perfectly into the meter and Lehrer’s ability to get them all in snugly and organically (so to speak) by the natural end of the melody. When it was first played for them, my children had the response many people do when they hear this song for the first time—“Play it again.” If it was incongruity that was responsible for the humor, then the song should be used up after the first playing, but it retains its ability to humorously amaze after multiple listens because the real element (cough) functioning is the stunning congruity that Lehrer constructs.

An incongruity theorist might object that there is incongruity in the degree or appearance of unexpected congruity. In the improv and song cases, it is that the congruity is surprising. Congruity thus creates incongruity.

This response takes us back to Latta’s objection. If congruity is taken as a mark of incongruity, then incongruity has lost all meaning and the view is indeed reduced to tautological vacuity. All utterances are surprising in that they are unexpected in some sense. With the exception of conversations with one’s spouse, we must listen to our fellow conversant because we do not know what s/he will say next. If “we didn’t expect that sentence to rhyme so much” is taken as an instance of incongruity which can drive humor, then the concept used has become so broad that anything will fit into it.

In the case of the impersonator, this line also fails completely. There is nothing surprising or unexpected about the voice of John Madden coming out of Frank Calliendo’s mouth. You paid $52.50 per ticket to sit up in the mezzanine with a limited view of the stage for the express purpose of watching Frank Calliendo sound like John Madden. John Madden’s voice damn well better come out of his mouth and it damn well better sound just frickin’ like John frickin’ Madden. When it does, it perfectly conforms to your expectations, there is absolutely no surprise whatsoever in the impersonation. And yet, it is magnificent. He nailed it. Expectations were met because in Roger Scruton’s words, there was “a deep congruity between an object and itself (Scruton, 1982, 161).” We have an uncontroversial example of humor where there is no incongruity present. So, with Jerrold Levinson, we may be justifiably skeptical of the claim that all intuitively accountable instances of humour, for example, mimicry, satire, sarcasm, slapstick, or sexual ribaldry turn on the perception of incongruity.

(Levinson 1998, 563)
An incongruity theorist might respond that these examples are all well and good, but the theory is a theory of specifically verbal humor, of jokes. These are not jokes. This move is problematic for the Lakatosian reason that it makes the view further degenerate. If your theory of humor is becoming more and more limited in the aspects of humor it can cover, then the theory is weakening.

Further, there are categories of verbal jokes that use mechanisms other than incongruity. Consider the inside joke. An inside joke is when a speaker uses words in an utterance in such a way that they will have the standard meaning for all listeners who are either aware or unaware of the existence of an inside joke, but a second additional meaning for a subset of listeners who are in on the joke. Unlike puns, which have multiple contrasting interpretations that the listener can cognitively switch back and forth between and is well accounted for by the incongruity account, the inside joke endows the utterance with complementary parallel interpretations that enrich the meaning for some speakers without requiring a cognitive switch. The two meanings are not incongruent, but for those on the inside the meaning of the utterance is enhanced. The lack of a cognitive shift in the inside joke puts it outside of the range of the explanatory power of incongruity theory.

Incongruities are not necessary for humor, but neither are they sufficient. It is pointed out by many commentators that we see incongruous aspects of the world all the time that we do not find funny. If there is an automobile accident we pass on the way to work, this is an unusual happenstance. As such, it is incongruous, but is the source of concern for those involved not the source of amusement.

But even when there is incongruity operative in humor, the question remains why certain incongruities are humorous and others are not. Consider Robin Williams’s bit in which he performs the Bruce Springsteen song “Fire” in the voice of the cartoon character Elmer Fudd. This is incongruous, yes, but it would be just as incongruous if he performed it in the voice of Bugs Bunny or Tweety Bird. But that would just make it weird, not humorous. Equal degrees of incongruity do not entail equal degrees of humorousness.

What makes the gag work is the congruity between the voices of Springsteen and Fudd. When there is an operative incongruity, there is something in the particular incongruity that makes humor work and something missing from other incongruities that makes humor fail. Simply pointing to the existence of an incongruity where there is one—and there usually is in verbal jokes, but not always—does not really account for the actual operative element.

Contra Latta, I do not want to say that “[i]ncongruity plays only a very slight role in humor, and no role worthy of special mention (102).” Incongruity is neither necessary nor sufficient for humor, but I agree with Levinson that

any satisfactory account must reserve for it a special place as (1) superior forms of humor rely on it, (2) there may be entire categories of
humour that would be impossible without it, (3) incongruity is tied to resolution and resolution seems to require resolving an incongruity.

(473)

Before moving away from incongruity theory, special attention should be paid to two specific formulations, Raskin’s script-based version and Matthew Hurley, Daniel Dennett, and Reginald Adams Jr.’s cognitive-evolutionary version.

**Stick to the Script—Raskin’s Script-Opposition View**

Raskin avoids Latta’s critique in framing the notion of an incongruity rigorously in the linguistic notion of a script.

The script is a cognitive structure internalized by the native speaker and it represents the native speaker’s knowledge of a small part of the world . . . every script is a graph with lexical nodes and semantic links between the nodes. In fact, all the scripts of the language make up a single continuous graph, and the lexical entry of the world is a domain within this graph around the world in question as the central node of the domain.

(81)

All meaning is attributable to scripts within the mind of the speaker. Words and phrases are nodes connected with varying degrees of strength to other word/phrase nodes. When we hear someone else speak, we understand what they mean in using a given word or phrase, by activating the script and seeing the semantic neighborhood it occupies. This allows us to situate heard propositions and often to anticipate the ways in which sentences will end.

The rigorously defined incongruity mechanism is thus a shift in script. Ambiguous words will be single symbols that have more than one script associated with them and the joke occurs by suddenly forcing the listener to switch the script being used in interpreting context constructed by the set-up. The main hypothesis of Raskin’s work is that,

A text can be characterized as a single-joke-carrying text iff: (i) the text is compatible, fully or in part, with two different scripts, and (ii) the two scripts with which the text is compatible are opposite.

(99)

Verbal jokes have within their text a script-opposition, that is, there is a trigger that causes the listener to suddenly change the script being used to make sense of the constructed context. These oppositions come in three varieties: (1) actual vs. non-existing, (2) expected vs. unexpected, (3) possible vs. impossible.
Key to understanding jokes, Raskin argues, is that they are a non-bona fide means of communicating. Bona fide communication is a cooperative endeavor between conversants that follows the rules, the conversational maxims, set out by H. P. Grice in his seminal article “Logic and Conversation.” There are four Gricean maxims for cooperative conversational endeavors:

1. **Maxim of Quantity.** Make your contribution neither more nor less than is required.
2. **Maxim of Quality.** Be genuine and not spurious. Do not say that which you believe to be false.
3. **Maxim of Relation.** Make your contribution appropriate to the conversation at the stage at which you contribute.
4. **Maxim of Manner.** Be clear.

When these rules are followed, normal conversation can proceed. But occasionally, these rules are violated. This may be because your conversational partner has become cognitively impaired or no longer wishes to be cooperative in conversing with you. But more likely, your partner is being cooperative, but using the violation—which is sure to be noticed by you—to send you a signal, the meaning of which you must decipher from the context of the violation. For example, if I am telling you of a rumor I heard about a mutual acquaintance and in the middle of the sentence, just as I am about to tell you the juicy part, I suddenly begin talking about the weather, I have violated the maxim of relation. My unrelated statement is odd in the conversational context as the weather had nothing to do with the wife of the other colleague I was mentioning. But my sudden shift in content is immediately understood by you—oh, here he comes, shhh, we’ll talk about this later when the coast is clear. I never said this, but you full well know what I meant. And you instantly join me in saying how odd it is that we had such a warm winter, but for the major blizzard and I wonder if global warming is responsible. This inference that you were able to make from my clearly intentional violation of the conversational cooperative principles is termed an “implicature” by Grice.

Raskin contends that when we tell jokes, we must suspend the usual rules of conversation. Joking is a special sort of verbal interaction governed by different rules.

1. **Maxim of Quantity:** give exactly as much information as is necessary for the joke
2. **Maxim of Quality:** say only what is compatible with the world of the joke
3. **Maxim of Relation:** say only what is relevant to the joke
4. **Maxim of Manner:** tell the joke efficiently
Joking is a cooperative endeavor as much as normal bona fide conversation, but operates by different rules. Suppose I tell you,

So, there’s this pirate with a steering wheel on the front of his pants. And someone asks what’s it doing, and the pirate says, “Arrrr, it’s drivin’ me nuts.”

I am not, for example, trying to convey that I believe that there was a pirate with a steering wheel attached to the front of his pants. I am not trying to get you to believe that there is a pirate with a steering wheel attached to the front of his pants. Rather, I am saying it to construct a context in which I will generate in you a script opposition on the word “nuts” for your amusement. On the one hand, there is a script according to which “nuts” is a node connected strongly to crazy, insane, irrational, and the like. On the other hand, there is a “nuts” node connected strongly to testicles, balls, family jewels, and the like. The joke is not intended to convey information, something that is an essential element of normal conversation, but is a cooperative verbal act with a different teleological endpoint.

Raskin contends that his theory accounts for all examples of verbal humor and that it is falsifiable as “any joke which can be demonstrated not to evoke two distinct scripts should be considered a counterexample to this approach to the analysis of verbal humor (Raskin 1985, 100).” The challenge, then, is to present such examples.

First, however, we should question whether the linguists’ notion of a script is the appropriate intellectual hardware to be using here. There do seem to be jokes where a script-based analysis would miss the humor. Consider the quadriplegic jokes,

What do you call a man with no arms or legs in a swimming pool? Bob.
What do you call a man with no arms or legs nailed to a wall? Art.10

On the one hand, the verb “bob” can be thought of as a node connected to float and the noun “art” connected to aesthetics, painting, . . . But the names Bob and Art have no associated scripts. Names do not have semantic meanings; they are not cognitively connected in the mind in the same fashion.

Certainly, there are some names—Plato, Adolf, Pele, Madonna—where in common usage there is a single referent and this name has a meaning that could be part of a script. These are names that can be associated with specific historical individuals and thus have scripts connecting those individuals to what we know of them. Other names are directly associated with specific minority groups and the semantic baggage that comes with them. In a joke, Sol is an old Jewish man, Billy Bob is a redneck, . . . There are also names that are standing characters in joke cycles—the Norwegian-American Oly and Sven jokes or the Cajun Boudreau and
Thibideau jokes, for example. But those are not what is happening in the Bob and Art jokes.

Perhaps, we can say that the names have a script because they bring to mind all the Bobs and Arts I have known. But that is not the script that is operative in the joke. Indeed, no script is operative; we just have names that happen to have the same symbol as words that do have meanings. It is, of course, simple ambiguity, but not one that can be made sense of in terms of script oppositions as one of the uses has no associated script.

But setting aside these examples, which could perhaps be brushed off as special cases, the larger challenge posed by Raskin is to produce jokes where there is no script opposition present. Let us play the game by assuming that Raskin's scripts are operative in verbal jokes. There are at least three categories of verbal jokes that use non-oppositional mechanisms which we can call script acknowledgment, script corroboration, and script amplification.

Script acknowledgment is found in repetition humor. We can create humorous utterances by remaining within the script repeatedly. By repeating portions of a text, either using the same words or synonyms, we can create humor without opposing any portion of the text. Suppose I wanted to humorously describe what you would need to take with you on a long car trip with teenagers, I might suggest that you need to bring food, music, food, reading materials, food, food, and food. There is no opposition here. If I wanted to say this non-humorously, I could say to bring music, reading material, and lots of food. No humor, no opposition. The initial formulation thereby also has no opposition, but says it humorously. An alternate humorous formulation might be to bring music, reading material, snacks, munchies, refreshments, finger foods, nosh, and something for the teenagers to eat between meals. Again, we are exploiting as full a range of the script as we can; thus the script is acknowledged, not opposed.

Second is what we can call script corroboration, wherein we make a joke by affirming the script or by humorously pointing to connecting nodes within the script. Consider Gallagher's joke “Open your mind. Change the world if it ain’t right. Give the houses out by the airport to deaf people.” A good, quality joke, but no opposition. Indeed, what makes the joke funny is that it resolves a seeming problem in a way that fits nicely with our scripts. This is a version of the objection leveled above to incongruity theory generally in which we see that there are examples of congruity-based humor. The node “airport” in our script connects to many other nodes, and among them is “loud” and “loud” connects with “undesirable.” The script for “deaf” will not connect with “loud,” and so the move to undesirable will never be made, hence the solving of the two problems by affirming or corroborating the scripts, not opposing them.

Finally, there are jokes that we can term “script amplification.” These are jokes that rely on the script as it is, but overstate the relationship
between nodes. The script is not opposed in the joke, but amplified for comic purposes. Consider the Phyllis Diller joke:

I haven’t given up. I know you look at me and think I’ve given up. I have not. I went today to the beauty parlor four times. They wouldn’t let me in. Makes me so mad. I confronted him today. I said, ‘Look, you’ve been putting all this expensive stuff on my face for all these years, why don’t I get better looking?’ He said, ‘You’ve built up an immunity.’ I’m in the fourteenth year of a ten day beauty plan.12

This set of jokes all play on Phyllis Diller as unattractive. When you consider the script associated with the on-stage character of Phyllis Diller, one of the most prominent nodes is “unattractive.” There is not an opposition with the script here, but rather an amplification of degree to which we already associate elements within the script.

So, with the jokes in the categories of script acknowledgment, script corroboration, and script amplification, we have met Raskin’s challenge and produced jokes that fail to include script oppositions. According to his own reasoning, this should falsify his main hypothesis.

The Dissent of Man—Hurley, Dennett, and Adams’s Cognitive-Evolutionary Theory

Arthur Koestler presents what he calls “the paradox of laughter”—“Laughter is a reflex, but unique in that it serves no apparent biological purpose (Koestler 1967, 31).” Latta argues that incongruity theory is deficient in that it lacks an evolutionary explanation for the connection between incongruities and laughter. Hurley, Dennett, and Adams’s book Inside Jokes: Using Humor to Reverse-Engineer the Mind is designed to address exactly these concerns showing how, from a cognitive scientific perspective, a sense of humor would be a necessary evolutionary development for cognitively complex beings like humans. Contrary to Star Trek, one could not, they contend, create a mind capable of functioning in the intricate environment of the real world without something like a sense of humor.

The major constraint on our consciousness, they contend, is time. If we want to think of our brains as digital computers running standard algorithms, we have a problem because they do not have the time to run complete searches. In order to keep from being eaten by predators or to avoid other pitfalls that could be lethal, our brains had to develop the ability to create mental spaces in which we run quick and dirty provisional models of the situations in which we find ourselves in order to have a sense of what to expect and how to act. These hypothetical sketches give rise to expectations that we hold as provisionally true, an attribute that is less than full belief. We are slightly surprised when they don’t hold, but their failure requires only readjustment of hypothetical posits, not a complete restructuring of actual beliefs.
Since we go into the process knowing that these models constructed in isolated mental spaces are fallible, we expect there to be some errors. As these errors could lead to poor predictions and possibly death, we need to be able to detect them to create more successful models and before they are embedded as actual beliefs. An error-detection faculty is not only desirable, but necessary in terms of natural selection.

Finding flaws in the constructed mental space, however, requires the expenditure of energy—something we seek to minimize. So, the body would have to provide some sort of short-term incentive for doing the work that is helpful in the long-term. The reward would be a small shot of neuro-chemical happy juice.

Once this mechanism is in place, it not only serves its original purpose, but can be manipulated by us for our own use. Once the reward structure is there, we can figure out how to artificially trigger it. The result is humor.

Our brains are engaged fulltime in real-time (risky) heuristic search, generating presumptions about what will be experienced next in every domain. This time-pressured, unsupervised generation process has necessarily lenient standards and introduces content—not all of which can be properly checked for truth—into our mental spaces. If left unexamined, the inevitable errors in these vestibules of consciousness would ultimately continue on to contaminate our world knowledge store. So there has to be a policy of double-checking these candidate beliefs and surmising, and the discovery and resolution of these at breakneck speed is maintained by a powerful reward system—the feeling of humor; mirth—that must support this activity in competition with all the other things you could be thinking about.

Basic humor occurs when: (1) an active element in a mental space that has (2) covertly entered that space (for one reason or another), and is (3) taken to be true (i.e., epistemically committed) within that space, (4) is diagnosed to be false in that space—simply in the sense that if it is the loser in an epistemic reconciliation process; (5) and (trivially) the discovery is not accompanied by any (strong) negative emotional valence. These five conditions are the necessary and sufficient set up for the pleasurable experience of humor.

Humor, on this view, is the unintentional by-product of an evolutionarily developed faculty for incongruity-detection we employ on hypothetical mental spaces needed to speed up the processing of the brain to the speed of nature. Having the faculty in place, we can then repurpose it for our own amusement by employing it in artificial situations that we subtly pre-package with hidden incongruities. Latta complained that incongruity theory did not
provide an evolutionary account for why we would respond to incongruity with laughter. There is a well-formulated one.

Is it correct? Here is the problem with evolutionary psychology. Evidence is hard to come by when the question is a matter of reconstructing the effects of selection pressures on the development of the organization of squishy tissue that does not fossilize. There certainly are some instances in which evidence for evolutionary claims exists. But when you are talking about the evolutionary development of the brain and its faculties, that sort of evidence is difficult to get a hold of. As a result, the best we have is a well-argued just-so story and an a priori argument for the necessity of something like what could possibly give rise to a sense of humor.

One problem that the view does face is that it has tied its horses to the incongruity theory. If it were true that the only sort of humor was the playful appreciation of reconciled incongruities, then the view could account for humor in general. But there are all of the other forms of humor that have been discussed above, which have no incongruities or errors to find and yet give rise to all of the same sorts of affective, and thereby it can be assumed neurological, phenomena. This does not mean that the account is wrong, especially if, as Levinson argues and I agree, we must keep a special central place for incongruity in a final generalized theory of humor. But, then, someone working along the lines of Hurley, Dennett, and Adams would have to be able to also generalize their account.

Plop Plop, Fizz Fizz—Relief Theory

The fourth of the major theories of humor is relief or release theory. This account is less a theory of humor, than a theory of why and how it is that we find things funny. That is, to use Latta’s terminology, it is a response-side and not a stimulus-side approach to the psychology of humor.

It is distinct from incongruity theory, which is a stimulus-side approach, that is, it looks at the thing found funny for an essential property (in this case, an incongruity); but it is not incompatible with it as it looks at what is happening in the mind who finds something funny and that trigger could indeed be held to be an incongruity or perhaps even only incongruities.

We find the original formulation in Herbert Spencer, who contended that when faced with a puzzle or riddle, the brain sets aside for use significant mental energy. When the puzzle or riddle turns out to be a joke, we come to realize upon getting the joke that it is not a real puzzle that will need working through, but a sort of pseudo-puzzle that cannot be solved. This realization leaves us with a store of mental energy, but nothing to apply it to and so we release it quickly as laughter.

Following Spencer is Sigmund Freud who develops a version connected with his tripartite model of the mind governed by the pleasure principle. Freud begins by distinguishing between innocent jokes (puns, plays on words) and tendentious jokes (dirty jokes and ethnic jokes). Innocent jokes,
he argues, are just playing with ideas and will be treated in the next theory—play theory. But things are different with respect to tendentious jokes.

Freud argues that there are three parts to the human mind. The ego is the part of the mind that is transparent to the self. When we say “I made up my mind,” this is the part of the mind we are speaking of, the part that deals with perception, rationality, and simple volition. But there are two other aspects. One is the super-ego, the conscience, which watches over us like a parent spurring us on to be our best self as defined by the acculturation we receive growing up. It is an internalization of external social pressures on behavior. The other is the id, the repository of our basic animal self, the source of our natural desires and urges.

As socialized beings, we inhabit societies that depend upon our not acting on all of our primal desires. We need to deny, delay, or find alternate socially acceptable means to express them. But, Freud argues, the undesirable desires are always there. The id drives us to want things that we know we cannot have or acts we cannot engage in. But even more so, the super-ego tries to convince us that we do not even have the desire for such things or engaging in such acts. We not only try to control ourselves to keep from acting on certain unacceptable desires, but take control of ourselves to keep from having these desires in the first place. But we do. And controlling ourselves is a constant battle that takes a steady-stream of energy to suppress the urges from appearing before the conscious mind.

This gives rise to repression. If left unchecked, the unsatisfied urges will take greater and greater amounts of energy to be kept below the threshold of consciousness and may give rise to small eruptions or major cracks in the mind. The former are Freudian slips where the subconscious lets some of what it is repressing out through the expression of the conscious mind. When these smaller releases are insufficient, constant repression can give rise to neuroses, strange feelings and odd behaviors that we are compelled to engage in, but which are a mystery to us. We don’t know why we have these sudden bizarre compulsions to act in ways we have no rational reason for. But we do. . . .

Unless, of course, that urge is satisfied another way. We could simply act on it, but that will likely lead to guilt, shame, shunning, or imprisonment. Or we could find an alternate route for satisfying that urge, a safer, socially acceptable means of expressing the need that can pass muster with the society and the superego. This is what tendentious jokes do.

And here we can understand what it is that jokes achieve in the service of their purpose. They make possible the satisfaction of an instinct (whether lustful or hostile) in the face of an obstacle that stands in its way.

(Cohen 1999, 99–100)

When we tell a dirty joke, we are titillated, we are being aroused bodily and thereby releasing our sexual frustration in a way that is allowable because it involves mere words, not acts. Similarly, living in a pluralistic society will lead
to friction with others. We will be frustrated and want to lash out, but know we cannot. Ethnic jokes are a way of releasing that aggressive pent-up energy while avoiding the tut-tutting of the superego standing in the way of our doing what it is we really want to do to those people. “The joke then represents a rebellion against that authority, a liberation from its pressure (Cohen 1999, 105).”

The Freudian version of relief theory is, of course, bound up with the Freudian picture of the mind. With contemporary psychology rejecting Freud’s theoretical framework, so too, seems to go the particulars of his brand of relief theory. But there are general concerns for relief theory that demonstrate its lack of necessity and sufficiency.

First, release of stress is clearly not sufficient for humor, as lots of things release stress that are not humorous. Unless your masseuse is tickling you, you will likely find the relief you feel non-humorous. This is not to say that we don’t sometimes laugh when great stress is lifted. We do. But that is a physiological effect that is different from humor, although they may share neurological similarities.

Relief is not necessary for humor as some jokes ratchet up tension. Consider insults. Some can simply be statements of your faults—“you’re stupid,” but some insults are clearly humorous—“if brains were horse shit, no one would ever have shovel out your stall.” If you are the sole member of the audience for a humorous insult, the fact that it is humorous does not obviate the stress, indeed if it is a really good one, it can make you angrier.

Empirical study also seems to speak against relief theory. Pollio and Mers (1974) studied the effect of surprise on funniness and found, contrary to expectation, that jokes with punch lines that listeners could predict were found to be funnier than those jokes with punch lines that caught the listener completely by surprise. If the relief theory was correct, then it would be expected that building up tension would add to the degree of success of the humor. But, in fact, the opposite tends to be the case.

Similarly, as Morreall15 points out, people who tend to react the most to jokes are those who are under the least duress. Light-hearted moods enhance comic reactions and those under stress tend to be less receptive to humor. But, if relief theory were true, the opposite should be the case. The people who would be releasing the most pent up emotional energy should be getting the biggest comic reactions. But this is not the case.

Hence, relief seems neither necessary nor sufficient for humor. That said, one certainly would have to take into account the way in which the mind of the listener is affected by humorous acts to understand what differentiates gags from non-gags.

A Lotta Latta—Latta’s Theory L

A contemporary version of relief theory is Robert Latta’s “theory L” which begins, as we have discussed earlier, with an argument that humor must be considered a response-side phenomenon.
different stimuli are very different except in that they tend, in different ways, to elicit a certain single pattern of response. But in this case, of course, the essential nature of humor lies on the response-side.

(Latta 1999, 11)

What makes a gag a gag is that it makes people laugh. Since it is the response that is sufficient, anything that calls forth the response is grouped together. Humor ought to include not only crafted jokes, but anything in the world that anyone finds funny.

Generating laughter is, according to Latta, a three-stage process. Humor begins by bothering someone. “To be at the initial stage of the basic humor process is simply to be in a state of unrelaxation due at last in part to a complex of variable cognitive factors (Latta 1999, 41).” Then there is a mid-process transition, that is, a primary cognitive shift involving the factors in the initial stage. Finally, “rapid or fairly rapid relaxation through laughter (41).” The formal object of humor is thereby this three-step psychological process. When we speak of humor, we are not talking about jokes or movies or any other thing that we seek out for the sake of humor. Humor is the internal process that the human goes through and for Latta, this is a process of three necessary stages. Without initial unrelaxation, a cognitive shift, or laughter, there is no act of humor.

I have already argued that Latta is incorrect in his initial step of asserting that a successful account of humor must come from the response-side. Humor is not in the reception, but is a result of the properties of the thing received. This makes his view a non-starter. But we can argue that, even if we grant that humor is in the response, none of these three steps is necessary for humor and the combination of the three is insufficient.

Latta contends that all humor begins in a state of unrelaxation. It is certainly true that in the standard cases of the telling of verbal jokes, following the set-up and upon the hearing of the punch line by a listener who has never heard the joke before, that there is a moment of cognitive activity dedicated to the futile act of trying to reconcile the context as created in the mind of the listener by the primary interpretation of the set-up with the confounding information in the punch line. This is also what the incongruity advocates point to as well, although Latta, as we have seen, goes to great lengths to show that this moment of unrelaxation need not be the result of an incongruity.

But while this is the usual way things work when a joke is told, acts of humor need not proceed this way. A pastime among some comics is sitting around telling each other the same joke. There are some classic jokes everyone knows, and it can be fun to hear the way different people tell them. If the fourth and final person to tell the same joke has the best phrasing of anyone who has told the joke, the best timing of anyone who has told the joke, and the best intonation of anyone who has told the joke, I will greatly appreciate the telling and probably change the way I tell that joke. There
was no unrelaxation involved in my hearing the joke because I already
know the joke; indeed, I just told it myself and heard it two other times.
I am completely relaxed, spending time with comedic friends, enjoying their
company, and playing one of our favorite games. Yet, there was an act of
humor, one that was appreciated for its virtues as an act of humor.

A similar example arises with the documentary The Aristocrats, which
shows dozens of famous professional comedians, some of the most accom-
plished joke-tellers of our time, telling the same joke throughout the film.
After the first couple of tellings, the viewer knows the joke. Yet, it seems
contrary to usage to deem the telling of a joke by a professional comedian
not an act of humor simply because it appears later in the film.

The second phase is the cognitive shift. Latta contends that all humor
requires some change in the way something is seen, understood, or inter-
preted. Again, this is not the case. Consider one of the examples that Latta
himself uses, a cartoon in John Allen Paulos’s book Mathematics and Humor
(59) of a greyhound with the logo of a bus on its side. Latta argues that get-
ing this visual pun requires a state of confused unrelaxation and then an
“aha” moment. This is an empirical claim for which the only evidence Latta
provides is a reiteration of his theoretical account. When I read Paulos’s
book for the first time, I saw that picture and thought “Cute.” I immediately
read Paulos’s book for the first time, I saw that picture and thought “Cute.” I
immediately saw what the cartoonist was doing creating a visual pun through a clever
inversion. Were there two stages—unrelaxation and a cognitive shift—or
did I just immediately get the joke when seeing the picture? Phenomenologi-
cally, it felt like a single stage, but neurologically was there a brief unnoticed
period of cognitive turmoil? Perhaps. Again, it is an empirical question for
which one would have to provide empirical evidence. Latta does not.

Indeed, there seem to be a number of things that people find funny that do
not require cognitive shifts—funny faces, the sound of a fart, the sound of
a baby laughing. We laugh not at a cognitive shift from reinterpreting these
things; we seem to be laughing directly at them. Since Latta wants to lump
together all phenomena found funny, these seem like problematic cases for
theory L unless some neurological data can come to its rescue.

Or consider again the inside joke. We have an utterance that has a mean-
ing $M$ for those on the outside of the joke and $M^+$ for those on the inside.
There is not a cognitive shift from $M$ to some other meaning $M'$; there is no
cognitive shift at all. There is simply a realization that the utterance has an
augmented meaning $M^+$ which one is among a limited subset of people to
be privy to.

The final stage seems to be the least necessary—relaxation through laugh-
ter. Many writers point out that we can react to humor in many ways and
that laughter is only one of them. Levinson, for example, notes that “humour
may engender amusement without any behavioral manifestations (Levinson
1998, 564).” But Latta contends that it is not enough to become agitated
and have a sudden change of mind, in order for a speaker and a listener to
be united in the bonds of holy comedy; the act must be consummated with
a bodily response. Any attempted joke that fails to find its mark, that fails
to elicit laughter, is not an act of humor.

This creates the odd circumstance that if I told the same joke two different
nights to two different audiences, and killed one night with it and bombed
the other, then in only one case would the same exact action be considered
an act of humor. For Latta, this is fine since the stimulus-side considerations
are irrelevant. But, suppose I had videotaped my set on the night the joke
bombed. Because the joke received no laughter from the audience, it was
not an instance of humor. Then, I show the tape to my colleague at work.
Hearing the joke told, he laughs. Now, is the telling of the joke an instance
of humor or not? Was it not an act of humor, but is now? But it is in the
past, so how could a later response retroactively affect the humorous status
of an earlier event?

One might say that the telling of the joke was not a humorous event, but
the playing of the videotape was. But my colleague was not laughing at the
playing of the videotape; he was laughing at the telling of the joke. So, the tell-
ing of the joke now seems to acquire the status of act of humor despite the fact
that the act has not changed. Latta will respond that the humor is the process
undergone by my colleague. But if someone were to walk into my office and
see my colleague laughing at something and ask “What is humorous in here?”
my colleague would not point at himself, but at the videotape of the joke
being told. Latta would tell him that he is wrong; the telling of the joke is not
humorous. Sadly, the crowd that night agreed with him.

Finally, Latta’s three-step process is not sufficient for humor. One can
experience all three of the steps in order from a single experience and not
have had an experience of humor. Suppose a paranoid man decides that it
would help his constant state of unrelaxation to get a massage. Walking
into the massage therapist’s office, the paranoid patient becomes convinced
that the therapist may actually be an assassin who intends to murder him
by applying his finger to an acupressure point that will cause instant death.
The therapist begins his work, but applies pressure to a different spot on the
man’s back than the one he thought was the deadly spot, but it happens to
be a spot that is ticklish for the man. On hitting the ticklish spot and not
the lethal spot, the man is able convince himself that this is just a harmless
massage therapist.

All three of Latta’s stages are experienced. The man was in a state of ini-
tial unrelaxation, convinced that the therapist was going to murder him. He
did undergo a cognitive shift, realizing that this was just a helpful therapist.
And he did experience ultimately both rapid relaxation and laughter—it is
just that the rapid relaxation comes from the sudden dismissing of his para-
noid delusion and the laughter comes from being tickled—but both occur
as a result of the same single stimulus, the touching of the particular spot
on the patient’s back. The single experience did contain all three of Latta’s
stages, but surely we do not want to call this an act of humor.
The Obligatory Chapter

Play It Again, Sam—Play Theory

The final theory of humor is play theory which is a view that virtually no philosopher holds, but which everyone includes in their obligatory cataloguing of theories of humor. Perhaps Hurley, Dennett, and Adams are correct when they contend that “[p]lay theories of humor recognize that we need an ‘explanation’ of how humor developed evolutionarily, how laughter came to express humor, and what the relationship between humor and tickling is (40).”

It is also the case that most contemporary theories that generally pull elements from the traditional theories make some reference to playfulness in establishing humorous acts to distinguish them from utilitarian acts. Humor is seen as playful in that it is an act for its own sake. Sometimes this notion of “for its own sake” is taken to define it as an aesthetic act, other times not. But, like most senses of play, humor is seen as teleologically self-contained.

The theories often work to connect early forms of play, both in terms of early humans—who likely play wrestled in the same way that we see young chimps and gorillas play—and in terms of biographical age; we delight from a young age in peek-a-boo and other stimuli that bring us joy that resembles the mirth we feel later on from some forms of humor. Often, there are attempts to connect the baring of teeth to smiling or an “all clear” signal to call off a false alarm concerning the possible presence of a predator to a group of early hominids.

Freud argues that innocent jokes are, quoting the words of Jean Paul, “merely playing with ideas.” Expanding upon the childhood theme, Freud contends that the joke-teller assumes the role of the parent, creating a world for the listener, who occupies the role of the child. “[T]he humorist acquires his superiority by assuming the role of the grown-up, identifying himself to some extent with the father, while he reduces the other people to the position of children (Cohen 1999, 114).” We enjoy the jokes, he argues, because the laughter not only is pleasurable, but returns us to the innocence of childhood.

The notion of play is both unnecessary and insufficient for humor. Creating humor is difficult. The serious jokestsmith hard at work is generally not jovial, but a focused craftsperson. Writing jokes does not require one to be in a playful mood.

In some contexts, it is certainly fun to tell jokes. But again, it is not necessary to be in a good mood to be funny. Many a working comic is deadly serious while on stage. New comics are often incredibly nervous while delivering their material. Surely, these are all instances of humor despite the fact that the person being humorous is not being playful.

Further, as was argued in the introduction, we can use humor for as wide a range of purposes as we have for any other sort of human act. Humor can be used to inspire mirth or to kill it. Jokes are capable of intentionally inducing any emotion with a successful telling. We can tell sick jokes that
will disgust the audience. We can tell tragic jokes that will inspire pathos. We can tell nasty humorous insults that will generate anger. We can tell dirty jokes that will arouse. We can tell political jokes that can generate outrage or generate a sense of futility.

Telling a joke may be considered to be like theatre. A good actor can portray any emotion without actually feeling it while either inducing it in the audience or at least convincing the audience that the actor does feel it. An actor playing Othello may convince those in the seats that he is in a murderous rage when in fact he's laughing inside at the antics happening backstage. He does not want to kill his fellow actor, indeed, he’s hoping for a quick drink together after the performance. Likewise, the person creating the humor may be in any mood. We know that some of our greatest comedians have suffered from depression while doing their best work. Similarly, the audience can get and appreciate a joke without anyone being playful.

It is certainly true that if you want to get maximum laughs from an audience, you want certain environmental and emotional elements in place. People are certainly quicker to laugh when they are already in a good mood. If the audience is playing along, they are going to be more responsive to your material. People are harder to amuse when they feel threatened and easier when they are relaxed. This is why comedians do crowd work. When they feel connected to you, when they feel like they know you and are interacting with you, they are easier to make laugh. We know that the portion of the brain responding to fear will interfere with the portions of the brain that are required to “get” humor. In this limited sense, play does seem helpful, though certainly not necessary as the interference will not completely keep the afraid person from getting the joke and even finding the humor in it while afraid.

Play is, of course, not sufficient. There are many ways of playing that are not instances of humor: playing cards, playing baseball, playing the lottery, playing the field, playing well with others, playing someone for a fool, playing with yourself; all wonderfully rewarding activities, but none of them necessarily humorous.

The accounts of humor which have been presented each successfully illuminate aspects of the nature of humor, however, none of them presents a completely successful description of the complete nature of humor. That is why there is a next chapter.
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My, How Clever
What Is Humor and What Humor Is

Having examined versions of the five major theories of humor and having found none of them satisfactory, the job is now to formulate an alternative. In order to set the stage for this new account, there are a few foundational issues that must be addressed. The first is to make clear that whether an act is a gag is an objective matter.

Objecting to Subjectivism—Why Humor Is Objective

One will frequently hear the claim from non-technicians that “humor is subjective,” by which they mean that different people find different things funny. What “humor is subjective” really means, however, is that determining the truth of “X was an act of humor” is simply a matter of personal belief, that is, there is no fact of the matter about whether a given act is a gag. It turns out that the common interpretation does not imply the subjectivity of humor, and indeed, the general claim of the subjectivity of humor is false.

It is trivially true that not every person finds all of the same things funny. However, the claim that this entails the subjectivity of humor presupposes (a) humor is defined by the way it affects the listener, (b) the sole goal of humor is to be funny to the listener, and (c) determination of funniness is purely a matter of taste, which in turn is completely a matter of personal preference. (a) and (b) are false and (c) is not as clear cut as people want to believe.

Let’s treat them in opposite order. The third presupposition asserts that funniness is a matter of taste. Different people find different things funny. Just as taste differs in music, food, and fashion, so, too, tastes differ in humor. “I don’t get British humor,” one will often hear from Americans. Or, “I don’t like slapstick, but my kids love it.”

While there will be differences in what sorts of humor different people prefer, it is worth noting that even when we do not find a brand of humor to our taste, we generally recognize it as humor. It may not be your cup of tea, but we are rarely in disagreement about whether it is in fact, a cup of tea. That the brand of humor you dislike is, in fact, humor, is rarely
in dispute. But that is the question here. We are not concerned at this point with the enjoyment of humor or the determination of the quality of humor, but rather with the demarcation question—whether something is or is not humor. Leo Tolstoy (1929) separates two distinctions with respect to art: there is the distinction between art and non-art and the distinction between good art and bad art. Bad art is art; it is just bad at it. Bad humor is humor; it just isn’t good at it. Whether the distinction between good humor and bad humor is objective is a topic we will address in a later chapter on humor aesthetics, and is an interesting question, but it is not THIS question, which concerns the distinction between humor and non-humor.

But it is germane to this discussion that while there will be some disagreement concerning humor on the basis of taste, there is near universal agreement. We tend to find the same things funny. If this were not the case, random people would laugh at random times about random things. But this is not the case. Human society is not a game of comic whack-a-mole with laughs popping up unexpectedly for reasons others cannot discern. We tend to all laugh at the same stuff. In a comedy club, you don’t have half the people laughing at the set-up of a joke and the other half laughing at the punch line. Everyone who laughs, laughs together.

When someone finds something funny, s/he can generally explain what it is that was found funny and why it is funny—and one is rarely alone in this. It is not simply a matter of taste, there are reasons for it. And conversely, when someone does not find something funny, it can generally be explained why the act was not funny. If you prefer vanilla to chocolate, there will not be reasons—it simply tastes better. That’s generally not the case with humor. There are the times when we will say, “I don’t know why I find that so funny,” but the fact that those times are unusual says something about humor being more objective than simple taste. On these grounds, presupposition (c) is murkier than advocates want to claim.

Presuppositions (a) and (b) hold that humor is defined in terms of its effect on the listener and that the sole goal of humor is funniness. The basis of the objection to both of these claims is the argument made earlier that humor is a tool that may be used for any number of reasons, evoking mirth being only one of them. Sometimes, indeed often, perhaps even usually, we tell jokes or engage in other humorous activities to get laughs. But there are other times when humor is used for other purposes. We can use humor to shut other people down or cause them grief.

Consider a situation in which Fernando is pursuing a relationship with Katherine, on whom he has a crush and is being forceful in his pursuit of her. Katherine refuses his advances and tells Fernando that she is, in fact, in a relationship with Harold. Harold agrees and Fernando says angrily, “You are lying. You are both lying.” To which Harold retorts in a sharp tone, “Actually we lie together often; in fact, we were doing it just last night.” No one would laugh at Harold’s play on words, or the way he inverted
the situation so that their “lying” undermined the claim of their “lying.” Laughter, mirth, and amusement were in no way intended in speaking the words. It was meant to shut Fernando up and send him unhappily on his way knowing he not only was rejected by Katherine, but was bested in his quest. Yet, the snappy comeback was an act of humor.

Humor is not necessarily about making people laugh. The fact that a person did or did not find something someone said or did funny, in no way means that it was or was not an act of humor. Presuppositions (a) and (b) are false. So, while it may be true that different people have different comedic preferences, this does not imply that whether something is or is not a gag is objectively indeterminable.

So, the question remains whether “X is an act of humor” is a matter of individual belief. Consider the utterance “You’re joking, right?” This is a sentence that makes sense. If you answer it in the affirmative, it means you were engaged in what Raskin terms non-bona fide communication, that is, you are telling the listener that he or she need not take the content of your statement to be an attempt to convey fact, but that you had a different reason for saying what you said.

If humor is truly subjective, then the listener would have no reason to care what the intention of the speaker was. If humor is subjective, then if the listener wants it to be a joke, then it would be a joke by fiat; everyone would get to determine what is a joke and what isn’t. There would be no need to ask someone else about the humor status of an utterance—it wouldn’t matter what s/he said. But it does. There is a fact of the matter concerning whether something is a joke or not, and when we ask, we correctly presuppose that there is a single correct answer.

And notice to whom it is that we direct the question—the speaker. Contrary to Latta’s contention that we must define humor in terms of the effect on the audience, that is, in terms of the response-side considerations, it is the speaker and the speaker’s intention that is essential in determining whether an act is an act of humor or not. It is the stimulus-side that conveys the act with the status of being humorous or not and thereby determines how the audience ought to regard it.

The move away from the response-side considerations to ask about speaker’s intent also highlights that in the case of humor, we are looking at an intentional act. Humor is something that people do, not just something that people find. It is certainly true that we find things funny that are not acts intended to be. We may find the shape of a rock outcropping to be funny. We may find a dog chasing its tail to be funny. We may find our co-worker’s unintentional belch during a business meeting to be funny. None of this is humor.

In the same way, we may find many things beautiful. We may find the sky behind the rock outcropping beautiful. We may find the color of the dog’s coat to be beautiful. We may find our belching co-worker’s eyes to be beautiful. None of this is art. Humor, like art, is an aesthetic activity and the fact
that non-art objects can inspire similar psychological, cognitive, and physiological reactions should speak to the fact that it is not the reactions that define category membership.

This does not mean that speaker’s intention is sufficient for humor. It is not. Consider a young child who has just begun to understand the existence of humor. S/he sees and hears people telling jokes. S/he sees and hears interesting, unusual social behaviors. S/he wants to be involved. We tell him/her his/her first children’s jokes. S/he laughs. We laugh at his/her laughing. The child now wants to be the joke-teller and tries to construct an utterance that structurally resembles the one you told that elicited the desired response. The speaker’s intention is clearly there. The child wants desperately to tell a joke and tries. But the child fails. What is uttered is often a non sequitur or the first joke with a word slightly changed in a way that unravels the actual joke. The attempted joke is not a joke. We may pretend to laugh in order to make the child feel good or we may laugh at the cuteness of the child’s attempt, but the first attempt to create humor will not be a humorous act, despite the intention.

Eventually, the child will realize what differentiates these strange humorous acts from sensible and nonsensical non-humorous acts and will retell jokes, perhaps even develop some of his/her own. But s/he will come to realize that this is difficult to do, especially to do well. Not every utterance can be a joke; it takes something special.

The question is—what is it? What is it that makes a joke, a joke? What makes an act a gag? The answer, I contend, is cleverness. The essence of humor is cleverness.

A Clever Endeavor—Cleverness Theory

An act is humorous if and only if it is an intentional, conspicuous act of playful cleverness. This definition includes four operative elements. Let’s set them out in order.

1) Intent

Humorous acts are intentional acts. We are humorous only when we intend to be (but do not always succeed). It is certainly true that we will often unintentionally act in a way that would have been humorous if it had been meant to be. Consider the phrase “no pun intended.” We will use this when we are speaking and suddenly realize that one could interpret a part of our utterance as if it were intended to be taken as a gag, but we want to make clear that it should not be so taken, as that was not its intent. We have all, at one time or another, unintentionally uttered a double entendre. Sometimes the alternative meaning, will leap out at our listeners, but was in no way an intended interpretation of what we meant to say. Other times, we may misspeak, meaning to say one word but with a slip of the tongue a
completely different sentence comes out. These are many of the bloopers that are so much fun to watch. Such occasions can elicit embarrassingly enthusiastic responses from the listeners. These slips are amusing, but they are not examples of humor. Humor does not occur by accident. We may be unintentionally funny, but funny is different from humorous. We cannot be unintentionally humorous.

We can become skilled in pretending that we are making unintentionally funny slips. Gracie Allen, Norm Crosby, Dick Smothers, Goldie Hawn, and Dick Martin all made a fine living as masters of that craft. Their work is humor as they were intentionally acting in such a way as to artistically represent what happens to the rest of us occasionally and accidentally. While one might be unable at the time to separate the intentional from the accidental, and the hearing of both may have identical responses in terms of laughter, there is a difference between those acts in which an innocent speaker unintentionally commits a linguistic blunder and an artist who sets up the faux blunder as a punch line and who delivers the script so as to appear perfectly natural and those which are unconsciously committed in the flow of conversation. The difficulty of doing it well should attest to this difference.

2) **Conspicuousness**

The claim that the act must be conspicuous means that it is an aesthetic act intended for an audience. Humorous acts, as has been pointed out by Freud and many others, are social acts in that they involve someone being humorous and an audience to receive the act. Unlike conversation in which there is a symmetry between the conversants, when an act of humor is committed, there is an asymmetry—the agent is distinguished from the audience.

The term “conspicuous” is not meant to imply that the act of humor must be obvious to the audience. In verbal jokes, we usually do not want to telegraph the punch line, that is, we want the listener to have to wrestle momentarily with the incongruity or other mechanism in the joke in order to get it. Directors and animators will often add what are called “Easter eggs” in their films, that is, hidden images or references that will not be spotted by most members of the audience, but could be discovered by careful viewers who will then be in on the joke. The adding of these “Easter eggs” is a humorous act even though they are designed in one sense to be inconspicuous.

What makes them conspicuous in this sense is that while they were meant to be hidden, they were also meant to be found. Acts of humor are meant to be gotten, meant to be received. Not everyone will get them, but those who do will come to appreciate them because they were gotten.

This notion of conspicuousness is intended to convey that the humorous act is self-referential, that is, when you see it, you see *it*. Humor, because of this conspicuousness, is an aesthetic act, an act whose worth is in part judged intrinsically, whose scope includes itself. Some theorists, for example,
Michael Clark (1970) define aesthetic experiences as being self-enclosed, as acts that are appreciated “for their own sake.” This is, indeed, the sense of an aesthetic experience I, along with Clark, am also attributing to humorous acts.

We must be clear, however, that this notion of appreciation for its own sake does not rule out the possibility of multiple-use acts, that is, we could appreciate a conversational quip as a humorous act, appreciating its humorous value for the sake of the quip itself, while also seeing the speech act as accomplishing other goals, for example, expressing an opinion. Because humorous acts are conspicuous, they are meant to be seen through one lens as acts for their own sake, but this should not be taken to preclude the use of other lenses through which we can rightly see otherwise humorous acts being used for ulterior motives. Again, we use humor for many, many purposes.

In order to establish this conspicuousness, we create a “play frame” around humorous acts, as Fry (1963) and Berger (1995) point out. We construct a special aesthetic stage removed from normal life and conversational flow on which to perform the gag. Before telling a joke, we will sometimes say, “So,” and then pause before giving the set-up to our audience in order to tip them off that what I am about to do is an aesthetic act, not usual conversation. We also use the sentence, “Stop me if you’ve heard this one before” for the same reason. The “one” in this locution unambiguously refers to a joke, and we say this not only to keep someone from wasting their and your time in retelling a joke he or she already knows, but also to let him/her know that a joke is coming. It establishes a play frame for the act.

It also allows the listener to refuse to enter the play frame, to object to including an aesthetic aside to a normal conversation. As Critchley (2002, 5) argues, the audience can balk at the establishment of the special aesthetic space that is created for the humor act. They can convey verbally or physically their lack of desire to appreciate the act for itself and prefer that the relationship maintain its symmetric nature instead of the humor agent placing him/herself in a privileged position.

The overt establishment of a play frame is a component of many humorous acts, but it is not essential. There are categories of humorous act that require the lack of an invitation into the play frame. Practical jokes, for example, work only when the mark is unaware that the situation s/he finds him/herself in is artificially constructed for the sake of a joke.

Another example is “joshing,” where the gag is seemingly unframed in conversation and the goal is to see how long you can get the listener to asymmetrically engage seriously in a conversation that the joshier is leading and how much the joshier can get the mark to believe or seriously consider believing something not only false, but outrageously so. The joshier is engaging in non-bona fide communication, but doing so in a way that leads the listener to wrongly believe it to be bona fide communication and the joshier wants to see how long it takes the mark to catch on, reject the basis of the
Josh, or confront the josh. Ultimately, the victim is let in on the joke and told “I was only having you on” or “just kidding.”

Harry Frankfurt in his essay “On Bullshit” draws a distinction between lying and bullshitting. Lying is when one has a belief and attempts to get someone else to believe that which one believes to be false. Bullshitting is when one tries to influence the beliefs of another for a purpose wherein the truth is irrelevant. In marketing, all that matters is that you convince the consumer to purchase your brand. If the reasons you supply are true, fine. If they are false, fine. Truth is irrelevant. Similarly in politics, just get the vote, say whatever needs to be said. Truth is not a factor.

A person who lies is thereby responding to the truth, and he is to that extent respectful of it. When an honest man speaks, he says only what he believes to be true; and for the liar, it is correspondingly indispensible that he consider his statements to be false. For the bullshitter, however, all these bets are off: he is neither on the side of true nor on the side of the false. His eye is not on the facts at all, as the eyes of the honest man and of the liar are, except insofar as they may be pertinent to his interest in getting away with what he says. He does not care whether the things he says describe reality completely. He just picks them out, or makes them up, to suit his purpose.

(Frankfurt 1988, 131)

Joshing is similar to lying and dissimilar to bullshitting in that the josh must have as its object something the josh believes to be false. At the same time, the act of joshing is similar to bullshitting. The josh must continually concoct a coherent story to serve his purpose and if elements of that story are true, that is fine, as referring to that truth may serve to reinforce the target belief; but if s/he needs to include made up falsities, so be it.

A person who undertakes to bullshit his way through has more freedom. His focus is panoramic rather than particular. He does not limit himself to inserting a certain falsehood at a specific point, and thus he is not constrained by the truths surrounding that point or intersecting it. He is prepared to fake the context as well, so far as need requires. This freedom to which the liar must submit does not necessarily mean, of course, that his task is easier than that of the liar. But the mode of creativity upon which it relies is less analytical and less deliberative than that which is mobilized in lying. It is more expansive and independent, with more spacious opportunities for improvisation, color, and imaginative play. This is less a matter of craft than art. Hence, the familiar notion of the ‘bullshit artist.’

(130)

As it is with bullshitting, so, too, with joshing.
But the difference between joshing, on the one hand, and lying and bullshitting, on the other, is that the latter seeks to truly affect the belief structure of the mark. Joshing restricts itself to the play frame. It is a cognitive game wherein the joshers sees how elaborate a false edifice he can construct before knocking all the building blocks down. The mark does not realize that s/he is within the play frame, but the joshers is keenly aware of its existence. It is the play frame that makes his or her act humor and not immoral deception.

Consider hidden camera television programs, most notably, Candid Camera. The heart of the show was joshing in this sense. The people were put in a play frame and it was entertaining to see how the initial disbelief slowly transformed into partial, but skeptical acceptance of the false scenario in the play frame and to see the reaction when the fact that it was all a gag was exposed to the mark.

3) Playfulness

Humor is necessarily playful, but the notion of play here is not the one that is often used with respect to humor. By “playful,” I do not mean lighthearted or mirthful. The notion of play is to be completely divorced of any sense of affect or emotionality. There is no preferred emotional state for humor.

It is certainly true that if your goal is getting laughs, that there are all sorts of emotional elements that will make your job easier or harder. But, again, the goal of humor qua humor is not to generate laughs. Discussions of the referred emotional state for humor are irrelevant to a definition of humor. This is not to say that they are not helpful as a how-to for aspiring comedians. If your goal is to kill with your material, pay careful attention to these psychological elements that you want present in your audience. But they have no place in the defining elements of humor.

The notion of playfulness that is essential to humor is the sense of the word in the phrase “playing with your food.” You play with your food when you use it for a purpose other than that for the sake of which it was created. Your food was meant for eating. If you use it as a projectile or to construct a model of Devil’s Tower, then you are using your food for a purpose other than that for the sake of which it was created. I act humorously only when I take something—a word, a concept, a prop—and I use it in some way other than that for which it was intended. This is the sense that I believe Freud and Jean Paul intended when they agreed that humor was “playing with ideas.” Of course, humor can be achieved by playing with all sorts of things other than ideas. I can hold a banana up to my ear and pretend I am talking on a telephone. It is not the idea of a banana that I am playing with; it is a banana.

This is the place in the notion of humor where background beliefs and background information assert themselves. In order for my playing with something to succeed in connecting with my audience in being conspicuous,
the audience must first know what the thing was meant to be used for and how my use deviates from that. But actually making that connection is not essential for humor. All that is necessary is that the play occur in a conspicuous fashion. It is irrelevant whether anyone recognizes it. A joke that no one gets can still be joke.

This is not an uncontroversial claim. Many theorists contend that humor requires not only a certain emotional state, but a cognitive state as well. There are certain things that if you don’t know them beforehand, you will not get the joke. If we explain them to you after the fact, you will get the joke, but it will not be funny. Hence, the argument goes, background knowledge is necessary for humor. Brommage (2015) explicitly makes the claim that “a joke is only a joke when it is understood (70).”

Surely, it is trivially true that to get a joke you have to possess the relevant background knowledge, but that is irrelevant to the question of whether the joke you did or did not get was, in fact, a joke. Like the discussion above concerning the claim about the subjectivity of humor (indeed, this argument is often presented to bolster that case) this argument presupposes that (1) humor is intended to generate laughter, and (2) the response of the audience plays a role in determining if an act is an act of humor. Again, both of these propositions are false. It is true that people who don’t understand a joke will not laugh at it, will not appreciate it, may not even recognize it as a joke. It may lead to a gag failing to accomplish its goals, but that makes it a sad gag, and a sad gag is still a gag.

Consider the joke:

What’s solitary, nasty, brutish, and enlarged? Hobbes’s prostate of nature.

If one has no knowledge of Hobbes’s argument concerning the quality of life in the state of nature from *Leviathan* and no knowledge about urinary issues in men, then one will not get this joke—many of my audiences did not get this joke—but it is, was, and always will be a joke, that is, an act of humor. It plays with the most famous line from *Leviathan* and changes “short” to “enlarged”—inverting of a word is a standard way of playing with a quotation. Then changing “state of nature” to “prostate of nature,” is another standard sort of word play by which you augment a word with a prefix or suffix to turn it into a different word. What is happening in this joke is (in part) playing with words. If one did not know where the words came from and what their original function was, then one would never know that this is an instance of play and absent other joke indicators (setting the play frame, tone and timing of delivery, etc.) one might not realize that this is an instance of humor.

But whether one recognized it or not, it is an instance of humor. If one missed the fact that it is humor and asked someone else who heard it, why the speaker was talking about Thomas Hobbes’s prostate, the response would be “It was a joke,” to which the original inquirer would likely respond,
“Ah.” It would then make sense why the speaker said what s/he did, even if the joke was not gotten or appreciated. So, contrary to Brommage, one need not understand a joke to understand that it is a joke.

4) **Cleverness**

The final component is the most important—the gag must be clever. By cleverness is meant a display of a cognitive virtue. There are multiple ways for an act to be clever, but what allows us to term it clever is that it displays a trait of thought that would be advantageous if applied outside of the play frame.

One such virtue would be the ability to find errors in one’s belief structure, both long-term and short-term. Hurley, Dennett, and Adams base their version of incongruity theory on this single cognitive virtue—error detection in short-term belief structures. They claim, possibly correctly, that the ability for the mind to find errors that it makes in forming hypothetical models of the world it uses for the purpose of rapid decision making is necessary for survival. Again, according to their account, the finding of such errors requires energy and in order to make sure the brain is doing its job, it is rewarded for a job well done whenever it finds an error. That reward gives rise to an epistemic emotion, mirth.

They fully reject the picture of the mind as bifurcated with a rational calculator in one region that controls decision making, and then emotions and passions walled off in a distinct region. They contend that we must see the mind as an integrated instrument in which straight inference is intermingled with cognitive emotions.

epistemic emotions . . . collectively . . . provide a much more complicated and nuanced kind of rationality; a kind that detects contradictions and abhors them as if they were hangnails; a kind that looks for and longs to solve problems even when there are no problems to solve; a kind that thrills with excitement when it finds a missing puzzle piece; and . . . a kind that is mirthfully delighted when it discovers that it has made a bold mistake. Higher cognition in its many forms—what it means to think like a human—is simply the chasing of pleasures and the avoidance of pains that are supplied by this eclectic group of cognitive, but ultimately neurobiological, emotions.

(Hurley 2013, 85)

This integrated picture of the mind allows them to fold into the incongruity theory a compelling picture of cognition and a possible evolutionary account for the development of humor.

But we have seen that incongruities are neither necessary nor sufficient for humor. Humor is a broader category. Their view is bound up with this faulty limitation in restricting the cognitive virtues associated with humor
to error detection. But there are many more cognitive virtues and it is not clear why all of them would not also be internally rewarded. Perhaps as a matter of evolutionary history, the faculty for humor developed as Hurley, Dennett, and Adams contend, but in its current form, the human mind can appreciate a wider range of humorous acts based on a number of other cognitive virtues.

**Attention to Detail**

When you watch a master impressionist like Rich Little, what we see in his work is how the intonation, the pacing of speech, the little gestures, the pauses, all incredibly well presented. The impressionist sees the details we would never notice, even though we recognize them in his work. The claim here is not that attentiveness to detail is necessary or sufficient for humor, but it is a cognitive virtue, a way of being clever, that when intentionally, conspicuously, and playfully instantiated does give rise to humor.

**Pattern Recognition**

The ability to recognize patterns and see relations between things is an important cognitive virtue that David Hume pointed out underlies our ability to make inductive inference and engage in all causal and scientific reasoning. Being able to play with patterns—continuing them, and inverting them, applying them to unexpected situations—is a skill the human mind is quite good at. We see this sort of thing in the linguistic humor of George Carlin. Consider his classic routine where he points out that “All your shit is stuff, but everyone else’s stuff is shit.” We see it in the ability to connect the seeming unconnected in puns that trade on phonological relations, not just semantic ones.

Indeed, the pattern does not need to really connect actual dots. Consider the Hobbes prostate of nature joke. There is no actual connection between Thomas Hobbes’s view of human nature and urological anatomical irregularities. But, invert a term, and you create an artificial context in which a connection can be made. Avner Ziv (1984) makes use of the notion of a “local logic.” “Like local patriotism, local logic is appropriate only in certain places (90).” Like the concept of a mental space in Hurley, Dennett, and Adams, we can create an artificial place where these dots reside and show a line that connects them—at least in this realm, if not in the real world.

**Open-Mindedness**

Open-mindedness is the cognitive virtue of being able to gain insight by seeing things we see everyday in a new light, from a different perspective. Jerry Seinfeld is the go-to figure here. His eponymous sit-com was not a show
about nothing, it—and his stand-up—was about seeing the mundane in a fashion that made it seem different to us. From an early routine:

Pajamas got to be the world’s funniest clothes. Who designed them that way—to look like a little tiny suit? Little collar, button-down. And a breast pocket—there’s a useful item. Is anybody using their breast pocket in their pajamas? What do you put a pen in there? You roll over in the middle of the night, you kill yourself.2

These sorts of jokes cause a Gestalt switch in the listener—you can’t look at pajamas the same way ever again after hearing the joke, it shocks you out of your limited perspective on that which you never give a second thought.

Creativity

Creativity is the ability to take the mundane and build something new, create a novel way of seeing and being. The absurdist comedic stylings of Steven Wright would take the most commonplace elements of contemporary life and twist them to construct a surrealist landscape that we can easily inhabit with him.

One day, when I came home from work, I accidentally put my car key in the door of my apartment building. I turned it and the whole building started up. So I drove it around. A policeman stopped me for going too fast. He said, ‘Where do you live?’ . . . I said, ‘Right here’ . . . Then I drove my building onto the middle of a highway, and I ran outside, and told all of the cars to get the hell out of my driveway.3

Breadth of Knowledge

Being well-read is something we admire in people. Dennis Miller’s comedy, with its unrelenting barrage of allusions to literature, history, sports, politics, and popular culture appealed to many in his ability to passionately connect unconnected dots in so many fields of inquiry.

Metaphor Creation

The ability to model one system on a second system with which we are better acquainted is an important ability of the human mind. But the metaphor has to be apt. A faulty analogy can lead us astray. So, when a metaphor really works, the fit pleases us in a way that can be used to give rise to humor. Consider this one from Marc Maron:

I’ve started to think of my parents as some sort of emotional terrorist organization. Whether they know it or not, they’ve wired me to detonate and explode whenever anyone gets close to me.4
Or this one from Lewis Black, commenting on John Kerry’s run for the Presidency of the United States:

The fact of the matter is for the Democrats not to be able to find someone who would defeat George Bush is beyond belief. It’s stunning. It would be like finding a normal person who would lose at the Special Olympics.  

These cognitive virtues are meant only to be examples, not an exhaustive list of what can function to make an act clever. Hurley, Dennett, and Adams give us but a single cognitive virtue and specify the reward the brain of the listener gives us for exhibiting it. Humor is thereby located in their view in the mind of the audience. Theirs is a response-side account. But as we have seen, a definition of humor needs to come from the stimulus-side. As such, we are not worried whether the listener shares these virtues or discovers them in the act and admires them (although ultimately, that will be the goal of the humorous act). What is essential for an act to be humorous is that is clever, that it contain traces of the cognitive virtues of the artist who created the gag.

A given intellectual virtue may be directly displayed in a given gag, as many of the above examples show, but it may also appear in the listener getting the gag. In the sort of examples, Hurley, Dennett, and Adams envision, the joke sets up a situation that relies on the audience to engage their own cognitive virtue of problem-solving error-detection to get the joke. But we can maintain our stimulus-side view while accounting for this by arguing that the creation of the gag required the creator of the gag to also possess the cognitive virtue. If one is going to intentionally set up a mental context in which someone else will be required to employ a cognitive virtue, the gag writer had to possess the virtue in order to create a task that engages it. One cannot write mathematics exercises for students without first knowing the mathematics involved. One cannot write a workbook for foreign language students if one does not already know the language. And one cannot come up with a gag that turns on a given cognitive virtue unless that person possesses that virtue as well.

Cleverness, by itself, is not sufficient for humor. Not all clever acts are humorous. MacGyver was not a comedy. We are capable of being clever in virtually all aspects of human life. But being clever in the service of completing a task does not make our work into a gag. Quite the opposite. We admire technological advances, methodological tightening, and increased efficiency in production for entirely sober reasons. This view gives a successful stimulus-side account despite Latta’s worry that it could not be done because of the potentially infinite number of humorous mechanisms. There is no limit on what makes something humorous and new ways are being created by artists all the time. But instead of this making stimulus-side theory impossible, it allows us to determine why and whether these new techniques are indeed instances of humorous acts—are they clever, do they aesthetically display a cognitive virtue?
But when we display this cleverness for others to see in manipulating something intended to do something else and display this as an aesthetic act, then we do have humor. Humor is intentional, conspicuous playful cleverness. This account is supported by four main benefits:

1. It explains why that which is humorous is humorous, e.g., it shows what makes one incongruity humorous and another not.
2. It gives a single coherent account of more than just verbal humor, but accounts for humor generally.
3. It explains why we enjoy some gags over and over again.
4. It accounts for all the cases of the previous accounts and incorporates the insights of them while solving some of their sufficiency problems.

1) *Because Y Is a Crooked Letter*

This cleverness account is superior in that, unlike its competitors, it is not just capable of offering a definition of humor, but of doing so in a way that distinguishes between humorous and non-humorous uses of the various active mechanisms. In other words, it fully fills out the account of what makes something humorous.

Recall the joke about the rabbi who walked into a bar with a frog on his shoulder. Suppose instead of the frog answering the bartender’s question, it had been the rabbi’s hat who spoke up and said, “we bought it from a vendor.” That would make a strange tale with a new incongruity—after all, hats speak English just as well and as often as frogs. But while the speaking hat version would be strange, it would not be humorous like the talking frog version. The existence of an incongruity is not sufficient. Some incongruities work and some don’t in constructing gags. Which ones work? The clever ones.

2) *31 Flavors—Types of Humor*

A second virtue of the cleverness view is that it is capable of accounting for all types of humor with a single coherent account, not merely linguistic jokes. For every sort of humor, there will be a non-humorous behavior that is similar. The cleverness view is confirmed by the fact that will be able to explain in each case, why the humorous act is, in fact, humorous.

Jokes, we will see, can be well handled. There will be an extended treatment of the topic in the next chapter, so we will leave a promissory note. But thinking of humor as intentional, conspicuous playful cleverness will organically account for a multitude of other sorts of humorous acts. The following is not intended to be an exhaustive list, but indicative of major groups.

Consider the difference between the humorous quip and the non-humorous rejoinder. We are impressed by the quick-wittedness with which
both sorts of conversational contributions are made, and quick-wittedness is certainly a cognitive virtue. Both are surely intentional and conspicuous. The rejoinder may or may not be clever; but even if it is, that does not necessarily make it humorous. The difference is that the rejoinder is a quickly delivered straight response to the conversational context, whereas the quip is a response that is playful in its use of language. That extra element identifies it as the humorous of the pair.

For example, if one were at a party and the hostess happened to be big-boned and someone made a comment about her weight, to which she responded “I think I have a wonderful constitution,” a quick-witted non-humorous rejoinder might be to cite statistics about the lifespan of heavier people being longer than that of thin people and say, “So our cultural obsession over body shape as we age is not actually supported by science. We need to be happy to be the bodies we are.” Such a statement would quickly defuse any tension and support your acquaintance in what could have been an awkward moment at her party. Quick thinking, good job.

Or one could be Groucho Marx and respond to the hostess’ “I think I have a wonderful constitution,” with “Lady, it ain’t your constitution we’re worried about, it’s all the amendments.” Equally quick, but clever on a scale rarely reached by mortals.

We have already contrasted lampoon, that is, humorous insults, with mere mockery or non-humorous derision. Consider again the pair of utterances we have encountered earlier, “You are stupid” and “If brains were horse shit, no one would need to shovel your stall.” Both are intentional and conspicuous, but it is only the latter that is clever in its playfulness. Both express the same sentiment, but one does it by using metaphor to construct an unexpected relation.

We have also contrasted joshing with bullshitting or conning. In both of these acts there may be playful cleverness involved, but in the humorous case only is the behavior one that is conspicuous in our sense, that is, one that is an aesthetic act, not an actual epistemological attack on the mark.

Again, we have also looked at the difference between the funny slip of the tongue or the Freudian slip and contrasted it with the scripted slip. The latter is an artistic act that is intentional, whereas the other is accidental and therefore not an act of humor, despite is funniness. The person who commits the accidental slip may feel attacked by the laughter, which is mocking the person’s lack of cognitive virtue. The person should have known better than to commit that error. The comic artist who manufactured it, on the other hand, was clever in the same way that the writer of a joke or pun would be in recognizing the similarity between the speech acts and seeing how one who was not careful could become confused, and artfully setting up the context where we could see ourselves making such a mistake. The comic artist is intentionally constructing an aesthetic experience where s/he is playfully manipulating the words used to cleverly create a situation where we can identify the flaw.
There is a difference between someone who is doing a humorous impersonation and someone merely repeating, that is, engaging in non-humorous repetition. Both are intentional and conspicuous and if done well, both embody the cognitive virtue of attentiveness to detail. But the impersonation is humorous in virtue of its being a playful representation. It may be that some features are exaggerated for effect. It may be that what would otherwise be a mere imitation becomes an impersonation by putting the imitated person or entity in an unusual situation. For example, I have done a bit where I impersonate Bob Dylan ordering at a fast food drive-through with a tinny speaker where no one in the audience can understand what either party is saying because of the lack of clear enunciation, but the two understand each other perfectly well . . . eventually.

There is a distinction to be drawn between the practical joke and sabotage. In both cases, the mark walks in unaware of the intentional set up which was arranged both playfully and cleverly. It is playful in both cases because the environment was manipulated in a fashion that made it empirically equivalent to a safe surrounding while hiding the source of the looming discomfort. Both are clever in that the development required insight into the cognitive behavior of the mark that had to be manipulated and the attention to detail necessary for a successful set up. But the difference lies in the conspicuousness. The practical joke is a joke in virtue of its being an act that is self-contained, that is, it creates displeasure for the mark within a limited play frame, not harm that will affect the mark’s lived experience beyond the joke. If one puts a bouillon cube in the showerhead of a friend’s bathroom, the friend may be forced to go on a date with hair smelling like chicken soup. While this may lead to discomfort, no harm has been done. We think there is a line that can be crossed where the mere discomfort becomes actual harm. At that point, the act ceases to be humorous and ceases to be an instance of shenanigans and becomes hooliganism. The line is one that is determined by our criterion of conspicuousness because the act is no longer aesthetic.

3) *Repetition, Repetition, Repetition*

One phenomenon that many of the accounts struggle to account for is that we have favorite gags that we have the urge to enjoy over and over again. If one is a superiority theorist, then once a gag has given you its burst of sudden glory, you will know that you are superior and so there can be no sudden elevation by the same mechanism thereafter. If you are an incongruity theorist, then knowing how the incongruity is or is not resolved should mean that the mechanics are spoiled. The set-up should fail to be ambiguous in the way that creates the incongruity. Same for relief theory. When you know the drill, there will be no reason for the brain to build-up energy since it knows it will not need it. Similarly, there would be no cognitive shift as you already know where the path leads and can envision the endpoint.
throughout the carrying out of the gag. Gags, verbal jokes especially, on these views are non-recyclable. They should be single-use disposables.

But they aren’t. There are visual gags in films we could watch on an endless loop. The bean scene from *Blazing Saddles* never fails to get me no matter how many times I see it. There are jokes that continue to make us laugh or which we love to tell, and tell, and tell, always enjoying them. The reason on this account is clear—we deeply admire the way in which the cognitive virtue is built into the architecture of the gag. We may or may not have the same physiological reaction to the gags, but knowing the gag as we do, we have a deeper admiration for it because we can see it from the inside—as someone experiencing it—and from the outside—as someone who can look at the craft of its construction and marvel at the cleverness, at the way in which the cognitive virtue is embedded and revealed.

4) *Beat ‘Em and Join ‘Em*

The cleverness account can subsume the other views’ examples within it and also account for the insufficiencies that were shown.

**Superior to Superiority**

We can account for all of the instances that are covered by superiority theory. A superiority theorist could point to Rodney Dangerfield’s work, for example, as easily and naturally explained by superiority theory. Consider his classic line, “When I was born, I was so ugly, the doctor slapped my mother.” We feel a sudden sense of glory in being in circumstances superior to both the newborn Rodney and his mother. But it is easily explained as well using cleverness theory. It is clearly an aesthetic act delivered within a play frame, set up before the joke by his trademark adjustment of his necktie and “I get no respect.” This joke is playing with the ambiguity of slapping as both a ritual done to the newborn to induce crying and thereby respiration and cleverly inverting it, playing on the use of slapping as a punishment and blame for giving birth to an unfit offspring.

We would feel equally superior to Dangerfield and his mother if the doctor had simply said, “Lady, that is the most horrifically ugly baby I have ever seen, and I’ve seen a lot of babies.” But that would not be humorous. Why not? It isn’t clever. The superiority theory cannot explain the difference, but we can, as that would simply be a bona fide proposition in which there is no trace of playful cleverness.

Recall that Francis Hutcheson raised four objections to superiority theory. First, that we laugh at the writings of Virgil and Homer without considering ourselves superior. Why do we laugh at them? Because they are so darn clever. This explains the humor and the esteem we afford to the great classical authors. Second, superiority has no way of accounting for non-laughing with humor like word play. The cleverness account has no problem including this non-targeted humor. Third, animals are funnier when they are
more human, not less. On the one hand, if it is something contracted, say, Mr. Ed, then this account can explain why it is a case of humor. There is a clever juxtaposition of human and non-human. If we are simply laughing at animal behaviors that we find adorable, then this is not humor, but simply something we find funny. Finally, we do not find humor in those who suffer accidents. If it is a real life incident, then this is ruled as a non-gag for not being constructed. If it is a character in a tragedy, say, Oedipus, then we do not laugh because it is not an instance of playful cleverness.

**Inferiority Is Also Inferior**

Similarly, inferiority was incapable of accounting for word play, which again cleverness theory accounts for naturally. Further, it explains the split in the audience for the Three Stooges. People who do not like the Stooges will often say something along the lines of “It’s not funny. It’s just a bunch of guys hitting each other and acting silly.” In other words, the objection to the Stooges’ brand of comedy is that it lacks cleverness. This is exactly the sort of objection that should be raised by those who object to considering the work of the Three Stooges to be humor. On the other hand, those who do deem it humorous would need to point to some sort of cognitive virtue embodied in the work and this is precisely what Solomon does in contending that their humor engenders a strange version of the principle of charity.

**Putting the “Con” in “Incongruity”**

Incongruity theory contends that the heart of humorous acts is some sort of ambiguity, absurdity, illogic, or a foiling of expectations. There is a necessity problem—not all acts of humor contain an element that could be labeled an incongruity, even with an expanded definition. But these cases contain a clever element that is naturally accounted for by cleverness theory. Consider the example of the rhyming lyric of Lehrer’s “When You Are Old and Gray.” Incongruity theory does not account for it, as there is no incongruity, but rather excessive congruity. This demonstrates a masterful command of the language, a cognitive virtue we admire.

Recall the example of Robin Williams’s Elmer Fudd singing Bruce Springsteen. Again, if he had substituted in a different cartoon character, the bit would have been equally incongruous, but it would not have been humorous. Incongruity theory cannot explain why this is. But cleverness theory can. When you hear him launch into the song, the Elmer Fudd voice fits perfectly. There is a previously unnoticed connection between elements of the two voices that engenders an attentiveness that is cognitively virtuous.

In all of the examples in which there is an incongruity, again, we can see the cleverness in the utterance. Creating a well-formed incongruity is an act that requires cleverness allowing this view to naturally subsume all of
the humorous instances of incongruity. But while the instances successfully accounted for by the incongruity account are also handled by the cleverness account, the non-humorousness of the non-humorous incongruities is explained only by the cleverness view. For example, simply saying something random would be incongruous. Say, if I included the word “flounder” after every verb in chapter 5 of this book, that would certainly be incongruous. It would be weird, but would not be humorous. Why not? It is not clever. Some incongruities give us gags and some don’t. What distinguishes one class form the other? Cleverness.

Release Theory Released

Release or relief theory is a response-side account of why we laugh at some cases of humor, rather than an account of humor itself. But where it is effective it tends to overlap with those cases well-explained by incongruity theory and we have seen that those are also accounted for in terms of cleverness. The central claim at the heart of classical relief theory is the claim that humor necessarily involves a build-up of cognitive energy and eventual quick release. The energy is summoned because there is a seeming problem that needs to be solved and then ultimately a solution or dissolution. This shows that there was intentionality in the structuring of the humor act designed to influence the mind in a particular way. Surely, the ability to intentionally do that to an audience is an indication of cleverness. The ability to create novel ways of doing it that will continue to work on people who have heard many, many jokes would require extreme cleverness. Hence, any gag that can be accounted for in terms of release theory can be accounted for by cleverness theory.

Latta replaces the increase and sudden decrease of mental energy with the notion of the cognitive shift. But this move does not change the response from the cleverness theorist. Again, the ability to predict and create a cognitive shift in the mind of a listener shows that there was artistic intentionality in the structuring of the humor act. Surely, this is the mark of cleverness. Hence, any gag that can be accounted for in terms of release theory can be accounted for by cleverness theory.

Go Out and Play

Finally, play theory is clearly appropriated by the new account in that playfulness—in its carefully restricted way—is a necessary condition for humor. As such, those instances of play that are humorous are naturally incorporated into the set of satisfying instances. But the added conditions of cleverness in service of an aesthetic act allow us to distinguish between those examples of play that are and those that are not humorous.

These four criteria, which have been used to give a definition of humor, are confirmed by the fact that they are useful in naturally distinguishing between humorous acts and similar, but non-humorous acts.
Cleverness and Virtue Epistemology

By defining cleverness in terms of cognitive virtues, there appears to be a link between my approach to humor and virtue epistemology. Offered as an alternative to traditional approaches to epistemology, the virtue-based approach began with Ernest Sosa who sees knowledge acquisition as a performative act. We can judge these performative acts in terms of the performer’s ability to accomplish their aim. Such a teleological picture lends itself by analogy to something like Aristotelian ethics. There are properties that will make a thinker more “apt” in his/her search for knowledge and these positive qualities can be cited as reasons in support of the thinker’s reasonable beliefs.

The cognitive virtues I point out as exercised in cleverness are not necessarily the same virtues that many virtue epistemologists cite. Some virtue epistemologists follow Sosa in taking the virtues to be “stable reliable faculties or competences. He takes vision, hearing, memory, introspection, induction, and deduction to be the paradigmatic virtues.” Roberts and Wood (2007) take a different approach to enumerating virtues, preferring to be truer to the Aristotelianism at the heart of the view by looking at epistemologically positive character traits like intellectual charity and love of knowledge.

My cognitive virtues as discussed above are more in line with what Baehr (2011) refers to as intellectual temperaments or skills, though again, not exactly. What I mean by a cognitive virtue is an ability or property that will substantively aid the bearer in his/her search for knowledge, his/her ability to assimilate new knowledge into broader belief structures, and achieve a depth of understanding of that which s/he comes to know. As such, while the cleverness view of humor is certainly consistent with the various strains of virtue epistemology as they have begun to be developed over the last decade and a half, it is not a direct extension of any given version of the view and therefore is not foundationally beholden to it.

I am not arguing, like Shaftesbury does, that humor is a test of truth. Gags may or may not give you good reason to believe anything. Resolving a situation or solving a puzzle in joke-world need not have any connection whatsoever to any state of affairs in the real world. There is no necessary epistemic upshot from writing, telling, or getting a joke—even a really good one. That does not mean that there is no positive cognitive value in having a sense of humor. There may be, but like an athlete in the weight room, working out and getting strong will translate into better play on the field, but it is not the same as practice or game experience.

If one is attracted to virtue epistemology in order to avoid or dissolve longstanding puzzles in the theory of knowledge, then this account of humor would likely seem attractive on similar grounds. At the same time, to buy into the cleverness account does not mean that one must reject traditional epistemological foundationalism. The views certainly share a family
resemblance, but while they may be kissing cousins they are not Siamese twins—you can invite one over without the other having to come along.

The Sixth Sense

With this reevaluation of the nature of humor comes a new understanding of what one means by a sense of humor. The term is triply ambiguous. To say that one has a sense of humor could mean that one appreciates and enjoys a good gag. In this case, it means that one prizes oneself as clever enough to get most gags, possessing the ability to see the cleverness contained within them, and appreciative of the artistry in the content and structure of the gag. We can call this sense of humor1.

Alternatively, sense of humor2 is the attribute of being a good teller of jokes. If you consider yourself the sort of person who is often the life of the party, you may have a sense of humor that extends beyond just appreciation of gags, but a quality purveyor of them.

Finally, sense of humor3 is attributed to those who are capable of giving rise to new humor, whose cleverness finds regular expression in intentional aesthetic acts. These are those who come up with clever quips and who write their own material.

Sense of humor1 is the personality that enjoys a good gag. Sense of humor2 is the virtue of character that makes one capable of entertaining those who possess sense of humor1. Sense of humor3 is attributed to those who provide the goods to those with sense of humor2 to entertain those with sense of humor1.

Two-Faced Liar—Tragedy and Comedy

One aspect that is missing from the cleverness account, but which is found prominently in other accounts of humor is a relation between tragedy and comedy. Mel Brooks, as the 2000-year old man, draws the distinction this way. “Tragedy is when I cut my finger. It bleeds and I cry and I have to go to Mount Sinai hospital. Comedy is when you walk into an open manhole and die.”

Others have posited different relationships between tragedy and comedy. Søren Kierkegaard contends that the human condition has at its core a set of contradictions that must be transcended in order for one to reach one’s full humanity. We see the contradictions as a tragedy until we find the comic way to transcend them through Christian faith.

Lydia Amir (2014) adopts a de-Christianized version of Kierkegaard’s line arguing that the human condition has a contradiction at its heart, but a more Heideggerian sort of conflict. We are beings who will have hopes, dreams, and plans that will inevitably outrun our finite lives, our limited ability to see them through. This state of being, she argues, is tragic and tragedy is the intellectual focus upon it. Comedy is how we must decide to deal with it.
Arthur Asa Berger, in An Anatomy of Humor, takes a related position locating the inevitable metaphysical incongruity at the heart of Being in a secularized version of the problem of evil. There is suffering in life and we think of ourselves as trapped by it. But humor is the path to dealing with it through a reclaimed autonomy.

Simon Critchley disagrees, contending that humor is not a route to overcome tragedy, but rather is pregnant with it. Humor is a means of expressing the tragic. Humor is a very modern phenomenon because we live lives we consider fully physical in our materialist outlook, yet we cannot shake the metaphysical from our view of Being. The incongruity of the physical with the metaphysical gives rise to the comic.

There is a metaphysical unease at the heart of humor that turns on the sheer difficulty of making our being coincide with our having of that being.

(Critchley 2002, 52)

So, there is a significant line of thinkers contending that there is an intimate, perhaps inter-dependent relation between tragedy and comedy. On the view presented here, what is the relation between comedy and tragedy? There isn’t one. Humor is an aesthetic act designed to demonstrate playful cleverness. Certainly, the elements open to play can be metaphysical—(why is indeterminism so metaphysically expensive when the will is supposed to be free?), but, of course they needn’t be.

Does the nature of Being contain a contradiction at its core? Dunno. But whether it does, it doesn’t, or the essence of existence is a meaningless pseudo-question, Mitch Hedberg’s donut bit remains a classic. “Filed under ‘D’ for donut.”10 Humor requires playful manipulation of objects whose true ontological nature may not be relevant in any way.

Comedy and tragedy are neither contraries nor contradictories. Humor can be tragic. We can use humor very effectively to convey sorrow, loss, meaningfulness, purposeless suffering, inevitable heartbreak, the unavoidable nature of death, . . . Whatever you find to be tragic can be made the subject of a joke that will not trivialize it, but bring out its tragic nature. Humor can be sad, wistful, self-defeating, deflating as much as it can be jocular, invigorating, and self-inflating. The tragic depth of an unfortunate event is often rendered most clear through irony, a primary tool of the humorist. So, the relation between comedy and tragedy is best thought of as aesthetic friends with benefits—they hook up occasionally, but happily live their own independent artistic and philosophical lives.

Notes

1 Carlin, Carlin on Campus.
2 The 6th Annual Young Comedians.
3 Wright, I Have a Pony.
My, How Clever

4 Maron, This Has to Be Funny.
5 Black, Red, White, and Screwed.
6 Dangerfield, No Respect.
10 Hedberg, Mitch All Together.
3 Joking Matters

While a point was made in the last chapter to extend humor theory beyond jokes, verbal jokes are a special topic that does deserve additional consideration. While all of the treatment that follows is consistent with the cleverness theory of humor, much of it does not rely on it and so would be relevant to treatments based on other accounts.

Acknowledging Joking Language

Language in joking is used in a special way. Different theorists have tried to account for this difference in use with various mechanisms. Raskin (1985) deems it non-bona fide communication, distinguishing it from bona fide language use, which is intended to convey information. Joking language, he argues, is also teleological, but with a different goal in mind—amusement of the listener.

This move is on the right track, but not sufficient for a complete understanding of joking language for two reasons: jokes do not have the single aim of generating mirth, and one of the reasons we can tell jokes is to convey truth.

Again, we use jokes to do many, many things. My grandfather, for example, would tell me jokes every Sunday as I sat with him after taking care of chores around their house. One of his favorites:

Abraham and Sarah open a restaurant. The first day they open, their first customer is the rabbi. Excitedly, Abraham takes his order. Coming into the kitchen, he tells Sarah that they need an order of roast beef and make sure it is good because it is for the rabbi. They watch nervously through the small window in the server’s door as he eats and when finished, Abraham asks him how it was. “Delicious,” said the rabbi, “Only there’s one thing . . . it’s so small, maybe I shouldn’t say anything.” “No, no, please,” said Abraham, “We want this to be the best experience possible for our diners, so anything you think will be taken as very helpful.” “Well,” said the rabbi, “you could stand to give more bread. Just two pieces, maybe it’s not enough.” The next week the rabbi
returns and orders roast beef again. This time, Abraham gives the rabbi four pieces of bread. After the meal, again the rabbi says that everything was wonderful, but the meal could still use more bread. The following week, he gives the rabbi six pieces, still not enough. The next week, eight pieces. Still not enough. Finally, the rabbi orders his roast beef and Abraham, exasperated takes an entire loaf of rye bread, cuts it in half and puts the whole thing on the table in front of the rabbi. After the meal, he asks the rabbi how it was. The rabbi responded. “Delicious as usual, but why did you go back to just two slices?”

Pop Pop would get to the punch line and then always say the same thing, “You didn’t think of it like that, did you?”

His purpose in telling this joke to me was not to get a laugh. The joke is not that funny. He had two goals. First, to make sure I learned to think about things in new and different ways. He was a strong believer in innovation and knew that the mind had to be trained to see the world from other angles.

Secondly, it was his way of teaching me about the world. He wanted me to know that there are some people you just can’t please and he used the joke to get me to form that belief. The joke has a moral, a bona fide moral. He did not want me to believe that there was a restaurant out there run by Abraham and Sarah, but he did want me to have a belief as a result of the joke. So, is the linguistic use bona fide or non-bona fide? The language was not meant to refer, yet it was, just in an allegorical fashion. We use metaphors, similes, and other linguistic devices all the time in bona fide communication and their use does not transform the language into non-bona fide communication. I believe Raskin has the right idea, but we need to work it out a bit differently.

Hurley, Dennett, and Adams make a similar move when they distinguish between that which we make a part of our knowledge base and that which we put in a “mental space,” that is, a temporary, hypothetical model of a world whose working principles we can adjust as we go and whose results we can infer without fully committing ourselves to their truth. This, again, allows us to think about the restaurant and infer what would happen in this hypothetical world and in the end connect the results to our world or not. We can create possible worlds in which frogs can talk and pirates have steering wheels on the front of their pants. We can import beliefs about the real world into the mental space from our store of beliefs about the real world or roll them back if we learn they are not to hold in this fictional world. This is another helpful way of thinking about the matter, but puts us out of the realm of the language itself and into the place of the cognitive scientists and how the language works inside.

What is helpful is the way in which their picture of joke language brings it in line with how we think of language in fiction. Jokes can, in some sense, be thought of as little narratives—very short stories—and in this way, the
question of language in jokes reduces to the question of language in fiction. There is, of course, a vibrant literature in this area and philosophers of humor can gladly hand these questions off to them. (We’ve got enough to worry about.)

There is one common use of language in jokes, however, that would not be accounted for by the thinkers working in fictional language, but which is essential to joke language, group reference. In a joke, if I say “blonde,” “Pole,” “Jew,” “Irishman,” “Scot,” or “lawyer,” you know exactly what I mean. These groups are different from hobbits or the Addams Family. They are real. Yet, the content of the intension for the joking references to these groups does not map onto the extension.

Some, such as Bergmann (2002) and de Sousa (1987), have contended that the intension is a stereotype, a generalized set of properties that are attributed to every member of the group. Further, Bergmann and de Sousa contend that the use of these in a joke that one tells or that one laughs at signals that the teller believes the stereotype to be true of the group. Telling or appreciating the joke is sufficient to convey belief.

This is too strong for two reasons. First, use and appreciation implies only familiarity, not belief. Because of my training in analytic philosophy, when I hear the adjective “Polish,” I immediately think of Alfred Tarski, Jan Łukasiewicz, and the other Warsaw logicians and my dissertation director Rob Rynasiewicz, one the smartest human beings I have ever met. So, because of my lived experience, my internal script for “Polish” connects most strongly to terms like “intelligent,” “brilliant,” and “innovative.” Yet, the instant you begin to tell me a Polish joke, I immediately know that the Polish character is stupid and will get the joke with no problem despite the fact that my association with the term in the world is the opposite of the association in the joke.

Second, what we use in jokes is too thin to be a stereotype. It is, instead, what I will term an “icon.” The icon of a group connects the name of the group to one or two properties and the name becomes a stand-in for the embodiment of those properties. It is certainly true that the choice of the properties to attach to the icon sometimes comes from cultural stereotypes, but this is not necessarily the case, as joke cycles involving a group can be co-opted by a culture in which there is no existent stereotype for that group and from the context of the jokes; an icon can be created without a stereotype.

In this way, icons are somewhat like the mascots for professional sports teams. They are recognizable images that correlate with the real life group and possess certain recognizable properties, but we do not thereby attribute to the players on the team the properties of that mascot. If a football player were to be traded from the New England Patriots to the Miami Dolphins, we would not think he became less dedicated to the United States and suddenly a better swimmer. Often the mascots are selected to embody some virtue that is desired in the players—fierceness, for example—but we know
better than to literally interpret them and attribute the property necessarily to the players. In the case of ethnic icons, there is more content and the properties embodied are not necessarily virtuous, but they are attributed to the icon, not necessarily to the group it represents.

Our question, then, is what sense to make of the meanings of the icons connected to ethnic groups. I want to argue that group references in jokes are to be understood differently than most terms. When a term appears in an utterance, we have long distinguished between the term being “used” and being “mentioned.” We use a term when it has a referent in the world. We merely mention a term if we mean to refer to the symbol itself.

Consider the following joke:

A father comes home from work one day and his second grade daughter runs up to him very excited. “Daddy, daddy!” she shouts, “Today in school we learned how to make babies.” The man believes in sex education in the schools, but not in the second grade. Surely, that was way too young to begin introducing these ideas to kids. And shouldn’t something have been sent home to the parents telling them this was going to happen? The school needs to be contacted. This is absurd. But before calling to complain, he decided he needed all the facts. So he asks his daughter, “Tell me sweetie, how do you make babies?” “Easy,” she replies, “drop the -y and add -ies.”

In this joke, the father takes the word “babies” in the phrase “making babies” to be used in his daughter’s utterance, that is, the word is used to refer to newborn humans. The daughter, on the other hand, is mentioning the word “babies,” that is, she is speaking about the symbol “baby” and how to grammatically form its plural. The ambiguity on which the joke hinges here is the use/mention distinction.

Neither end of the use/mention distinction seems to fit how we employ icons in iconic ethnic jokes. The employment of an icon in a joke is stronger than mentioning it because, while it is confirming the sense of the symbol in joke-world, it is referring beyond the symbol to an instantiation of the icon in joke-world. When I say “An Englishman, a Scotsman, and an Irishman walk into a pub,” I am not just talking about the symbols for these. But, at the same time, its employment is weaker than use since it is serving as a placeholder, not as a referent to the world. There never was such a group to my knowledge and I am not trying to convince anyone that it ever was the case in the real world. It is just the set-up of a joke.

Yet, it is not fictional either because the icons are in some way associated with the groups named, although those groups are neither the extension nor the intention of the icons. In fictional stories, characters act and interact. But when one tells a joke using an icon, we do not name an individual member of the group—real or imagined—but rather employ a blank cut-out associated with the group. It is “a blonde walks into a bar,” not “Suzy, who
has blonde hair, walks into a bar.” The icon is not a full-fledged fictional character, just a human-shaped repository for a thin collection of properties we all know to correlate with the icon. The character in fiction is developed to some degree through a story, whereas with an icon it is the opposite, always remaining intentionally flattened. The character has a name and a face where the icon does not. The icon is a generalized object, not a specific one, despite its being an individual. As such, it is associated with a group, but not a member. The icon, thereby, does not actually refer to the group or any of its particular members.

I propose a third means of employing a term, “acknowledging.” To acknowledge a term is to be conversant in its employment in a limited, non-bona fide context, in this case, jokes. We acknowledge a term when we know its small script and employ it in the created mental space in joke-world, which is distinct from the real world. When I say “lawyer” in the context of a joke, you immediately think “dishonest and self-interested.” When I say “dentist” in the context of a joke, you think “callous creator of pain.” You need not believe these properties to apply to any of the lawyers or dentists in the real world, that is, you may not believe that these properties are actually properties of any member of the set of all lawyers or dentists, but you attribute the properties to a faceless, nameless character being activated in joke-world and you populate the mental space you are creating because of the joke with one such hypothetical being.

The act of acknowledging can be thought of as engaging in what Wittgenstein termed a language game. Language is used within discourse communities in ways that sometimes only apply to conversation within that community. Groups will have their own rules and own linguistic conventions. Joking is a speech act of a similar sort. Words that apply in one way in the real world are taken to apply differently to joke-world. They do not
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refer, but rather pick out an icon. In employing the icon in this way, we merely acknowledge it, not actually use it.

But, one might object, don’t some people believe that the icon refers in the world? Are not these people using stereotypes and not icons? Yes. Then, how does one know how to interpret speaker’s meaning when hearing a joke? It depends on the intention of the teller in telling the joke.

Attention to Intention

A central claim in my arguments has been that the speech act of telling a joke can have a wide range of intentional goals, that mirth inducement is but one and bears no special weight. It is time to fill out that claim and, to do so, I will make use of J. L. Austin’s notions of the locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary forces of an utterance.

An utterance is locutionary if it is a meaningful string of sounds or symbols that are understood by the listener. Think of the adults in the televised Peanuts cartoons. What is peculiar is that we hear the “wahhhhn-wahhn-wahn-wahn-wahn” and recognize it as sound, but not as a meaningful utterance. For us, it has no locutionary force. Yet, for Charlie Brown and his gang, it does. They understand the sounds as containing meaningful content.

We have executed a locutionary act in saying something, whereas we have carried an illocutionary act with our utterance through the act of saying something. A question has a different illocutionary force than a declarative sentence. An explanation has a different illocutionary force than an excuse. The illocutionary force is what I am doing by saying what I have said. Am I expressing a belief, demanding an action, promising to do something, making a bet, . . . ? These are various possible illocutionary forces of utterances.

But the illocutionary act may have been executed in order to cause an effect on or from our listener.

There is a further sense in which to perform a locutionary act, and therein an illocutionary act, may also be to perform an act of another kind. Saying something will often, or even normally, produce certain consequential effects upon the feelings, thoughts, or actions of the audience, or of the speaker, or of other persons: and it may be done with the design, intention, or purpose of producing them . . . . We shall call the performance of an act of this kind the performance of a perlocutionary act.

(Austin 1979, 101)

The perlocutionary force is what we want the utterance to yield in our audience. Do we want them to abandon ship, to nod in agreement, to become interested in beetles, . . . ?

Morreall (2009) contends that jokes, unlike other utterances, only have locutionary force, but no illocutionary or perlocutionary force.
Austin’s scheme works well with sincere, bona-fide uses of language, such as assertions, questions, commands, and performatives—promises, vows, apologies, verdicts, etc. But the scheme doesn’t work with joking...we can talk of a locutionary act here—your uttering a meaningful sentence. But there is no illocutionary act.

(Morreall 2009, 35)

When we tell a joke, he argues, we are only trying to amuse our audience with a speech act that is not intended to do anything, to perform any task including describing the world. Because a joke does not imply any belief on the part of the teller, the joke lacks all illocutionary force for the audience. When we enter the play frame, aware that someone is telling us a joke, we disconnect our belief faculties and just go along for the cognitive ride. We know that the teller does not believe that there is, in fact, a pirate with a steering wheel on the front of his pants, and so we know that he does not intend for the listener to believe it either or, indeed, to think or do anything other than to be amused.

When someone is not amused by a joke we tell or tries to form a belief based on it or attribute a belief to us based on the telling, we often respond with “I was only joking.” Morreall contends that the meaning of this response is to signal to the listener that the utterance was intended to be fully non-bona fide and any attempt to infer anything at all from it should fail. The utterance had no illocutionary intent and so any illocutionary force projected upon the utterance is to misunderstand the utterance as something other than a joke.

But this approach takes a far too limited look at the use of jokes in conversational contexts, a matter that can be addressed through the cleverness view of humor. As jokes are a form of humor, they are acts of intentional, conspicuous playful cleverness. When one tells a joke, one does have locutionary, illocutionary and perlocutionary goals. The telling of a joke always involves both a reaction and a judgment on the part of the audience. We will work this out in much more detail in the next section, but suffice it to say here, that whenever I tell you a joke, I am (0) looking for you to realize that it is a joke, (1) looking for you to get the joke—that is, to recognize the cleverness of the utterance—and then (2) to react to the joke—often laugh at it, sometimes take offense (if the joke is an insult at your expense), sometimes be impressed with the sheer cleverness of the utterance—and sometimes to act accordingly based on that reaction.

Element (0) on the part of the listener displays the locutionary force of the joke. Jokes are humorous acts, thus they are conspicuous. We tell jokes as aesthetic acts to be appreciated by the audience, that is, we tell jokes in order to have the jokes gotten by the audience. But in order for the audience to get the joke, first they must recognize the sort of utterance that is uttered. The person may or may not get the joke, may or may not appreciate the joke, or even pay attention to the joke, but the listener may understand that you are, in fact, telling a joke.
Element (1) concerns the illocutionary goal of the joke. The listener gets the joke when s/he understands the cleverness expressed in the joking utterance. A joke is comprehended as a meaningful speech act when it is identified as a joke and the mechanism by which a cognitive virtue is displayed is realized. All jokes have the same illocutionary force—recognition of the cleverness of the utterance.

It needs to be noted that there is a subtle difference in the objects of the illocutionary goal of two categories of joke: the original joke vs. the retold joke. In the case of the original joke or the attributed retold joke, the recognition is of the cleverness of the jokesmith who wrote the joke. The object of admiration is the mind of the originator of the joke. It is to the person who came up with the joke and crafted it that the appreciation is oriented.

In the case of the unattributed retold joke, the recognition is of the cleverness of the utterance itself. When we retell a joke without mentioning the jokesmith, the object to which we are inviting the listener to appreciate the cleverness of is the joke itself. With the unattributed retold joke, the illocutionary force is diminished because you are not appreciating the difficult task of developing a humorous utterance, an intricate and subtle art, rather you are just admiring the result. You are to a small degree pointing to yourself as clever—clever enough to get the joke and remember it well enough to tell it well, but not much more clever than the listener, as you are assuming that the listener is also clever enough to appreciate the joke. The teller and the listener are asserted to be on commensurate levels of cleverness, unlike the joke’s originator whose artistry requires a cleverness beyond getting the joke. This commensurate degree of cleverness diminishes the illocutionary force of the joke and is why the focus of philosophy of humor on retold jokes has left the distinction between the locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary forces of the joke undistinguished.

Element (2) on the part of the listener displays the perlocutionary force of the joke. We tell jokes in certain ways, to certain people, in certain contexts with the intention of arousing certain responses. We do not always hit the mark with the response we hoped to illicit, but there is an intended response. We may be telling the joke we told in order to get a laugh. We may be telling the joke we told to generate sympathy. We may be telling the joke we told to make the other person disgusted with our presence. We may be telling the joke we told to make the listener feel intimidated by our intellect. We may be telling the joke to relax the other person in our presence.

Sometimes—not all the time—the response we generate in the listener by telling the joke we did, how we did, and when we did will result in a behavioral reaction. As a result of a joke I told, you might start referring to me as “Steve” instead of “Professor Gimbel,” you might flip me the bird and storm off, or you might offer to buy me a drink. Any of these might have been my intention in telling the joke.

We tell jokes for many, many reasons. They can be incredibly successful at achieving these interpersonal ends. Doing so, however, takes three steps.
The joke must be told and recognized as a joke, the joke must be gotten, and the joke must cause a reaction in the listener. Of course, misconnections can happen at any step in the process. The person might not realize that it is a joke or not get the joke. The person might not be amused, offended, or impressed. The reaction might not lead to the desired end. But the same is true for non-joking utterances as well. The key is that, like these other utterances, we can—contra Morreall—attribute not just locutionary, but also illocutionary, and perlocutionary force to jokes.

We can distinguish categories of jokes based upon the perlocutionary force. Many jokes are of the sort that Morreall envisions. In these cases, the perlocutionary goal of the utterance is to generate mirth. We are not telling the joke for any other reason than we think the other person will find it funny and laugh. A joke with a perlocutionary force only of “that you laugh” will be called a “pure joke.” Pure jokes are told purely to amuse.

Jokes can be told for ends other than generating laughter, ends that cause the other person to act or believe something as a result of the joke. I could tell a joke at an inappropriate time to signal that I no longer wish to retain your respect. Thus, the dirty joke told in front of your grandmother at Christmas dinner will lead to your breaking up with me. Alternatively, I could tell a joke at an inappropriate time to signal that the rest of my speech act will be more interesting than you thought it would be and get you to pay attention to a degree you otherwise had not intended. Thus, the reverend began his sermon with a joke. When the telling of the joke has a motive other than the generating of laughter, that is, when it has a perlocutionary force other than “that you laugh,” the joke will be called an “impure joke.”

Morreall’s treatment takes all jokes to be pure jokes. But this is surely not the case. My grandfather’s joke about Abraham, Sarah, and the restaurant was not a pure joke. Pop Pop was not just trying to get me to laugh. It’s not that funny of a joke and, as he expected, I didn’t laugh. But I learned a lesson. I acquired a belief about the world he had learned through experience and communicated through an intentional, conspicuous act of playful cleverness. He used the joke to teach me.

Al Franken (2003) coined the term “kidding-on-the-square” for impure jokes that are meant to be proposition conveying, that is, jokes that are meant to get you to believe something. In getting the joke, you not only recognize the cleverness inherent in its construction, but also take away something to believe. Consider, for example, political cartoons or political satire. Their purpose is not merely to amuse, but to convince. They are rhetorical acts.

In the 1870s the political cartoons of Thomas Nast were sharply aimed at William “Boss” Tweed, the head of Tammany Hall, the powerful, but corrupt political machine controlling Democratic politics in New York State. The political cartoons are widely credited with playing a part in the downfall of Tweed’s political career. Similarly, much serious discussion occurred in the early 2000s about the effects of The Daily Show and The Colbert
Report on American political discourse because of the cleverness, sharpness, and policy literacy of the satire they injected into the larger discourse community. These were jokes with political and rhetorical (if not epistemic and moral) purposes, not merely aesthetic aims.

Jokes, however, may have multiple perlocutionary forces, that is, they may be intended to give rise to multiple reactions on the part of the audience. The joke might be intended to generate laughs and impress the listeners with your ability to come up with a joke in any circumstances. The joke might be intended to offend and intimidate one person and signal your protectiveness to another. The joke might be intended to break bad news, and give rise to sympathy and affection. Jokes with multiple perlocutionary forces will be called “complex jokes.”

The most important word in “I was only joking” is not “joking,” as Morreall holds, but “only.” When I say “I was only joking,” what I am really saying is “I was telling a pure joke. It was not intended to be an act with any other perlocutionary goal than generating laughter, so please do not attribute any other intentions or background beliefs to me or my speech act.” Because we can do all sorts of things with jokes, that is, because not all jokes are pure jokes, even if the person recognizes the utterance as a joke s/he will not necessarily infer that it was just an act designed to generate mirth. You could be joking AND ____. When we say “I was only joking,” we mean “I was joking and there is no ‘AND ____’.”

Master and Slave Pragmatics

Those telling jokes have intentions that may or may not be realized in the audience, but the reaction from the listener is often predictable because the joke is structured in such a way as to disclose its cleverness in a fashion that is constructed to maximize the likelihood of success. This results from the fact that joking is a cooperative activity.

This brings to mind the pragmatics of Grice, who contends that conversation in general is a cooperative endeavor and therefore must operate according to mutually accepted rules. We looked at these in the last section.

Joking, however, is different from normal conversation in a number of ways. First, as Morreall follows Raskin in pointing out, it is non-bona fide communication. The result of this change, he contends, is that Morreall contends that Gricean rule-based expectations are not operating because we have freed ourselves from the epistemologico-rhetorical requirements of communicating beliefs. Because when we are joking, we are allowed to say anything about anything and remain within the boundaries of the play frame, joking gives us ultimate freedom to speak and thus we are not constrained by the Gricean rules. Jokes, Moreall contends, eliminate the rules altogether.

Humorous uses of language often look like assertions, warnings, or advice, of course. Indeed, they often employ exactly the same words as
a bona-fide use of language. But in humor, the speaker is putting ideas into listeners' heads not to cause beliefs or actions, but for the pleasure that entertaining those ideas will bring. And listeners think about those ideas not to reach the truth about anything, or to figure out what to do, but just or the fun of it. Joking, I conclude, is a special play mode of using language in which we suspend ordinary rules of communication and give each other comic license to say anything, as long as the group enjoys.

(Morreall 2009, 36)

This is wrong. As Critchley contends, “Joking is a game that players only play successfully when they both understand and follow the rules (Critchley 2002, 4).” There are rules that are followed when telling and hearing a joke.

One way to see that these rules exist is to look at a class of jokes that disclose their cleverness in breaking the rules, that is, in using the expectation of rule-following in joking as the object to be played with. Consider, for example, the knock-knock joke “interrupting cow”:

“Knock, knock”
“Who’s there?”
“Interrupting cow.”
“Interrupting c . . .” “Mooooo.”

Not the funniest, I admit, but then knock-knock jokes never are (more on this below). But what is interesting about this joke is that it is only successful because the listener expects certain joking norms to be followed. One might argue that this is a function of its being a knock-knock joke which is unusual in possessing this structure. But there are other, non-knock-knock examples, like shaggy dog stories in which the expectation of brevity is violated. These jokes are, indeed, the exception to the rule, however, there must be a rule in the first place for the jokes to work . . . which they do if delivered well. But those rules will not be Grice’s rules as Raskin noted and thus new rules must be formulated.

Joking is unlike conventional conversation in another way. It is asymmetrical. Standard conversational contexts place two equals engaged in an activity that looks the same from both perspectives. As such, Grice’s rules apply equally well to both participants. Gricean theory is an account of the underlying principles for symmetric conversation. But what about the entire class of conversational contexts that are asymmetric?

Consider, for example, the philosophy classroom. The goal of a philosophy class is to engage in spirited, well-considered, insightful conversation about deep questions. But the conversation is not Gricean, as there is an asymmetric power relation among the conversants. There is the instructor, who occupies a privileged position, and the class who occupy an inferior position. The instructor is not just another participant in the discussion, but is given the responsibility for being arbiter and judge, ruling some contributions out of order, and recognizing others to speak. The instructor is
not expected to say only that which s/he believes, but is expected to challenge all views and raise interesting problems even with views the instructor holds. The instructor is given the privilege of speaking whenever s/he chooses to and, unlike other participants in the class, would not generally be criticized for speaking too much or monopolizing the discussion unless s/he was speaking so much as to disallow conversation at all.

Students, on the other hand, are expected to defer to other students if they have been speaking too much. In some cases, they require recognition before speaking at all. If they have not done the day’s reading, then they are expected not to speak in a way that presupposes they have done the work (not that this stops some of them). Students and instructors are both participants in the conversations, but occupy very different roles and therefore have different expectations impressed upon them by very different rules.

Asymmetric conversational contexts may be just as cooperative as standard conversational contexts, but because of the differential in conversational power, the rules under which they operate must be renegotiated, that is, there must a be different conversational contract, a new set of Gricean-style rules for each of these contexts. We do this for the philosophy classroom, for the court of law, and for other instances of asymmetrical conversation including jokes.

What makes the joking context so fascinating is that unlike the philosophy classroom or the court of law, the power asymmetry is dynamic. Conversational power shifts three times during the course of the speech act.

Note that we are speaking here in terms of humor and not comedy. We will deal with these sorts of questions for the special case of the comedy club or other comedic performance spaces in a later chapter, but now we are looking at jokes told in normal conversation. As such, the context with which we begin is that of normal conversation in which the two parties are of equal conversational status.

We start in the standard Gricean situation. But then one of the parties forms the desire to tell a joke. This would entail that speaker occupying a privileged conversational place. That means that the other person would move from being a co-equal conversant to the inferior status of listener. This is a conversational demotion that requires the second conversant to voluntarily remand some of his/her conversational power.

But s/he could refuse to, quashing the joking. This, at least temporarily, makes the potential listener more powerful. S/he can grant or refuse the invitation to enter the play frame and is thus in the driver’s seat until a decision is made. So, the teller generally approaches his/her partner and requests, entices, or cajoles the other person into willingly ceding the dominant position and assuming the lower position by promising a positive result for doing so. “I’ve heard a good one . . .” “Want to hear this great joke? . . .” “This one cracks me up. So . . .” We have stock introductions to jokes, which give the other person the opportunity to refuse entry into the asymmetric joking relation or to voluntarily agree. As Critchley puts it,
First, I recognize that a joke is being told and I assent to having my attention caught in this way. Assenting to having my attention caught is very important and if someone interrupts the joke-teller or simply walks away in the middle of the joke, then the tacit social contract of humour has been broken.

(Critchley 2002, 5)

Another line we will give before we begin is “Stop me if you’ve heard this one before . . .” This reflects the conversational power differential that the teller is requesting. If the listener has heard the joke before, then the teller would not occupy a superior position because in telling the joke, the listener knows the route, all the turns, and the destination. The listener would thereby not be in a true position of inferiority to the joke teller and without the asymmetry of power, there is no joking. Part of the teller’s superior position comes from the fact that s/he has something the listener wants—knowledge of the joke.

If the conversational partner agrees, s/he goes from being superior in determining whether a joke will be allowed to be told, to the inferior status of listener. The joke teller then becomes the center of attention with the ability to speak at will and command responses of an expected sort from the listener. As Freud expresses it,

the humorist acquires his superiority by assuming the role of the grown-up, identifying himself to some extent with the father, while he reduces the other people to the position of children.

(Cohen 1999, 114)

The listener, by agreeing to enter into this new conversational relationship, is in a subjugated position, having a rigid set of rules that s/he is expected to follow.

This power differential is crucial to the success of the joke. The way most verbal jokes work is, as incongruity and cognitive shift advocates point out, that there is a sudden change in interpretation when the punch line is delivered. The listener is led to construct a mental world according to certain specification contained in the set up, only to have the listener have to rapidly figure out how to radically alter some element or all of that mental world to accommodate the new, contrasting information in the punch line. The cleverness of the joke is contained in the ability to quickly entrench certain commitments in the mental space created and then forcibly change them. The teller operates from a God’s eye point of view, knowing the false elements in the mental world s/he is creating in the mind of the listener, knowing the final coherent world the listener will ultimately have to reconstruct, and knowing the mechanism by which this change is triggered. The listener knows none of this. This asymmetry in knowledge is therefore accompanied by an asymmetry in expected cognitive behaviors. The joke teller is
the guide and the listener is the one guided. These are radically different roles, which have attached to them radically different rules of conversational expectations.

Raskin, we saw, reformulated the Gricean rules for the joke teller, but this is only half the work needing to be done. Again, his rules were:

1. **Maxim of Quantity**: give exactly as much information as is necessary for the joke
2. **Maxim of Quality**: say only what is compatible with the world of the joke
3. **Maxim of Relation**: say only what is relevant to the joke
4. **Maxim of Manner**: tell the joke efficiently

Raskin has done well in capturing both the Gricean intent and the realities of the nature of joking, but there must be corresponding rules for the listener.

1. **Maxim of Quantity**: do not interrupt the flow and timing of the joke and only answer when prompted
2. **Maxim of Quality**: be open-minded enough to allow the joke to determine the rules of the world of the joke and fill in the rest of the world with reasonable expectations of how the world works
3. **Maxim of Relation**: when prompted to speak, say only what is expected by the set up of the joke
4. **Maxim of Manner**: follow the joke to its conclusion

Let’s work through these in turn.

**The Maxim of Quantity**

The listener is in an inferior position wherein s/he may only speak when prompted to speak. The success of joking, unlike regular conversation, depends upon rhythm and timing. As such, by agreeing to be told a joke, the listener has surrendered the ability to contribute to the joking conversation at will. S/he has given the joke teller the privileged position of being the center of conversational attention who can say as much as s/he wishes without being disturbed. If someone says, “So, two guys walk into a bar” and the listener begins asking questions about their names, where they come from, and how tall they are, then the listener has violated the terms of the joke-telling activity.

**The Maxim of Quality**

While the teller is doing the lion’s share of work in the relationship, there is still something the listener must do—create the joke-world in his/her mind.
The joke will be most likely be compact, that is, construct a fictional, possibly fantastical world in very few words. It is the job of the listener to allow that world to be created in his/her mind, filling in the gaps with rules and expectations that s/he believes to be otherwise normal. If the joke involves talking animals, ok, there are talking animals and expect that they understand each other.

The Maxim of Relation

When the listener is prompted to provide a verbal response, do so in a manner that reflects the expectations of the joke teller. Do not try to derail the joke by giving an unexpected response. The continuance of the joke, likely the punch line—and thus the joke itself—requires the contribution by the listener. By agreeing to occupy the position of listener, you have agreed to give the joke teller what s/he needs to complete his/her task.

The Maxim of Manner

By allowing yourself to be subjugated in the joke telling relation, you have agreed to go along with the joke to its end. Do not try to guess the punch line or figure it out before the punch line is delivered. You have agreed to let the joke teller drive, do not try to take back the wheel. To do otherwise, is to try to usurp the power that you already agreed to give to the joke teller. This is a direct violation of the contract that the listener voluntarily entered into and makes joking impossible.

These rules hold for the duration of the telling of the joke. At the conclusion of the punch line, however, the power shifts for the third time. This shift in power occurs in three steps. In this first step, the listener is released from conversational subjugation and the expectations of the role of listener by the ending of the artificial conversational context and thereby returns to co-equal in this respect.

Secondly, the listener now knows the joke as much as the teller and so the teller has lost his leverage. The listener enters into the relationship willingly occupying a lower place with the knowledge that at the end, the teller would have given over to him/her that which allowed for the asymmetry to exist and thereafter, the two will remain forever equal on those grounds. Joke telling is a self-defeating superiority.

But third and most interestingly, once the joke has ended, the listener does not just rise back to the same level as the joke teller. Rather s/he overtakes the teller in conversational power. Once the joke is told, the tables are turned and the listener becomes the bearer of asymmetric power over the joke teller as the listener becomes the judge of the aesthetic act. Was it a good joke? Was it funny? Was it well told? Was it appropriate? Did it expose any morally problematic beliefs on the part of the teller? (More on this in a subsequent chapter.) If it was an impure joke, that is, if the telling
of the joke was meant to accomplish something behavioral or belief-related with respect to the listener, will it? The reason why the listener is willing to voluntarily hand over conversational power to the joke teller and assume a subjugated position is that the position is temporary and will ultimately result in greater power over the joke teller.

If the joke succeeds, then the result of these multiple power inversions is to create what Cohen (1999) calls “joke intimacy.” When two people share a joke, Cohen argues, it affirms two sorts of connections between them. One is “a shared set of beliefs, dispositions, prejudices, preferences, et cetera—a shared outlook on the world, or at least part of an outlook (Cohen 1999, 28).” This may be overstating the case as one could appreciate the cleverness of a joke that assumes beliefs, dispositions, prejudices, or preferences one does not share, but is willing to adopt hypothetically in accord with the maxims of quality and manner to hear the joke. But what it does show along these lines is shared background knowledge. The joke is told so that the listener will appreciate the cleverness of the joke. By selecting the listener as someone worth telling the joke to, the teller has conferred upon the listener the status of “member of the tribe,” as someone in the in-group who would also have the background and be clever enough to appreciate this joke as much as the teller does.

The second aspect that gives rise to joke intimacy is “a shared feeling—a shared response to something (Cohen 1999, 28).” If we both find this joke funny, Cohen argues, we have something in common and that bonds us together. But I believe it is even deeper. If the joke delivers, then the joke teller has delivered. S/he has shown the listener that allowing him/herself to be conversationally vulnerable was a good idea and that the teller can be trusted with the conversational power and thereby with other power. Sharing a joke can easily lead to friendship because one of the boundaries that separate non-friends from friends is the comfort with being vulnerable in their presence. Sharing a joke will never be sufficient grounds, but could be a first reason to suggest it might be worth pursuing.

This also explains why aggressive jokes like insults can give rise to offense in a way different than ordinary offensive speech. It is one thing for you to simply say something nasty about me to my face, but when it is done in a joke, I am made to be angry at both you and at myself because I allowed myself to be put in a position of vulnerability with the assumption that you would then exchange places with me and willingly occupy the position of vulnerability of my judgment about you in the end. But the content of the joke is such that you are expressing my inability to ever occupy a superior position to you. I should never have agreed to give you the power that you have just abused.

It is the same thing, but to a lesser extent when the joke is simply bad. You proposed to engage me in this entire oscillating power dynamic because you led me to believe that in the end, I would walk away with a great new joke. But here I went and allowed myself to occupy an inferior position to you, only to find that you have terrible taste in jokes or lack the artistic ability to tell
them well. You waste my time and do so with me in a conversationally vul-
nerable position where I agreed not to stop the process. What was I thinking?
This is why the telling of tendentious jokes is risky. You will be judged not
only on the aesthetic act of joke telling, but also on the content of the joke.
Note here the difference between joke telling and punning. In a joke, the
punch line is hidden and the joke teller manipulates the mind of the listener
in order to spring the trigger, which causes the cognitive shift, that is, the
reconstruction of the mental space in accordance with the new informa-
tion in the punch line. The two interpretations cannot consistently coexist
within a single mental space and the mind has to rapidly move from one to
the other. In a pun, on the other hand, both interpretations are simultane-
ously visible the whole time. There is no reconstruction, but rather parallel
constructions that have at least one point of intersection—the utterance.
As such, there is no asymmetry introduced into the conversation when a
pun is made. Puns are simply normal conversational contributions. Usually,
they will violate conversational rules because they generally do not function
to advance the conversation. This means that the other person will make a
conversational implicature that the contribution was made for some other
reason. Upon realizing that the contribution is, in fact a pun, the inference
is that the person was not trying to express a proposition to be believed, but
was acting to demonstrate his/her cleverness. The listener may be impressed,
but more likely with a pun, the listener will express disapproval—that’s just
what happens with puns.\(^6\)

**Riddle Me This**

Riddles are speech acts that are similar to jokes in architecture, but distinct
in terms of the power dynamics. Jokes have the three power shifts, end-
ing with the power inversion at the delivery of the punch line where the
formerly subjugated listener becomes the wielder of power in judging the
aesthetic act of the joke.
In a riddle, on the other hand, there is the same initial power shift. One conversationally equal partner asks if the other co-equal conversant would like to hear a riddle. When the conversational partner agrees, s/he assumes an inferior position, allowing the riddler to become conversationally superior. The riddle is posed. The riddle is like the set-up of a joke. But in the case of the joke, the conversational convention is that the listener does not guess the punch line, but allows the joke-teller to deliver it to the best of his/her ability and then be judged on the act as a whole. But in the case of the riddle, the analogue of the punch line is not provided. The listener must provide it for him/herself.

In the case of the joke, the punch line is given and at that time, the listener becomes epistemologically equivalent to the teller in that the teller willing elevates the listener by providing full knowledge of the joke, re-establishing conversational equality, before the listener then rises above the joke teller into a position of judgment. But in the riddle, the resolution is not provided. The riddler maintains a position of epistemic superiority unless the listener can solve the riddle thereby earning the equality. The joke is an invitation to learn what I know, and by telling it I am asserting that you are clever enough to have this bit of knowledge that I have. The riddle, on the other hand, does not assume that you are clever enough to have the knowledge I have, but a challenge to see if it is so. The listener is not granted the inverted position of conversational superiority by virtue of the structure of the speech act, as in a joke, but must usurp the position in solving the riddle. Only if you can provide the riddle’s answer, do you then assume the position of conversational superiority and the ability to judge the riddler.

The case can be made that riddles are not humor acts in the same way as jokes. Riddles are intentional and they do create situations requiring the listener to demonstrate cognitive virtue. The question about the humor status of riddles concerns the conspicuousness of the speech act. Where a joke is meant to be gotten, the riddle is a challenge to be gotten. Is this conspicuous in the proper sense, that is, is a riddle an aesthetic act or is it a speech act that is related to the joke, a cousin as it were, but from the other side of the family? One could certainly argue that because the artistry of the joke comes in the setting up of the punch line, having a speech act where the punch line is not delivered robs it of its humorous nature. On the other hand, there are some who do consider riddles to be a part of the humor family and one can explain that in terms of this view. The fact that this debate can be framed in such a way that it becomes clear what the point of contention is between those who do consider riddles to be instances of humor and those who do not is a virtue of this account.

The Knock-Knock Paradox

It's not really a paradox, but it is an interesting conundrum. Among the first jokes told to kids in American culture are knock-knock jokes. They
are presented as the paradigmatic cases of verbal humor to those learning what verbal humor is and how it works. Yet, they are very poor exemplars. They are not terribly clever and generally are not very funny. They generally cannot be used for any of the perlocutionary reasons we may use jokes in conversation—knock-knock jokes will never kill, will never serve to insult someone, will never get you deep respect as a funny person, . . . As a group, they are particularly weak jokes. Yet, they are the ones we use to teach humor. Why?

The answer, I believe, is to be found in the Gricean power dynamics for joking sketched here. When we are the listener, we know our job is to follow along in order to get the joke. This takes mental effort on our part, but mental effort of a particular type. We have to learn how to get jokes. Once we know this, we—as listeners—know how to do our job and when agreeing to occupy the diminished status of the listener, go to work. As Raskin puts it,

If both the speaker and the hearer are in the same mode of communication, the hearer knows the ‘rules of the game’ and is not only ready to perceive the second interpretation along with the first obvious one but actually is will to look for it.

(Raskin 1985, 115)

But how do we learn what to do and the rules by which it is done so that we become sufficiently comfortable with the mode of communication that we become happily, willing, active participants in it?

The answer is not only ostensive definition, that is, we tell kids jokes and point out that it is a joke, how it works, and why they should find it clever and laugh. We give them step-by-step instructions for the different roles in the joking relationship. Those step-by-step instructions are contained within the structure of the knock-knock joke. Knock-knock jokes wear their structure—what is buried within other jokes—like an exoskeleton. In learning how to hear and then tell knock-knock jokes, we give children very carefully prescribed behaviors to execute which are formalized versions of the informal steps in other verbal jokes.

“Knock-knock” = I would like to tell you a joke. This will make me the joke teller and you the listener and will thus require that contrary to the conversation we have just been having, you will only say what you are supposed to by the rules of the knock-knock joke.

“Who’s there?” = I understand that this is a knock-knock joke, that you are the teller, that I would be the listener, and I am willing to assume the role of the listener.

“Dwyane” = This is the set up. Create a mental space in which you envision Dwayne, a male human.

“Dwayne who?” = I understand the set up and have created a mental space now populated by the male human named Dwayne.
“Dwayne the tub, I’m dwowning.” = Here is the punch line, change your mental space rapidly to no longer include the male human Dwayne, but rather picture me with a speech impediment having difficulty with my plumbing.

Knock-knock jokes are not only jokes; they are also pedagogical tools, primers on the behavioral expectations of those in the different joking roles. There are different Gricean-type rules for joking behavior and often a cognitive switch that needs not only to be triggered, but whose resolution may require effort on the part of the listener. These not terribly funny jokes are the means by which we train our youth to be active, responsible, and effective joke-tellers and listeners. They make explicit the roles necessary for cooperative joking behavior and so are particularly good jokes for teaching children how to properly engage in joking.

Notes
1 See, for example, Brock and Everett (2015).
2 Davies, 2011 points out that the number of properties is generally limited to two. He also contends that the properties are always those deemed undesirable by the main culture, but that is not always the case as the icons of some groups, e.g., Jews, Brits, and Asians include intelligent as properties and that often figures in jokes using those icons.
4 See Keller (1975) and Vinson (2014).
6 Why do jokes get laughs and puns get groans? It most likely has to do with the fact that most jokes involve a triggered cognitive switch, whereas puns put both interpretations out there to be seen simultaneously (puns are like bisexual exhibitionists—they like for people to see them being taken in both ways). But whether this is, in fact, a functional element in causing laughter in one case and not in the other is not a philosophical question, but a physiological one and I leave it to those researchers who work in that field to answer that question.
4 Comedy Tonight

While there is a growing literature on issues in the philosophy of humor, there has been comparatively little work on philosophical issues in the philosophy of comedy. By “comedy,” again, I do not mean the classical literary form, but rather the contemporary art form.

Richard Richards (2013) distinguishes between humor and comedy. Where he sees humor as the playful appreciation of incongruity, he defines comedy as “the attempt to provoke laughter in others (28).” When we tell jokes among friends around the dinner table, if our sole intent is to get laughs, we are being comedians. Richards does not require that comedy be an artistic performance—although varieties, such as stand-up, are included in the extension of the term because their job is to make people laugh.

For a comedian, laughter is usually his raison d’être, his excuse for living, his goal in life, his great hope, and that which will determine his status as a comedian.

Professional comedians are comedians who do it for a living, but anyone can be a comedian at any time, according to Richards. Comedy is in the intent of the agent. The kid who makes faces at his sister during dinner to get her to spit her milk through her nose is a comedian on this view.

Humorists, on the other hand, are those who construct, tell, or appreciate jokes (given an incongruity theorist’s account of jokes). Some comedians are humorists, according to Richards, but not all. There are other ways to get laughs that do not require humor. If one is a shock comic, for example, then you generate laughter not by presenting humor, but by violating social conventions in public in a way that will generate laughter among your audience member.

While I certainly sympathize with Richards’s intention in drawing the distinction as he does—he wants to contend that the difference between Mark Twain and Howard Stern is a matter of kind and not just degree—and I agree that comedians do strive to create laughter, I will use a different
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definition. Comedy, as I will use the term, is a particular art form wherein performers (and it is essential that comedy is performed) present themselves in a dedicated space and attempt to humorously entertain the audience.

In this sense, court jesters were comedians, but the class clown is not. The class clown may have aspired to it and been training for it, but the classroom is not a dedicated space for humorous performance—although it could be made into one, say, during an end of the year follies production.

Lost in Space

Essential to the difference between humor and comedy is that comedy is performed in a space dedicated to the performance in which there is an audience. That space is designated by or for the performer. In the case of stand-up or improv comedy, there is a club that you intentionally enter, pay a cover charge, and a two drink minimum. The stage is equipped with the iconic stool and mic stand to designate it a comedy zone. For a bigger name, you buy a ticket and go to the venue. If you watch a taping of a sit-com or a late night comedy talk show, there is a studio that is a very carefully arranged and strictly controlled environment.

But it is not always the case that the designated performance space is explicitly delineated and it is not always the case that all participants and the audience members know that they have entered it. In the case of hidden camera gags, like those from *Candid Camera*, the performance space was created, but the entire gag hinged on the participants not realizing they were a part of the gag until the end. In the case of a flash mob, it is the audience who wanders unaware into the performance space.

The performance space and the consumption space are often the same space, but they may be distinct as in the case of a television program or a YouTube video. In these cases, the consumption space is not a dedicated space although the viewer creates a space by intentionally sitting down to watch the performance. If one, say, walked into a crowded, noisy bar, and a Comedy Central stand-up special were on a television set whose audio was not particularly audible, that would not be a consumption space as the space is not intentionally stipulated for the engagement of the comic performance.

We can say that someone who writes funny books is a humorist, but not a comedian. A comedian has to both write and perform. It is a two-stage process. One may hear Woody Allen’s voice, pacing, and delivery when reading one of his humor books, but that reading and internal delivery in the reader’s head was not a performance as one would get from his comedy albums. The internal space of the mind is not a performance space.

As comedy is an attempt at a humorous performance with the intent of generating laughter, an audience is necessary since humor is to be conspicuous. I once played an empty room in Washington, D.C. A friend had a friend who was running a brand new open mic and I decided to check it out.
He found out the hard way that advertising would have been a good thing. I was the only one who came—performer or audience member. When the time came, the guy running the show told me to go on and left the room. The mic was hot, so I did my set to a room full of empty tables with white tablecloths and nice candles. I am not sure if one could call it performance art, but it was not comedy. It was a rehearsal for doing comedy, but it itself was not a comedic act. (It is, however, a great story I cherish being able to tell. And, yes, I got as many laughs that night as I did when performing that material in front of several existing audiences.)

The Anti-Social Contract

When the comedic space is designated, those who intentionally enter it agree to a social contract by doing so. Just as jokes require their own distinct set of distinct conversational rules, so, too, comedic spaces operate on different rules than normal life. Underlying these rules is a couple of empirical facts concerning comedy. First, writing comedy is hard. Hurley, Dennett, and Adams put it this way:

A joke has a very demanding job: it must enter the brain and gently trigger just the right activations, in the right order, with the right timing, and the right relative emphasis, and it must find in the brain all and only the content resources it needs to do its job. (Hurley, Daniel and Adams 2013, 158)

Jerry Seinfeld expresses the same sentiment slightly more succinctly, “Lesson number one in comedy—it’s always shit.”¹

But writing is only half of comedy (except in improv). The second consideration is that comedy requires performance and performing comedy is scary. Public speaking is often found to be the most widely shared fear. Comedians stand up in front of complete strangers and try to do something very difficult, something they are likely to fail at. And when they fail, “bomb” in comedic terms, the effect on the performer is soul crushing. Standing in front of a room full of people to whom you are exposing your deepest insecurities, leaving yourself completely vulnerable for the sake of their amusement, only to have them reject and completely rebuff you, leaves you hollowed out emotionally. Dying in a flaming heap on stage with material you worked hard to craft and was sure was going to kill, just wrecks you.

These are the facts of comedic life. Comics willingly take on a difficult job that is incredibly scary and audiences come wanting a good laugh. This then leads to the terms of the comic social contract.²

The first stipulation is that the comic willingly undertakes the role, a role that s/he knows is very difficult and will thus put in the care necessary to try to do what is needed to amuse the audience. Without the audience, comedy
cannot occur, so while the comedian must do the greater part of the work, that work will be done in good faith for the sake of the art form and the audience.

The second condition is that because the comedian’s job is so difficult, there is license granted in terms of what the comedian may say, do, or insinuate. The comedian will be allowed to push the boundaries and do and say that which is not generally accepted outside of the comedy club if it is in service of amusing and entertaining the audience. Topics generally considered out of bounds and topics of a personal nature will be allowed. Where this line between allowable and disallowable discourse is drawn will be contextual based on the particular space (adult-only clubs will have a very different line than television programs seen before 10 p.m.). But the line for comedy must be more liberally drawn than it is for non-comedic speech.

Third, the audience will assume a subordinate role, allowing the comedian to command attention unless s/he draws attention to the audience or members of the audience. There are some generally accepted exceptions, e.g., if an audience member’s place of birth or residence is mentioned in the course of the comedian’s routine, the audience member may acknowledge this with applause or whooping. At the same time, the comedian will likely try to engage with the audience and the audience needs to be open to these efforts. If the audience as a whole or any particular member is asked a question directly, s/he should answer in a way that is truthful, but not intentionally harmful to the comedian’s work. It is this rule that precludes heckling.

Finally, the audience will respond as it sees fit to the comedy of the performer. This response will be taken as a judgment on the quality of the comedian’s act. The audience is under no obligation to respond positively or at all. If the audience, or members of the audience disapprove of the work, that disapproval may be expressed as long as it does not limit the performer’s ability to perform.

It is the audience that decides whether the performance was a success or not. By being included in the audience, they are considered the judges. As Seinfeld3 puts it,

Do you believe you’re in charge of deciding whether our brilliant ideas are good or not? All these talented people with all this money and TV credits and you get to decide what’s good and what’s not good. And we believe you. And what the hell do you know about it? Nothing. You know nothing. You’ve never written a joke. Most of you aren’t funny. Probably all of you. You wouldn’t need to be here if you were funny—you wouldn’t need to come to this. But think of how you would feel if I came into your office and said, “I don’t like the things you say in these meetings. I don’t know anything about your business. I don’t have a reason. I don’t even work here. I just thought I’d come in off the street and give you a piece of my mind. And what gives me the authority? I bought two drinks.”
An Anatomy of Comedy

Arthur Asa Berger’s *An Anatomy of Humor* is an incredibly comprehensive work wherein he catalogues joke mechanisms. He specifies four humor-generating techniques: language, logic, identity, and action. He then populates those technical categories with forty-five distinct mechanisms for creating humor. The goal of this section is to do for comedic styles what Berger did for joke mechanisms.

The claim is not that this catalogue is complete. It is intended to be an opening bid in a long-term project for the philosophy of comedy community and as a dynamic art form, new forms are always being innovated. It is also not the case that these categories are exclusive. Bits can pull from multiple categories. Consider Richard Jeni’s bit “football referee” in which he acts out what he would do if he were a football referee with the power to stop a game and speak his mind into a microphone. It combines skit, absurdist, and observational elements.

**Joke-based**—One might suppose that all stand-up comedy is joke-based, but this is not the case. Indeed, one will not infrequently hear from those discussing the nature of stand-up that set-up/punch line jokes are dead. When we think rapid-fire joke-based stand-up, the Borscht Belt comics of the 40s and 50s come to mind, most notably Henny Youngman. “My wife and I were happy for twenty years, then we met.” “Why do Jewish men die before their wives? They want to.” In the 60s, Phyllis Diller and Rodney Dangerfield continued the tradition. It is a minority style among contemporary comedians, but Gilbert Gottfried and Jackie Martling are among a few that continue the approach.

**Narrative**—Beginning comics are warned that they should not tell stories, but there are great stand-ups who do. Woody Allen and Bill Cosby are two of the biggest names in narrative stand-up. Hurley, Dennett, and Adams point out that a well-conceived narrative is architecturally a joke itself, that is, the narrative contains jokes along the way, but the arc of the story works as a set-up and the climax as a meta-punch line (146). They point out that the climax could function in this way if it is unexpected and that tends to require (1) the conclusion takes an unexpected turn, e.g., Woody Allen’s bit “The Moose,” (2) the conclusion returns a seemingly trivial detail from the narrative back as the most important element in concluding it, e.g., Woody Allen’s “Mechanical Objects” in which he chronicles his interactions with talking elevators, or (3) has an anticlimax, e.g., Woody Allen’s “Science Fiction Film.”

Narrative bits take one of two strategic approaches: direct or inverse. Direct narrative bits are standard sorts of stories where the comedian takes the audience along a plot line to a conclusion.
The comedian knows the complete story and is revealing it to the audience as the narrative progresses. Inverse narratives occur when the narrative is set up so that the audience has knowledge about the narrative that the comedian seems not to. This is what Latta calls doing comedy from the “straight-man level” (60). The straight man is a member of a comedy team (a mainstay of comedy in the Vaudeville era, brought to the big screen by Laurel and Hardy and Abbott and Costello, although it sadly went out of fashion after Cheech and Chong and Peter Cook and Dudley Moore in the 60s) who seemingly unwittingly sets up the joke. In the same way, narrative comics can tell stories in which the audience sees the climax coming, but the narrator does not. Consider Woody Allen’s “Down South”8 bit in which he is invited to a Halloween party in the deep South and decides to go as a ghost and is walking down the street in 1960s Alabama with a sheet over his head and gets picked up by a carload of other people wearing white sheets and thinks that they must be going to the party also.

Skit—Halfway between the stand-up technique of narrative and the comedy form of sketch, skit comedy is when a comedian acts out a fictional situation rather than narrating it. Bob Newhart’s “The Grace L. Ferguson Airline (and Storm Door Company)”9 and “Bus Drivers School”10 are classic examples. Lenny Bruce’s “Djinni in the Candy Store”11 as well as his most famous bit “Religions Inc.,”12 and Richard Pryor’s “Mudbone” skits are instances of this approach.

Absurdist—Comedians can create entirely new realms to inhabit and some of them will challenge what we believe to be normal reality and others will challenge the form of stand-up itself. Lord Richard Buckley’s monologues would fit in this category. Lenny Bruce’s “The March of High Fidelity” is this sort of piece wherein a person becomes so invested in his stereo equipment that he becomes it.13 Steve Martin’s anti-comedy of the 1970s, e.g., the bit “Rubberhead”14 fit in this category. The later work of Andy Kaufman, particularly that connected with his use of professional wrestling as a subject, was sufficiently absurdist that many questioned his sanity in making it.

Prop—Those who bring objects on stage to use as the basis for their bits are generally looked askance at by other comics, but it is a long-established approach. One example is Carrot Top, whose prop-based routines often lead to his being used as a punch line or an insult by other comics. Rip Taylor was another whose prop work unfortunately tends to lead to his demotion in the minds of many. Gallagher spent the end of every show for decades encoring his “Sledge-o-matic” bit which put him on the map, but which one got the feeling he resented having to do after a while.
Insult—While complaints about life and people make up a large part of the basis of much of humor, insult comics make put-downs of individuals or groups the foundation of their routines. Jack E. Leonard and Don Rickles are the great names associated with this approach, although elements of it are included in many comics’ sets.

Shock—Laughter can be generated by strong sudden emotions, by surprise or pleasure at the breaking of social norms. Shock humor relies more on these emotions than cleverness per se and is thereby considered by some—perhaps correctly—to be a lesser form of comedy. It seems like an attempt to ham-fistedly affect the mind instead of subtly and skillfully generating laughs. Instead of carefully crafted slugs for the vending machine of the mind, shock comedy is a smash and grab. Lenny Bruce was so shocking that he was arrested for his routine. George Carlin’s “Seven Words You Can Never Say on Television” was so shocking that its broadcast over the radio led to a hearing about free speech rights at the U.S. Supreme Court. Andrew “Dice” Clay made his name in the late 1990s with his sexualized brand of shock humor, most famously his versions of classic nursery rhymes in “Mother Goose.” The misogynistic character of this material allowed it to be inverted by female comics like Lisa Lampanelli and Sarah Silverman to do similarly sexualized jokes and cause shock due to gender expectations.

Cringe—An off-shoot of shock comedy is cringe comedy. Often working from Latta’s “straight man level,” the cringe comic acts in a way that makes the audience uncomfortable for the comedian. The gag is played by the comic on the comic in a way that the façade presented is of an artificially and undeservedly inflated ego that knowingly or unknowingly confronts or creates a situation that should deflate the self-image. It is a combination of self-deprecating humor with shock comedy. Steve Carell’s work on television and in movies and Larry David’s self-named character on Curb Your Enthusiasm often typify this approach.

Impression—While there is a separate category of comedic form for those who do impersonations as their act, the stand-up technique of impression is a limited version. Here, the cleverness is in the construction of the joke, not necessarily in the perfection of the mimicry—consider again Robin Williams’s “Elmer Fudd Sings Bruce Springsteen” or Eddie Murphy’s Stevie Wonder, Mr. T, and James Brown.

Topical—Topical humor uses the news of the day, often politics, as its focus. It is a difficult technique for stand-up comedians to adopt because you do not have time to craft jokes before they are already obsolete, but is effective for those who have nightly televised work. Will Rogers’s use of topical humor is among the historical gateways to the creation of modern stand-up comedy. Mort Sahl followed in his footsteps, leading to more contemporary comics like Bill Hicks and Lewis Black.
Crowd Work—While breaking down the “fourth wall” was considered avant-garde in theatre, the idea of talking with, instead of just at, the audience has long been a staple of stand-up comedy. In establishing a personal relation with members of the audience, the audience as a whole feels more connected to the performer and laughs flow more easily. While it is standard operating procedure amongst comics now, it was not always so and ground-breakers like Alan King made it commonplace.

Observational—Did you ever notice how comedians always say “Did you ever notice?” Among the most prominent styles of contemporary comedians is observational comedy wherein the comic takes something familiar to the audience and cleverly has them see it in a new way or a way that makes it seem other than it is. While it is extremely prominent among many comics, among the earliest figures to work this way was Shelley Berman, especially his “Airlines” bit. In the generation following, George Carlin and Bill Cosby became its masters. In the next generation, Jerry Seinfeld emerged, held by some to be the greatest observational comic ever.

It has risen to such prominence in comedy, that sub-techniques have been developed for working in the observational approach.

(1) Disclosure—Exposing something publically that everyone does or thinks privately. Disclosure humor plays on the intersubjectivity of the experience or act. It is subjective in that it is internal to the individual, but it is universal in that we all share the experience. Consider Carlin’s “Have you ever noticed when you’re driving that anyone who is driving slower than you is an idiot and anyone driving faster than you is a maniac?” Or Brian Regan’s “you too” bit,

You ever start to say something and in the middle of what you were saying you decide to say something else completely? You know, there are already words out there. These friends were leaving the other day and I started to say, “Hey, take care,” and I decided to say “Good luck” instead about halfway through, you know, so it came out neither. “See you later, Brian.” “Take luck . . . take luck and care. Take care of the luck. Good luck taking care of the luck that you might have.”

The cleverness is displayed in pointing out something that one generally does not pay attention to, and yet is a shared experience.

(2) Phenomenological Commonality—Similar to disclosure in that it is based on an intersubjectively shared experience, but different in that the cleverness does not derive from showing the audience something that they all share but never realized they all share; rather, it consists in accurate reporting of something the audience knows they all share. Disclosure tends to focus on things that happen to us, where phenomenological
commonality focuses on things that happened to us, often in childhood. A great instance of this is Eddie Murphy’s recounting of what happened when the ice cream truck drove through the neighborhood from Delirious. From the thoughts of the child, to the Mom throwing money and shouting the order for the rest of the family, to the ice cream truck driving a block too far and having to be chased, to what happens when one child inevitably drops his ice cream, the scene is perfectly recreated in a way that transports everyone back. Where a well-executed disclosure bit leaves the audience thinking “Hey, I do that, too,” a good phenomenological commonality bit leaves them thinking “yeah, that’s exactly how it was.”

(3) Phenomenological Difference—Where phenomenological commonality is an accurate description of a shared lived experience among the audience, phenomenological difference is an accurate reporting of a uniquely shared experience among a sub-population. The hinge of the bit is “most people experience an incident of this type this way, but we experience an incident of this type in this other way.” Dave Chapelle, in Killing Them Softly, for example, does a whole bit on how his white friend Chip interacts with police officers in a way that he, as an African-American man, could never.

(4) Exhibition—Exhibition is a play on disclosure jokes wherein the comedian feigns doing a disclosure joke, but knows that it is not a shared experience, thereby creating an incongruity between the form and the uncomfortable detail of his/her inner-life just exposed. Consider Robert Klein’s joke “... or the dream where hotdogs are chasing donuts through the Lincoln tunnel.” It is delivered as if this is a dream everyone has, but leaves the audience thinking “no, just you, Bob.”

(5) Kvetch—This is the version of observational humor where what is exposed is a shared complaint about the world, the “Don’t you just hate it when ...” or “Who are these people . . .?” variants. Here’s Greg Giraldo’s comic version of “you kids, get off my lawn,”

These fat children, God bless them, holy shit. They don’t walk any more, these kids. You see the fat kids in the park, they don’t even walk. They just glide by on those healy-wheels. Fat kids on wheels, is that a good idea? Kids don’t burn any calories in the modern world. Now we put wheels on them? Why don’t we bolt the wheels directly to their spine, that way they don’t even have to sit up. We can just roll them from snack to snack.

(6) Incongruity—The observation of a contradiction or inconsistency in daily life which generally passes unnoticed because it is so normal or ubiquitous. Gallagher had a roll of these:

You have a hot water heater in your house, but you don’t need to heat hot water. There’s a permanent press setting on your iron. You drive on a parkway and park on a driveway. You have a pair of panties, but only one bra. Cargo goes by ship, but a shipment goes by truck.
(7) **Revision**—Where incongruity is the technique of pointing out a contradiction, revision is where you point something out in such a fashion as to cause a Gestalt switch in the listener, so that the normal occurrence is now given a new interpretation. You are providing a new framework through which to understand something you had completely understood beforehand. Demetri Martin employs this approach wonderfully:

There’s an old saying, “People who live in glass houses shouldn’t throw stones.” How about, “no one should throw stones, it’s crappy behavior.” My policy: “No stone throwing, regardless of housing situation.” One exception though—if you’re trapped in a glass house and you have a stone, throw it. So, really, it’s “Only people in glass houses should throw stones . . . if they are trapped in the house.”

(8) **Duchamping**—This technique is named for the French modern artist Marcel Duchamp who created works of art by taking a snow shovel or a urinal, something mundane that we don’t think twice about, and putting it in an art gallery, that is, making something an aesthetic object by removing it from its usual context and placing it in an aesthetic frame. Similarly, this version of observational humor takes something mundane and by removing it from its usual context and placing it in a play frame, either exposes its intrinsic strangeness or conjures up strangeness by seeing it without its usual surroundings. One example would be this line from Demetri Martin:

I can’t believe we eat birds. How did that start? Someone said, “You see that, flying up there? I want to put it in my mouth.”

(9) **Extension**—Where incongruity is pointing out an inconsistency that does exists and Duchamping is creating the incongruity by changing the context, extension is the technique where the incongruity in the observed element is created by taking the thing and exaggerating it or taking it to its logical (or local logical) conclusion. This can be a weaker form of observational humor because it does not find the unseen and display cleverness in pointing it out, but actually takes something that is not, of itself, incongruous and makes it so artificially. But it is best done when the exaggeration works like a microscope bringing out true elements by blowing a thing out of proportion. Consider this bit from Paula Poundstone:

I’ll tell you something about talking to a shrink. You can’t really pay someone to take an interest. There’s nothing worse than realizing that that piece of paper your shrink is writing on is a crossword puzzle. It was a dead give-away. I told him something about my mother and he said, “Mhm, and who played 99 on *Get Smart*?” I said, “Oh, Barbara Feldman, why?” “Mhm, and how do you feel
about that?” “So, I guess I’m kind of pissed. I always wanted Karen Valentine to have that role.”

(10) *Extension Kvetching*—This is a weaker still version of observational humor wherein one creates a false incongruity by extension and then goes on to complain about how much we should or do hate it in its false, exaggerated form. Doug Stanhope made a career out of this approach.

(11) *Usurpation*—Where Duchamping creates the idea of incongruity by seeing a thing without its context, usurpation is where you take a thing and put it in a new context thereby creating incongruity that does not normally exist. Jim Gaffigan used this technique in his “Hot Pockets” bit,

Never really see that on the menu when you go out to dinner—“Let’s see, I’ll have the Caesar salad and the Hot Pocket.” “Tonight’s specials, we have the sea bass which is broiled and we have a Hot Pocket which is cooked in a dirty microwave . . . and that comes with a side of Pepto.” “Is your Hot Pocket cold in the middle?” “It’s frozen. But it can also be served lava hot.” “Will it burn my mouth?” “It will destroy your mouth. Everything will taste like rubber for a month.” “I’ll have the Hot Pocket.”

(12) *Inversion*—The general form of observational humor is (a) audience is familiar with x, (b) comedian presents something about x that contrasts with the usual understanding of it, (c) audience now sees x in a new way thanks to the cleverness of the comedian. An inversion plays with this structure by setting up a situation in which the wrong interpretation is given by the comic while the audience all the time knows the proper interpretation. This plays on Latta’s “straight-man level.” Consider Steve Martin’s bit “Spaniards and Mexicans,” which was recorded in San Francisco and as Martin is talking about what an intellectual town San Francisco is, he tells the following anecdote to support the proposition that San Francisco is unlike other cities:

It is an intellectual town. I enjoy coming here. Things are always happening to me here that are so above everything else. Like before the show, I was standing around backstage and a couple came back and they asked me if I was bi. And, well, I studied a little Spanish in high school, but not enough to really be bi, you know. But I didn’t want to look stupid, so I said, “Yeah, I’m bi,” and they said “Well, we’d like you to come over after the show because we’ve got some S&M people coming over.” And I said “great, Spaniards and Mexicans.” So, it’ll be interesting to go there after the show, speak a little Spanish, and have the intellectual thing. It’s what I’m into.

It is a gag that does not on the surface seem to be observational, but what it turns on is the understanding that San Francisco is both an
intellectual town and one in which sexual mores are significantly more liberal than elsewhere. It is using the inversion to point out these twin virtues.

(13) **Counterfactual**—Counterfactual is an odd sort of observational humor as it is based on a lack of observation, but rather taking what we observe and placing it in a what-if situation in order to bring out an essential element of it. Where usurpation takes the thing and places it in a new context with which we are familiar and extension takes the thing to its logic conclusion, the counterfactual technique plays a “what-if” game by altering some element of the thing and exposing its peculiarity that way. Eddie Murphy does this in contrasting white people and black people by using as sociological evidence how they do/would react in horror movies.

I was watching *Poltergeist*. Why don’t white people just leave the house when there’s a ghost in the house? Y’all just stay in the house too fucking long. Get the fuck out of the house. Not only did they stay in the motherfucking house with poltergeist, they invited more white people over. Sit around going, “Our daughter Carol Ann is in the television set.” I would have been gone.33

These aren’t real people; they are characters in a fictional narrative. Yet, they are being used as the basis for observational humor in being contrasted with what black people in the same narrative would have done. That’s the counterfactual technique.

Again, this list of techniques of observational comedy is not meant to be exclusive or complete. Surely, there are bits that use multiple techniques and there are probably common techniques that do not appear on this list. Additionally, comedy is a living art form and new versions and variants will be created by future comedians.

Stand-up, of course, is not the only medium in comedy. The art form has other varieties as well.34

**Improv comedy**—If stand-up is the classical music of comedy, improv is jazz. Based on the ability of performers to create impromptu comedy by playing off of each other and prompts that may come from other performers or the audience, improv relies on quick-wittedness and cooperative acceptance of offers in real time. Popularized as a comedic form by Mel Brooks and Carl Reiner with their “2000 year old man” albums in the early 60s, the form developed largely out of serious theatrical work and will often be based on standard “games,” that is, architectures that determine constraints or sources of creative inputs.

**Sketch comedy**—Like stand-up skits, sketch comedy is written and performed, but by multiple performers, each adopting a role for the
short fictional vignette. Sketch comedy traces its roots back to the
great comedy teams of Vaudeville, like Smith and Dale with their
classic doctor sketch, “Dr. Kronkheit and his Only Living Patient”
that gave us the classic line “Doctor, it hurts when do this.” “Don’t
do that.” Vaudeville shows would give comedy team a fixed amount
of time between other sorts of acts and so they created short humor-
ous routines based on particular settings. It became a mainstay of
radio comedy in the first half of 20th century, transferring onto
television with Ernie Kovacs and Sid Caser and continued through
Monty Python, Carol Burnett, and Saturday Night Live.

Situation Comedy—Where sketch comedy is a short form, situation
comedy creates a set of on-going characters in which to develop
humorous episodes. The Goldbergs, Amos and Andy, The Life of
Riley paved the way for the form to move from radio to television
with The Jack Benny Show, I Love Lucy, and The Honeymooners
(which transitioned from a sketch to a full-fledged sit-com).

Impersonation—While doing impressions is a part of many comedians’
repertoire in stand-up, impersonation is the comedic art form where
the mimicry is the focal point of the act. Generating laughs by eerily
faithful reproductions of the voices and mannerisms of well-known
figures, impressionists like Rich Little, Frank Gorshin, Fred Trava-
lena, and Frank Calliendo add some comedic touches of their own,
but focus on the accuracy of their representations as the basis of the
humor.

Parody—Parody is the comedic form where the basis is a serious work
or genre that is both exemplified and mocked in the comedic work.
Parodies must explicitly and recognizably embody the essential ele-
ments of the object of parody while exaggerating or differentiating
itself in a clever fashion.

(1) **Song Parody**—Distinct from the comedic form of the novelty
song, the song parody takes the melody of a known song and
substitutes new lyrics. Like the impersonator, the song parody
requires a strong resemblance of the object of mockery to be
effective. Peter Schikele, Spike Jones and Weird Al Yankovic are
the voices of song parody of classical music, swing, and the rock
and roll era respectively.

(2) **Film Parody/Spoof**—Usually focusing on a genre of film, the
spoof will be a film of the sort that is being mocked, utilizing
standard, especially cliché elements of that genre, although using
them in a way that ironically draws attention to their unoriginal-
ity or twisting them in a way that makes them humorous. Films
by Mel Brooks and Zucker, Zucker, and Abrahams (especially
Airplane!) are classic examples of the form.
Humorous Poems, Limericks, Novelty Songs—These forms require the artist to work within the constraints of the metered nature of another art form and be clever while creating a legitimate artistic work of that form. Humorous poems are poems, not spoofs of poetry. Novelty songs are songs in their own right. Limericks date back to Mother Goose nursery rhymes in the late 18th century and the lilting nature of the meter adds to the comedic value. Novelty songs have been made popular by Victor Borge in the 40s, who gave way to a load of silliness in the 50s when rock and roll allowed for a wave of novelty songs such as “One Eyed, One Horned, Flying Purple People Eater” and “Alley Oop.” The 70s saw “Disco Duck.” More recently the genre has been the home of the duo Flight of the Conchords.

Ventriloquism—Ventriloquism is a peculiar brand of comedy in that the central skill being presented—being able to speak with minimal movement of the mouth so that it appears visually that the speaker is not speaking while the speech sounds normal—is impressive, but not necessarily humorous. Yet, having an external object—usually a “dummy” that appears human—pretend to be the source of the speech makes the act humorous. The humor seems to be of the sort explained by Bergson (1911), wherein we find funny the non-human acting as if it were human. The heyday of the form was in Vaudeville, although Edgar Bergen became its face in the 50s, and it has been revived in the last decade by Jeff Dunham.

Physical Comedy—Physical comedy uses the body as the medium for cleverness. It has several different forms.

1. Clowning—The clown creates the performance space around him/her by designating him/herself as a clown often through exaggerated dress. Recognized as a clown, the clown uses props, stunts, and tricks in addition to verbal gags to get laughs.

2. Mime—Perhaps the most reviled comedic form, the mime silently uses the body and facial expressions to pretend to be in a situation or carrying out an activity. The art form emerged in classical Greece and was celebrated in Middle Age Europe and re-emerged in the silent film era. Marcel Marceau’s Bip was the face of mime in the 50s, Shields and Yarnell in the 70s, and the Blue Man Group in the 90s.

3. Slapstick—Slapstick is physical comedy wherein there is a victim who befalls an exaggerated physical mishap, whether slipping on a banana peel, getting hit in the head with a board, or having a piano they have been pushing roll down a hill. Often the victim occupies Latta’s “straight-man level” is unaware of the mishap until it happens whereas the audience sees it coming.

4. Gurning—Gurning is the comedic form which uses the face as a medium.
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Humor and comedy are intentional, aesthetic acts. They are intentional in that they are teleological. Gags have goals. One of those goals is necessarily aesthetic. While we may use humorous acts for a wide range of purposes, because of the nature of the humorous act as conspicuous, one of those purposes is always aesthetic. We can judge the effectiveness of the non-aesthetic goals in a straightforward enough fashion—were the goals achieved? But the interesting question is “what is it for a gag to meet its aesthetic goal?” How do we judge a successful gag?

No Laughing Matter

In line with Morreall (2009), gags are taken to be aesthetic experiences by the listener. The notion of aesthetic experience employed here “is a kind of appreciation in which we perceive or contemplate something for the satisfaction of the experience itself, not in order to achieve something else (70).” The two operative elements here are (1) the self-containment, it is an act for the sake of the thing itself, and (2) the appreciation on the part of the audience. A joke does not have to be gotten to be a joke, but a joke unappreciated, which “does not land” in comedic terms, is held to be lacking.

The obvious criterion of aesthetic success of a gag is a particular response indicating appreciation—laughter. A gag is successful if the audience laughs at it. In comedic parlance, if it kills. If it does not generate laughter, that is, if it bombs, then the joke failed.

Laughter at jokes is physiological and non-voluntary. The audience members are not choosing to laugh. As Lenny Bruce put it, “All laughter is involuntary. Try to fake four laughs in an hour. They’ll take you away, man. You can’t. They laugh because it’s funny.” Laughter displays the performer’s ability to manipulate the minds of the audience and one cannot give a complete assessment of the successfulness of the aesthetic act of humor if this element is not in some fashion a part of the considerations.

But just as the audience response cannot be left out of an assessment of the success or failure of an act of humor, by itself, it is not sufficient. Great jokes can fail to find the reception they deserve. It is not uncommon to hear
a comedian tell an audience after a lukewarm reception to a line, “That joke
was funnier than that.” This is a meaningful proposition. Some jokes are
inherently clever to a degree greater than the reception they receive. In the
other direction, cheap jokes, crap jokes, will sometimes get huge laughs. It
doesn't mean they aren't crap jokes. There is something else going on in the
determination of joke quality.

Indeed, this is what initially led me to think about the nature of humor
and comedy in the first place. When listening to other comics in the clubs I
was playing, I would hear them speak disparagingly of other comics’ jokes
that were getting big laughs. This could have been chalked up to jealousy—
rampant in the comedy world—but they would also compliment some jokes
that got little reaction. It was made clear that there was some other sort of
judgment going on.

Steve Martin, in his memoire *Born Standing Up*, recalls an episode that
makes this point strongly.

A skillful comedian could coax a laugh with tiny indicators such as a
vocal tic (Bob Hope’s “But I wanna tell ya”) or even a slight body shift. Jack E. Leonard used to punctuate jokes by slapping his stomach with
his hand. One night, watching him on *The Tonight Show*, I noticed that
several of his punch lines had been unintelligible, and the audience had
actually laughed at nothing but the cue of his hand slap.

These notions stayed with me for months, until they formed an idea
that revolutionized my comic direction: What if there were no punch
lines? What if there were no indicators? What if I created tension and
never released it? What if I headed for a climax, but all I delivered was
an anti-climax? What would the audience do with all that tension? The-
oretically, it would have to come out sometime. But if I kept denying
them the formality of a punch line, the audience would eventually pick
their own place to laugh, essentially out of desperation. This type of
laugh seemed stronger to me, as they would be laughing at something
they chose, rather than being told exactly when to laugh.

(Martin 2008, 111)

He realized that the laughs Leonard was getting were not earned. It was in
part the result of what psychologists call operant conditioning. Leonard had
figured out a shortcut to the part of the brain he wanted to activate, but this
trick seems to cheapen the art.

Laughter, this demonstrates, is a physiologico-psychological result. The
gag itself is certainly a significant part of what brings about the laughter,
but there are, of course, a myriad of other factors that will influence it as
well. According to McGraw and Warner, you are more likely to get laughs
in rooms that are dark, densely packed with low ceilings and feature the
color red not blue. Alcohol “can boost humor appreciation, since it lowers
inhibition, decreases anxiety, and increases positive mood (McGraw and
Weems (2014) reports that through empirical testing, it has been determined that 103-letter-long jokes are the funniest, ducks the funniest animals, 6:03 the funniest time, and the 15th the funniest day of the month—except in April. Every comic knows the law of three—that in any joke that includes a list or a build-up of quick examples needs to include exactly three elements. The first two set up the audience and the incongruous third gets the laugh. Fewer than three and the audience doesn’t feel the full force of the turn. More than three and you are draining the line of its comic power. Comedy is an attempt at manipulating the working of the brain to get it to do what you want and there are techniques that have been found and honed through the years.

But humor is an art as much as it is a science. Humor is not just learning to manipulate minds to get laughs, but doing so in ways that are especially clever. The judgment of humor acts must include elements of the listeners’ reaction, but we cannot simply limit the matter to the question of how big a laugh a gag received. Such an attempt is insufficient for three reasons.

First, the size of the laugh a gag receives is not an aesthetic criterion, but a measure of a physiological reaction. It would be a category mistake to make this an aesthetic criterion of humorous success. Because the reaction is sensitive to all sorts of external environmental factors that are irrelevant to the comedic value of the gag, it would be wrong to credit or blame the joke for that which is not contained within the joke. We need an explicitly aesthetic criterion.

Secondly, when we judge a gag, it is the gag itself that is evaluated. We can talk about properties of well-formed gags. We can see where elements of certain gags hindered their success. These are qualities intrinsic to the act itself. Audience reaction gives us both false positives and false negatives. Just because a line bombs, doesn’t mean it isn’t a great joke. Sometimes, some audiences laugh at stupid stuff. But if we accept that these are possible and that those sentences are meaningful, then there must be a criterion at work that is not audience reaction-based.

Finally, laughter is not necessarily a goal at all for a gag. We can use humor to achieve all sorts of ends; generating mirth is only one of them. If your intent was to use humor to intimidate or anger someone, then the generation of laughter would indicate a failure, not a success for your humor act.

So, for these three reasons, we cannot use the seemingly obvious criterion of gag success, getting laughs. We need something else to do the job.

My Three Prongs

I propose a three-pronged account of humor/comedy aesthetic judgment. There are three distinct goals one has in engaging in humor—a locutionary goal, an illocutionary goal, and a perlocutionary goal—and these three independent measures each give a value for the gag along its own axis. A quality
gag need not successfully engage all three, but each one will provide a determination of relative success with respect to it.

The locutionary goal of a gag is simply to be conspicuous as a gag, that is, to be recognized as an aesthetic act to be appreciated for its own sake. As such, the measure will examine the relative degree of engagement with the gag you receive from the listener. In comedy parlance, how well did the joke land? Did it go over the audience’s head so completely that they failed to recognize it as a gag? The joke teller is engaging in asymmetric conversation, s/he has staked a claim as the center of conversational attention. How well did the performer do in assuming this position of conversational power? If the gag was a josh, was it too obvious and thus unsuccessful? We can make the first axis, the locutionary axis a continuum between “land” and “lose”—did the performer land the gag or did s/he lose the audience.

The illocutionary goal of a humorous act is to demonstrate cleverness and so the second measure will assess the degree of cleverness of the gag. Here, we are looking at the gag itself, completely removed from its reception by the audience. Great jokes, perfectly timed, and impeccably delivered can sometimes die horrible flaming deaths. It doesn’t mean it wasn’t a killer joke. Similarly, cheap, crap material can absolutely slay an audience, sometimes predictably. We need a criterion that will separate the quality gags from those that are not. The derisive term often used in comedy to describe an inferior joke is “hack.” It is this second criterion based on the illocutionary goal of the gag, to be considered clever, that will account for this. It will be a continuum between “quality” and “hack.” How do we determine where on the scale a given gag falls? That is an intricate discussion that will be held off for the next section.

The third assessment, that of the perlocutionary goal, is determined by whether the joke led to the reaction in the listener that the performer desired. Once again, we use gags for a full range of reasons. If the insult was designed to anger, then you look for the usual signs of fuming. If the self-deprecating exaggeration was intended to break the ice, you wait to see if more informal relations and openness result. The most straightforward of the criteria of success is whether, or to what extent, it achieved its goal. Success in the perlocutionary sense is dependent on the specifics of the intent and reaction to the gag, that is, it is specific to the token and not the type. Often, perhaps usually—especially in comedy—the perlocutionary goal is generating laughter. While, as has been argued above, this cannot be the sole criterion for joke success, it is very relevant in many contexts. We all know people who are lousy joke-tellers. They murder great jokes. In these cases, the joke itself is of high quality, but the telling is poor. We can account for this with the perlocutionary axis. The old saying is that “it’s all in the delivery.” Well, no, it isn’t ALL in the delivery, but it is somewhat in the delivery and that is what the perlocutionary axis demonstrates for us. For comedians who are only trying to get laughs, the continuum on this axis ranges from “killed” on the positive end to “bombed” on the negative.
You want jokes to kill. You want an audience doubled over in laughter, forcing you to hold back on the next line a couple of beats because you can’t be heard over the howls. You don’t want the silence of doom. You REALLY don’t want the silence of doom.

So, we have three goals associated with each act of humor—a locutionary goal, an illocutionary goal, and a perlocutionary goal. Since humor is a teleological endeavor in this threefold fashion, its success or failure should be judged by its degree of accomplishment of each of its three goals. We can therefore represent the aesthetic judgment of a gag as a point on a three-dimensional grid.

Given this scheme, there is no strict line between good and bad gags. For a gag to be successful, it does not have to be on the positive side of all three axes—although one certainly aims for that. It is not infrequent that you will hear this response from patrons leaving a comedy club—“It was fun. I didn’t laugh a whole lot, but I’d definitely go back. It was a good time.” In this case we can say that the jokes in the comedian’s act landed and were deemed of high quality, but did not kill. So, the gags were successful in the locutionary and illocutionary directions, but not in the perlocutionary direction. Such cases do provide us with instances of split decisions on the success of the act—the audience leaves deeming it a success, but not so in the mind of the comic who sulks off stage to figure out how to rework the joke to get more laughs. This split in judgment is now perfectly understandable given the scheme.
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*Figure 5.1* Graphical representation of the three dimensions of aesthetic criteria for judging the quality of a gag
Indeed, there is a phenomenon in comedy clubs that arises in this sort of case, where a comedian is successful in the locutionary and illocutionary, but not the perlocutionary, senses. You tell a joke and instead of getting laughs from the audience, they applaud. In an interview, Tina Fey, put it this way,

My friend, SNL writer Seth Meyers, coined the term clapter, which is when you do a political joke and people go, “Woo-hoo.” It means they sort of approve but didn’t really like it that much. You hear a lot of that on [whispers] The Daily Show.²

You can see the comedian’s viewpoint here. Clapter is seen by the comic as failure. But it is experienced very differently by the audience members. The applause was offered to the comedian by the audience as congratulations for a successful humor act. It was recognized as a joke, gotten, and appreciated. Being the listener for that gag was fun, here is your thanks. Richards (2013) distinguishes fun and funny. Both are desirable on the part of the audience member and having gotten one of these two from the performance, the audience signals its approval because the members are having fun. But fun was not the option the comedian was hoping to inspire. Thus, clapter shows that the humor act was both a success and a failure, a status fully and naturally explained by this account.

We can have mixed assessments in other ways, too. Consider Andy Kaufman’s professional wrestling stunt. Most people could not figure out what he was doing. They did not see it as humor at all. As a locutionary act, it failed. As a perlocutionary act, it seems to have succeeded. He was not trying to get laughs, but rile up the fans and generate outrage and peculiar anger. In this, he succeeded. If the crowd was part of the play frame and the real audience were those watching him make an ironic statement on the inherent violence of contemporary culture or on the lack of true acculturation of so-called civilized people, it is an interesting conversation whether he succeeded in the perlocutionary sense.

Similarly with the work of Sasha Baron Cohen in his characters Ali G and Borat, where the reaction to a lot of what he does is to be made squirmingly uncomfortable. We do see his work as comedy. So, from the locutionary perspective, it succeeds. From the perlocutionary viewpoint, again, he is not using comedy to generate laughter, but a very different sort of reaction, which many people do have. So, perlocutionarily it is also successful.

But what of illocutionary status of Kaufman and Baron Cohen’s work? Are they successful in this way? A lot of interesting, thoughtful disagreement among comedians and those who think seriously about humor has occurred. And these are the sort of people to whom we should look. Locutionary and perlocutionary success are determined by whomever the audience happens to include. But illocutionary success requires a developed sense of humor. Not everyone has this expertise. I agree with Richards (2013) on this point
wherein he contends that humor being an aesthetic act, not all statements of
evaluation are equally valid or valuable. “Some people’s judgment, formed
by study and experience, is better than the judgment of people with little
study and experience in that field (61).” But what do they study and what
are the criteria that these experts use? For that, we need to fulfill the promise
of filling out the conditions for success along the illocutionary axis.

A full aesthetic assessment of the successfulness of a gag requires engage-
ment with all three prongs of the evaluative scheme. Again, refer to the
three-dimensional grid with the perpendicular axes emerging from the ori-
gin. One is the locutionary axis where we see to what degree the gag is
judged to lose or land. The second is the illocutionary axis where we mark
out how clever the gag was, ranking it from quality to hack. The final is the
perlocutionary axis where we set out how successful the gag was at getting
the reaction we wanted, if it is straight comedy, from kill to bomb.

**Quality Control**

The locutionary and perlocutionary axes judge humor in terms of tokens,
the humorous performance, the delivered joke in the given context. The illo-
cutionary axis, on the other hand, allows us to judge them as types, that is,
we can assess the intrinsic quality of gag or the joke itself can be assessed. In
this case, it is not the delivery or the reaction that is examined, but internal
elements of the gag itself.

Arthur Koestler (1967) undertakes the job of working out criteria for
such a judgment by citing what he contends are the three virtues that can
be found in good jokes. First is originality. How novel is the joke compared
to the list of other jokes in the culture? Second is what he calls “emphasis,”
that is, how subtly does the joke manipulate the listener’s mind. Some jokes
are so obvious, that everyone could see them where others really took a
comic genius to connect the dots. Finally, there is economy, that is, how
tightly worded is the joke. Jokes can be spoiled by unnecessary, extreme,
and irrelevant verbosity that includes in the wording and the delivery of
the joke elements beyond which are required for the telling to be told and
delivered to the listeners who are the audience for the joke as it is told by
the joke teller. These three certainly get at aspects of the criteria by which we
aesthetically assess the quality of the gag, but they need to be worked out in
more detail and the list needs to be filled in as there are other qualities that
make for good gags.

I will follow Koestler in adopting a virtue-based approach to assessing
the effectiveness of the gag itself, but contend that the list of aesthetic come-
dic virtues needs to be significantly expanded. Koestler’s list is a first step
in the right direction, but needs to be reconsidered and augmented. None
of the qualities that follow are aesthetically necessary or sufficient. There
will be fantastic gags that violate each and every one. Similarly, there will
be terrible gags that will uncontroversially exemplify one or more of these
virtues. But when we look at gags that are claimed to be high-quality jokes by those with well-informed, well-developed senses of humor, these are the virtues that will play explanatory roles when we ask why a given gag is held to be a quality gag.

Corresponding to these aesthetic virtues will be vices, sometimes more than one if there are multiple ways the joke could stray. These will generally account for low quality humor. But again, a talented comedian can use these violations cleverly to generate quality humor. Steve Martin’s anti-comedy from the 70s, for example, worked because he was able so deftly to portray a bungling comedian at times. Consider his bit “Language”:

I guess you can tell I’m into language. Language is kind of my thing being a comedian. And if you don’t have a command of the language, it’s nothing to be embarrassed about because this is my profession. Let’s face it, some people have a way with words, and other people, uh . . . oh, not have a way, I guess.3

But these cases are the exceptions because they are using the vices in a way that engenders other comedic virtues. Generally, when a gag embodies one or more of these vices, it serves to downgrade the quality of the joke.

We can divide these virtues (and corresponding vices) into three main categories. Virtues of content are good qualities that concern what the gag is about. The virtues of formulation are desirable properties concerning the structure and crafting of the gag. Finally, virtues of delivery/execution look at the way the gag was instantiated. These concern the tokens, where the other two look at the type.

Virtues and Vices of Content

Witty vs. Cheap

A gag, especially a joke, is cheap if its content is obvious. A gag is witty if its content is played with in a way that required a twist that took talent to develop. If one wanted to make a joke about pillows using goose feathers, cheap jokes make easy puns based on the word “down.” Cheap joke—“Hey, these pillows have goose feathers, I’m down with that.” Witty joke: “One time I saw two geese fighting and thought, ‘There’s a pillow fight ahead of time.’”4 Jokes are out there to be made and sometimes you are handed a comic gift by the universe. The clever jokesmith is the one who can take the gag a step beyond the obvious.

Fresh vs. Stale

There are some topics that are comic superhighways. They have been worked and worked and worked. Yes, men are different from women. Yes, in the English language some words are spelled similarly, but pronounced
differently. Yes, drugs will get you high and alcohol will get you drunk and in both cases you will do stupid things. Yes, Viagra will give you an erection and if that erection lasts more than four hours you will be proud of your artificial virility. Gags that stay on the highway are unoriginal, stale. Find your own road. Be fresh in your approach, in your angle, in the way you choose to play with the toy that has been used before.

One can be fresh by finding the comic path less traveled, but one can also work in well-explored comic areas as long as it is done in a new way, with a twist. That twist could be a novel slant on an old topic or it could use the common approach as an object to manipulate—use it for parody or reassessment. Comedians speak of “finding one’s voice,” that is, being able to express your particular perspective which takes a while given that most comedians get into the craft because they so adore the work of their comic heroes whose influence often leads them to be unoriginal at first. Some of Sarah Silverman’s jokes, for example, are straightforward blue and cringe material, but having them delivered by a middle-class young woman makes them fresh in that we are not only playing with sexuality, but also forced to consider the nature of gender in our views of sexuality.

**Sharp vs. Flat**

A gag is sharp if it “cuts deeply” into the thing that is played with, that is, the cleverness gets to the heart of the thing. A gag, on the other hand, is flat if it superficially touches on that which is played with. One need not take this notion of sharpness to necessarily indicate that the joke is rough, that it tries to break that which it is playing with; rather, it is a matter of how much of the thing itself is engaged by the gag.

In a best man’s toast at a wedding, for example, the gags are better if they use as the source of their material elements of the groom that are reflective of the essence of the person and his relationship to the bride. A flat gag might make fun of his name or the fact that he is no longer single. A sharp gag would be one that takes elements of his personality or biography and cleverly presents them in a way that shows real intimacy.

**Provocative vs. Compliant vs. Obnoxious**

Great gags do not have to be edgy, but if one can and does harness the power of humor to be a tool to afflict the comfortable, to challenge the status quo, to provoke people into questioning tradition or reconsidering that which they take for granted, it generally means you have a quality gag. That Lenny Bruce was arrested and George Carlin’s bit went to the Supreme Court has made being provocative something that humorists take as a mark of distinction. We do give humor extra latitude with respect to the sorts of topics and language they use and if one can use that latitude well, if one can use one’s cleverness—or that of another—to make people think, that sort of
provocation is positive and is rewarded aesthetically. Stephen Colbert’s routine at the White House Correspondents’ Dinner in 2006 is a classic example. He stood before the president and the press and comically spoke truth directly to the face of power. It was a masterpiece of comic provocation.

In Aristotelian fashion, there are twin vices that accompany this virtue. Again, a gag need not be provocative to be clever, to meet the illocutionary goals of a humor act, but if one uses the humor to keep questions from being asked, to close minds in the face of authority, and further entrench the powers that be simply because they be powers is to be comically cowardly. If one clearly pulls punches or is overly and deferentially gentle in a situation where the true gags are rougher, is to fail to engage in quality humor. Humor is, by definition, playful. To be compliant in one’s humor is to fail to truly play with the subject of the gag.

Similarly, the other extreme is a vice. It is not unusual for beginning comics to try to be overly provocative, to just throw bombs for the sake of blowing stuff up and making people angry. Getting people riled up does not require cleverness. To be obnoxious is to merely provoke without any redeeming cognitive virtue.

This was one of the complicating factors in the discussion around the murders of the cartoonists at Charlie Hebdo. Everyone agrees wholeheartedly that no one should be murdered for exercising their rights to free speech and criticizing religion ought to be fully allowed. But when it came time to rally around the cartoonists for their work, it was shown that some of it was obnoxious. There are plenty of very clever ways to point out problematic issues with theological principles, institutional practices, corruption and vice within the structure of organized religion. But to simply draw a picture of Buddha, Jesus, and Moses engaging in a homosexual three-way in order to anger those who subscribe to those religions requires no cleverness on the artist’s part. Regardless of the moral questions about such humor (a topic for the next several chapters), aesthetically, many of the cartoons published in Charlie Hebdo were just poor humor; they were obnoxious, not provocative.

**True vs. False**

Iconic ethnic jokes can be funny, but there is an aspect to them that always exhibits an aesthetic flaw. Because the icons acknowledge and do not refer, they are the result of manipulating artificial entities designed to be manipulated for the sake of cleverness. You are just punching a punching bag, a thing made for that purpose. There is only one way a statement can be in order to be true about the real world—even if that truth can be seen from multiple perspectives—but it can be false in a myriad of ways. This makes falsehoods easy to manipulate—if you are unconcerned with truth, you can make the thing just about whatever you want. But when one can cleverly play with something that is the case in the world, something that was not made to be manipulated, the cleverness is to be more deeply appreciated.
Consider good observational comedy. If you start by trying to point out the absurdity of something already in caricature, there is little difficulty in making it seem absurd in your description. But if you take something that is the case in the world, there is more skill demonstrated in creating clever works about it.

Consider again Gallagher’s “Why do we drive on a parkway and park on a driveway?” This is a gag that has a number of the virtues we will sketch here, but among them is the fact that it is true. We do drive on parkways. We do park in driveways. This set-up was provided by the world, not the comedian in some contrived fashion. Working with “organic” material shows a dedication to craft that is celebrated aesthetically.

**Insightful vs. Superficial**

Insightfulness is the virtue of disclosing larger truths beyond the gag, that is, using humor to say something thoughtful about the thing that is being played with. Where the virtue of truth looks at whether the thing being played with is being faithfully represented in joke-world, insightfulness looks at whether the humor act reveals meaningful aspects of the real world.

Compare Gallagher’s “Why do we drive on a parkway and park on a driveway” with Carlin’s “All of your shit is stuff, but everyone else's stuff is shit.” Structurally, they are very similar observational jokes. Both are extremely well-structured and tight. Both are magnificent examples of humor. But Gallagher’s is superficial in that all it does is point out an odd asymmetry in the names we attach to things, whereas Carlin’s says something about the self-centered nature of our subjective view on the world. Because we see everything through the lens of our own self-interest, we look at the same situation differently if it is to our advantage. The case of the observed asymmetry is something inherent in the human condition, or at least, a derivative of contemporary consumer culture. When you compare not just the individual jokes, but the larger bits that the jokes are embedded in, there is a real sense that they are speaking from different levels of insightfulness.

**Authentic vs. Inauthentic**

A gag is authentic when it speaks honestly of one’s subjective experience. Where truth is a virtue of gags that manipulate a thing as it is in the world, authenticity manipulates one's own lived experience in an honest and open fashion. A gag is inauthentic if does not correspond to the teller’s own life.

Compare extreme examples—Andrew Dice Clay’s nursery rhyme bit and Richard Pryor’s discussion of his trip to Africa from *Live on the Sunset Strip*. Andrew Clay’s character, the Diceman, is a contrivance. Andrew Clay is not Italian. He is not that character in real life. He created a cartoon of
the New York/New Jersey Italian, self-interested, sexist pig and made jokes from that perspective with great cleverness. He intentionally extended the caricature to create the space where he could seemingly naturally give rise to the shock his material required. But it is a caricature. His work is funnier for those who know people who resemble the caricature and it is effective because it does disclose insight into the internal life of someone of that sort, but it is a caricature.

Pryor, on the other hand, creates a space where his own soul is out there for inspection. Pryor, along with Dick Gregory, had hoped to be able to disarm the bigots by taking away one of their weapons, the word “nigger.” It is a hurtful word that has been used for generation to diminish and dehumanize people and the hope on the part of these two comic geniuses was to change the world by disarming the word. If they used it often enough and encouraged those in the African-American community to adopt it as a term of mutual affection, perhaps the sword could be beaten into a plowshare. Its overuse, they thought, might blunt its ability to do harm.

Sadly, it was the proverbial double-edged sword and while it did come to lose its harm when used between African-American acquaintances, it retained its injurious power when used in reference to African-Americans by white people, even white people who the African-Americans know love them. Indeed, Pryor’s own wife Jennifer Lee Pryor realized that as much as her own husband had championed the cause to destroy the term, she could not use the word without it retaining its old meaning and generating the pain that accompanies it in use.5

But when he traveled to Africa, Pryor came to realize that the experiment had failed.

One thing I got out of it was magical. I’d like to share it with you. I was leaving and I was sitting in the hotel and a voice said, “Look around, what do you see?” And I said, “I see all colors of people doing everything.” And the voice said, “Do you see any niggers?” And I said, “No.” And it said, “You know why? ‘cause there aren’t any.” And it hit me like a shot, man. I started crying and shit and I said, “Yeah, I’ve been here three weeks, I ain’t said it, I haven’t even thought it.” And it made me think, “Oh my God, I’ve been wrong. I’ve been wrong. I’ve got to regroup my shit. I ain’t going to ever call another black man ‘nigger.’” You know, ‘cause we never was no niggers. That’s a word used to describe our own wretchedness and we perpetrate it now because it’s dead. That word is dead. We are men and women. We come from the first people on earth. The first people on earth were black people ‘cause anthropologists—white anthropologists, so the white people go, “That could be true, you know”—Dr. Leaky and them found peoples’ remains from 5,000,000 years ago in Africa. You know those motherfuckers weren’t speaking French.6
Pryor’s bit is authentic. It is humor built around his personal experience in a way that uses the internal life of the comedian to construct a mind frame for the audience in which to cleverly manipulate ideas. The content of the mind frame is the true life of Pryor, it is authentically constructed for the joke—and for other social-political perlocutionary goals in this case, as well.

**Deep vs. Shallow**

Authenticity is the virtue of genuinely conveying your own experience and insightfulness is where the joke discloses something about the essence of the thing being played with. Depth, in contrast, is the virtue by which a gag moves into the realm of the profound, when the nature of the human condition or other philosophical questions become engaged by the cleverness.

Tig Notaro’s set captured for the album *Tig Notaro: Live* was performed the day she found out that she had advanced stage breast cancer and very possibly would die from it not long after. She performed anyway, opening her set with,

Good evening. Hello. I have cancer. How are you? Hi, how are you? Is everybody having a good time? I have cancer. How are you? Ah, it’s a good time. Diagnosed with cancer. It feels good. Just diagnosed with cancer. Oh, God. Oh, it’s fine. Here’s what happened. It’s very personal. Found a lump. Guys, relax. Everything’s fine. I have cancer. Found a lump, got a mammogram. I ended up getting biopsies, which is painful. It feels like being stabbed. I felt like I’d been rear-ended all day, and then just dropped off back at my house. I couldn’t move or anything. And it was so intrusive and horrible. And I was just like, ‘God. After all of these like ice pick stabbing feelings, I’d better have cancer.’ Somebody over here just keeps going, ‘Oh, Oh, I think she might really have cancer.’ Who’s taking this really bad? Oh, it’s ok. It’s ok. It’s going to be ok. It might not be ok. But I’m just saying, it’s ok. You’re going to be ok. I don’t know what’s going on with me.7

In discussing the matter with the audience, it was a matter of complete immodesty, complete humanity, and complete honesty.

Louis CK, who was also on the bill that night, wrote of the set,

I stood in the wings behind a leg of curtain, about 8 feet from her, and watched her tell a stunned audience, ‘hi. I have cancer. Just found out today. I’m going to die soon.’ What followed was one of the greatest standup performances I ever saw. I can’t really describe it, but I was crying and laughing and listening like never in my life. Here was this small woman standing alone against death and simply reporting where her
mind had been and what had happened and employing her gorgeously acute standup voice to her own death.

This show was an amazing example of what comedy can be. A way to visit your worst fears and laugh at them. Tig took us to a scary place and made us laugh there. Not by distracting us from the terror but by looking right at it and just turning to us and saying ‘wow. Right?’ She proved that everything is funny. And has to be. And she could only do this by giving us her own death as an example. So generous. 8

The set was profound in its glimpse into Notaro’s experience, which is the embodiment of the fear of death that haunts us all.

I performed with an amputee who lost his leg to cancer and he joked about the way that strangers would approach him on the street to thank him for his service in the war in Afghanistan. That is a shallow joke about cancer. It is a quick glimpse of a light passing experience that does not touch the depth of what he must have gone through. What Notaro gave us, in contrast, was deep.

**Complete vs. Nibbled**

Comedy bits will be made up of multiple jokes. Sometimes you get hit-and-run bits which just sample the comic potential of a topic and then leave it alone—a joke or two, but no real unpacking. Other bits really get in the weeds. There is virtue aesthetically for depth of exploration, that really take all the meat off the bone. Louis CK put it this way, “That’s what we do. We take a subject and don’t leave it alone until there’s nothing left of it.” 9

**Virtues and Vices of Formulation**

**Innovative vs. Derivative**

A gag is innovative if it is of a form that is novel. A joke is derivative if it plays off a form that has already been instantiated. There can be wonderful derivative gags. There are still plenty of great light bulb and chicken crossing the road jokes to be written and told, but it is harder to come up with a good one because so much of the ground has already been trodden upon. A gag with an innovative structure, a new way of expressing cleverness, a fresh means of playing with ideas, words, or objects is a valuable contribution to the world of humor and deserves artistic praise.

**Tight vs. Wordy**

If a gag is verbal, then there is virtue in economy. Timing is both a function of formulation and delivery—of writing and speaking. This is the virtue of the former. A gag is a machine—extra parts do not help, they hinder the
functioning of the equipment. A quality gag includes all and only what it needs. Extraneous words or ideas only get in the way of the ability of the utterance to achieve its illocutionary goal.

This is why Henny Youngman’s “Take my wife . . . please” is the Mona Lisa of humor. You have a complete set-up and punch line in four syllables. “Take x” is a standard way of indicating to the audience that a comedian is about to make a joke about some topic, so the audience hears this phrase and takes “take” to mean consider. Youngman is famous for his roll of jokes about how bad his marriage and marriage in general is, so we expect this to be a topic of his humor. So, when one hears him say, “Take my wife,” we are thinking that this is a typical non-comic transition. But, no. In one word, “please,” we realize that this is not a transition to jokes about marriage, but is itself a joke about marriage.

The “rule of three” is a corollary of this virtue. When you engage in an incongruity-based joke that requires a list as a part of the set-up, use two examples and make the third the punch line. One might think that more examples in the list will better cognitively prime the listener, making the eventual deviation more jarring. But this turns out to make the gag overly wordy. Two is all the mind needs to establish the pattern and thereby to acquire expectations that will be dashed with the punch line.

Elegant vs. Clunky

Where tightness is a virtue of linguistic brevity, elegance is a virtue of architecture. Some gags may have many moving parts, but if those parts fit together seamlessly, the gag is elegant. Perhaps the most elegant routine ever was Abbott and Costello’s masterpiece “Who’s on First.” For four minutes, they use the same exact joke over and over again, each time extending it just a bit and in the end bringing it all back together. It is timeless and can be marveled at time and time again, not only for Lou Costello’s unbelievable timing, but because the piece itself is constructed so intricately and magnificently.

Punched vs. Telegraphed vs. Buried

Great humor will land with a pow. If a gag is really clever, its conclusion will often result in result in a slight pause and then hit the listener with a cognitive force that creates a Gestalt switch, a sudden mental shock that accompanies a complete revision of the aesthetic world created inside the play frame. When the effect is muted, comics will say that the gag needs to be punched up.

A gag with real punch threads between two extremes of failure. Even a great joke, one that is extremely clever with wonderful structure, if delivered poorly will not get the reaction commensurate with its quality. The delivery could fail if the punch line leaks into the set-up, that is, if it is telegraphed in
the telling. Especially with humor based on resolved incongruity, it is crucial that the audience is fully primed to buy into the primary interpretation of the set-up. The secondary interpretation needs to remain hidden until it is sprung. But if one telegraphs the punch line, that is, is transparent with the ambiguity that is at the heart of the gag, the punch line will fail to have its punch. The result is that the teller fails to exhibit the cognitive virtue to the degree needed and the listener will bask in his/her own cognitive virtue.

If a technique is too transparent, it leads to a sense of intellectual superiority on the part of the hearer that is incommensurate with a sense of full appreciation.

(Oring 1992, 12)

Jokes, as we saw, have a structure based upon predictable transfers of conversational superiority. If the teller telegraphs the punch line, however, the conversational power shifts prematurely and ruins the effectiveness of the joke.

A gag may fail in the other direction as well if the punch line is buried. There are some jokes that function like comedic time bombs; the usual pause between delivering the punch line and the listener getting the joke is exaggerated in such cases. But a gag can be delivered in such a way that the punch line fails to generate the realization that there is an act of cleverness, that there is, say, a cognitive shift to be made or an incongruity to be resolved or a pun that has been made. If the punch line lacks punch, then the act of humor will fail to be sufficiently conspicuous.

I had a gag in an old routine where the punch line was buried and the joke always died.

I went on one of those factory tours at the Frito-Lay plant because they said that at the end they would give us free samples. Unfortunately, all we got were Fritos.

This was meant to be time bomb joke. It would take the audience an extra beat to think, “Well, what did he expect if it was the Frito-Lay factory? If he was disappointed with Fritos, he must have wanted a lay. Oh, he thought he would get a sample lay and “Lay” could mean the name of the potato chip or sexual intercourse. Oh, I get it.” But they didn’t, or maybe they did and just thought it wasn’t funny. The joke flopped in part because the punch line was too buried. I tried to prime the punch line in the set-up with an extra sentence in the middle “The tour guide was really cute, so when they said there would be samples at the end, I was hopeful . . .” But that was incongruous with the primary interpretation of the set-up, that is, it committed the opposite vice of telegraphing the punch line. In the end, I just laid off that joke.
Virtues and Vices of Delivery

**Quick-witted vs. Slow-witted**

Quick-wittedness, the speed with which one’s mind works, is something we rightly admire. The comedy stylings of Jonathan Winters and Robin Williams amaze and delight us because they are able to make connections at breakneck cognitive speeds. Improv performers like Colin Mochrie and Wayne Brady follow in the footsteps of Mel Brooks and Carl Reiner, all of whom are justly famous for their ability to invent humor on the spot. Groucho Marx is the patron saint of quick-wittedness, legendary for the speed with which he would formulate retorts.

We will grant a degree of leniency with respect to other aesthetic virtues in the name of quick-wittedness. It doesn’t have to be that good of a joke if it was constructed instantaneously. Of course, if it is that good, then it is a gag of even higher quality if it was thought of on the spot.

**Well-timed vs. Rushed vs. Lagging**

Again, the old saying is “it’s all in the timing.” While it’s not ALL in the timing, timing is an important aesthetic factor in the delivery of humor. Whether it is a verbal joke or a practical joke or a sight gag, the difference a half a second makes can be the difference between a humor act being good and being extremely effective. Good timing takes patience, not to rush the punch. A strong gag gives the listener the right amount of time to be in the cognitive state you want, so that it can be manipulated properly. Too quickly and there is not the cognitive buy in and too long and you dissipate the tension you’ve been building up.

**Owned vs. Occupied**

A well-executed gag requires the teller to really own the act. A sure way to destroy a good gag is to deliver it half-heartedly. Well-delivered humor is entertaining, but if you don’t believe that your material is worth the time and effort, the audience will sense this and not go along with you. If you merely occupy the space of the teller without fully owning it, the mental spaces will not be fully committed to, the cognitive energy needed to process the gag will not be fully expended, the relationship required between teller and listener will not fully develop.

On the other hand, buying in completely can make less funny jokes funnier. Think of a performer like Chris Farley. His sketches on *Saturday Night Live* and his subsequent film roles were over-the-top absurd. What really made them successful was the full out commitment to the character. Farley was always all-in and the sheer intensity added dramatically to the humor.
So, while there are certainly matters of taste involved in what sorts or instances of humor one prefers, there are absolute aesthetic criteria by which we can judge high from low quality acts of humor. Gags will have locutionary and perlocutionary goals and the degree to which they are met is determined by the reaction of the audience. The illocutionary goal of the gag, on the other hand, is not a function of the gag’s reception, but of internal properties of the gag which will be judged to be more or less successful, clever or hack, based upon a number of humorous virtues which the gag may or may not possess. These aesthetic virtues are not necessary or sufficient conditions for successful humor, but guidelines by which we can assess gags.

Notes

1 Quoted in Weems (2014), ix.
3 Martin, A Wild and Crazy Guy.
4 Martin, Person.
5 Richard Pryor: Omit the Logic.
6 Pryor, Live on the Sunset Strip.
7 Notaro, Tig Notaro: Live.
8 CK, “About Tig Notaro.”
9 Talking Funny.
10 See, for example, The Abbott and Costello Show, 5/15/1953, although it was broadcast on radio, in the movies, and on TV multiple times. It shouldn’t need a reference as everyone should know it by heart. If you don’t, shame on you.
6 Can’t You Take a Joke?
Humor Ethics

We create a play frame when we tell a joke or pull any other sort of gag. As an aesthetic act, we construct a performance space where this sort of non-bona fide communication can take place removed from the real world. But while we work to distinguish those spaces from the realm of normal life for the sake of the art, the fact is that those spaces remain embedded within the real world. As such, gags have consequences. They affect people. Humor, therefore, must have an ethical dimension.

Innocent Until Proven Tendentious

In *Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconscious*, Freud distinguishes between two categories of jokes: innocent and tendentious. Innocent jokes are puns, wordplay, clever manipulation of ideas, and cute twists of logic. Tendentious jokes are the ethnic and dirty jokes and reveal our inner-desires to partake in activities we know we shouldn’t. They are aggressive and thereby give rise to moral quandaries. Are they ever ethically acceptable to tell? Can some people tell certain jokes that others cannot?

The conversation here requires reminding ourselves of several elements that have been developed in earlier chapters. First, recall that jokes will often use icons. An icon is a single or pair of properties that we attach to the name of an identifiable group. While the icons we use in joke cycles may derive from commonly held stereotypes of the groups to which the icons are attached, icons are not stereotypes. They differ in two ways. First, as a single quality or pair of properties, they are flattened and not full senses of the members of the group. While stereotypes also reduce individuals to small sets of properties that are wrongly attributed to every member, icons are intentionally, absurdly flat and exaggerated so that the caricatures are fully dehumanized into easily manipulated pieces. Second, they are not referential. Stereotypes are meant to capture essential properties of groups; they are intended to be descriptive. Icons, on the other hand, are attached to the name of the group. They are meant to point to, but not refer to, the group. The exaggeration and flatness indicate that it is the caricature that is being played with, not the actual members of the group.
We use icons for a number of reasons. One set of these reasons is aesthetic. Gag effectiveness is influenced by structure. Rhythm and good timing maximize the perlocutionary force. As such, we seek ways to create gags that are tight and icons make this easy.

The second notion we need to recall is that we not only can use or mention a word, but can acknowledge with a word as well. Using a word employs it in a way that allows us to refer to the extension of the term. Mentioning a word allows us to talk about the symbol without reference. Acknowledging a word allows us to employ it in an utterance wherein we point to the meaning without using it in a way that means that meaning. In essence, we are mentioning the reference as a thing in the world, but not engaging it.

We use icons in jokes in this way. Because it is non-bona fide communication, we are not using them to refer. The utterances are conspicuous in that they are aesthetic acts meant to be self-contained and not necessarily intended to point to the world beyond the constructed joke-world in the play frame. But we are using them in a way that requires the pointing to the group in the world in this non-bona fide fashion that gives us content to playfully manipulate. We are not using the words to pick out elements of the real world, but rather using them to provide us with the raw materials with which to be clever.

The final piece of machinery that needs to be recalled is the concept of a pure joke. A pure joke has as its perlocutionary goal the creation of mirth. I can use gags for any purpose imaginable. But if the only reason I am telling a particular joke is to get laughs from the recognition of the cleverness of the utterance, then the joke is pure.

Not all jokes are pure jokes. Jokes can be used to show humility, to offend, or to lighten the mood. I can also use jokes to convey propositional beliefs. Kidding-on-the-square is the use of humorous utterances as rhetorical tools. If I use a gag to try to get you to believe something, then I am kidding-on-the-square.

If one uses ethnic jokes that employ icons to kid-on-the-square, the case is clearly morally problematic. To use the icon to refer instead of acknowledge is to misuse the icon in a fashion that implies that the intentionally flattened, dehumanized caricature is accurate and this move dehumanizes the human butt of the joke and is thus morally wrong.

If one is caught kidding-on-the-square with an iconic ethnic joke, the “I was only joking” defense becomes unavailable. Again, the “only” in “I was only joking” is meant to convey that the utterance was a pure joke. But since the speaker was kidding-on-the-square, this is false. The person was joking, but not “only” joking. The perlocutionary goal of the humorous act was to express a truth and one cannot point to the humorous nature of the act to dodge that.

This leaves us with two philosophically interesting concerns. First, how do we know when to interpret a humorous locution as pure and when do
we have reason to believe it is impure? Second, how ought we think about the telling of ethnic jokes morally?

Categories of Categories

In *Nicomachean Ethics*, Aristotle approaches the morality of humor in the same way he tends to approach most ethical questions, by positing that the virtuous way of being is a mean between two extremes. One ought, he contends, to be witty. Excessive humor leads to one being a buffoon and too little makes one a boor.

The positions on the moral permissibility of iconic tendentious jokes fall along the lines of the Aristotelian triad. There will be those on one extreme who contend that the telling of these sorts of jokes is never ethically permissible. There will be those who argue for the other extreme, that there is no moral prohibition on any jokes, including iconic ethnic jokes. And there will be those who contend that the question is contextual, that these jokes can be told in some circumstances by some people.

Using the Aristotelian terms to categorize these views, however, would beg the question, so let us re-label them. The “boorish” position that contends that it is always morally improper to tell an iconic ethnic joke will be called the “Cultural Sensitivity” position. We will see that there are several different arguments advanced in its favor. The other extreme, the “pro-buffoonery” perspective, according to which all joking is allowable will be called Neo-Shaftesburianism. There are three different versions of this view. And the middle path, will be termed “Contextualism” to indicate that there will be some set of determinable factors that will result in a given telling of a given joke in front of a given audience being morally permissible or impermissible. Again, there will be three varieties of this account.

The Cultural Sensitivity Position

The cultural sensitivity position contends that all iconic ethnic jokes are morally problematic. The content of the jokes are sufficient in and of themselves to make the telling of the jokes immoral. There are four variants of the argument for this conclusion, but all of them hinge on the lack of sensitivity shown to those who belong to the group whose icon is employed within the joke.

(1) Butt Hurt

The primary argument offered to decry all iconic ethnic jokes is that being the butt of such a joke is hurtful, that is, is a harm in itself.

1. We ought never cause unnecessary harm.
2. Gags are not necessary.
3. Being the butt of a gag is a harm.
Therefore, we should never tell iconic ethnic jokes or play iconic ethnic gags of any sort.

The primary means of harm is that the acknowledgment of the icon is not distinguished in the mind of the audience from the use of a stereotype and thus the properties associated with the icon will become stereotypically associated with the actual members of the group. Weems (2014) contends that the mechanism by which gags work on the brain is such that evidence that undermines the stereotype will be powerless against infiltration of the icon in a manner not unlike subliminal advertising. “[B]y flying below the radar, humor amplifies existing prejudicial beliefs, giving them a voice without allowing them to be openly questioned (Weems 2014, 99).” Iconic ethnic humor takes the seeds of prejudice that are planted by the culture and fertilizes them. What seems like an innocent appreciation of cleverness is really a hidden backdoor into the belief structure and entrenches dehumanizing stereotypes. The play frame is permeable with respect to the wider web of belief.

de Sousa (1987) and Bergmann (2002) join Weems in contending that even pure jokes of this sort, jokes with no intention on the part of the teller to do anything other than amuse, jokes with no intent of expressing any bona fide communication will necessarily do so. de Sousa terms negative iconic content “phthonic” and argues that to find the joke funny, the listener must actually share those sexist attitudes. In contrast to the element of wit, the phthonic element in a joke requires endorsement. It does not allow of hypothetical laughter. The phthonic makes us laugh only insofar as the assumption on which it is based are attitudes actually shared. Suspension of disbelief in the situation can and must be achieved for the purposes of the joke; suspension of attitudes cannot be.

(de Sousa 1987, 290)

To even acknowledge the content of the icon in getting the joke indicates that there is a belief that the iconic content is a true stereotype of the group referenced. Bergmann follows suit:

Sexist humor is humor in which sexist beliefs, attitudes, and/or norms either must be held in order to perceive an incongruity or are used to add to the fun effect of the incongruity.

(Bergmann 2002, 192)

She adds further that the joking itself is a harm: “Sexist humor, in taking sexist beliefs as fair grounds for generating fun, adds insult to the injury of sexism (Bergmann 2002, 197).” You cannot manipulate what you do not believe, so telling a joke of this sort entails the holding of biased beliefs and to act on those is to cause harm to those who are mocked.
As much as we might wish for one, we do not have a culture in which there is a fair and equal distribution of social power. There are in-groups and out-groups and certain groups have more and undeserved social capital which is instantiated in a society rife with structural racism, sexism, homophobia. . . . The very structure of the society, independent of any given person who might or might not harbor biased beliefs, is rigged in favor of certain sorts of people and against others. Some have social privilege that was in no way earned, but which functions as a cultural boost. Others, by no choice or act of their own, are hampered in realizing their full potential and self-actualization by the privilege of others.

Given that all jokes are social acts and the social context in which they occur is one in which structural racism, sexism, homophobia, anti-Semitism, Islamophobia, . . . exist, then we cannot see pure jokes as pure. They are necessarily tainted with the cultural biases inherent in the unequal power distribution, even if their communication and advocacy was not an explicit part of the perlocutionary goals of the teller in telling the joke. Ethnic jokes are necessarily pregnant with the bigotry of the culture that birthed them. As Philips argues, insofar as racist humor constitutes an assault on members of an ethnic group, it joins together those who participate—both performers and audience—in a community of feeling against that group. By appreciating such humor together, we take common joy in putting them down, e.g., in turning them into objects of scorn or contempt or into beings not taken seriously (wife jokes). Our mutual participation in this through shared laughter legitimizes this way of feeling about them. Those among us who fail to laugh—or who object to laughter—are immediately outsiders, perhaps even traitors. In general, the price of objecting is a small exile. By participating, however, one accepts membership in a racist association (albeit a temporary one).

(Philips 1984, 90–1)

Ethnic gags, by virtue of being ethnic, point out and explicitly highlight the lines that separate the in-group from the out-groups and that is the basis upon which the unequal distribution of power—and thereby the subjugation of the out-groups—depends. These jokes divide us and the division is what creates the precondition for the possibility of repression.

Philips contends that the act of division itself is a harm, even if the content of the icon employed does not contain a negative quality. Jokes about Jews having large noses, for example, are still harmful even though there is no detriment to being proboscisorily well-endowed because they draw attention to Jews as a minority group in a culture that denigrates them. The jokes may not be directly harmful, but they reinforce the toxic environment that created the oppression that exists.
(3) **Offense Is the Best Defense**

The third argument against the telling of iconic ethnic jokes is that such jokes are/may be/should be offensive to those in the group that is the butt of the joke.

1. Iconic ethnic jokes generate offense.
2. To be offended is to be harmed.
3. We should not unnecessarily harm anyone.
4. Gags are not necessary.

Therefore, we should not engage in any sort of iconic ethnic humor. There is a touch of superiority theory here in that when we laugh at an iconic ethnic joke, we are asserting—explicitly or implicitly—our superiority to those whose icon is employed in the humor act.

we distinguish between laughing at and laughing with someone . . . I cannot really laugh with you, unless I have the right to laugh; and I only have a right to laugh at you if there is a clear possibility of identification with you.

(de Sousa 1987, 293)

When we laugh at an iconic ethnic joke, we are laughing at, not with. Being laughed at from outside is to be ostracized and that breeds a sense of cultural estrangement and derision which causes distress. Cohen (1999) refers to this as “joke-alienation” which is hurtful instead of “joke-intimacy” which brings people together.

(4) **No, the Other Fork**

The final objection is that iconic ethnic jokes are in bad taste, that is, they violate social norms. Bad taste, a breach in etiquette, moves into the realm of the ethical when it threatens the social structure. de Sousa contends that “Social conventions create moral obligations only insofar as they express or embody human values that depend on sociality itself (de Sousa 1987, 281).” Iconic ethnic jokes are not only in poor taste, but, in being attacks on a group in society, they threaten the values of equality and inclusiveness on which the society should be constructed. As such, telling an iconic ethnic joke is a special sort of improper act, one that comes with ethical ramifications.

**Neo-Shaftesburianism**

The position that all iconic ethnic jokes are morally permissible, that there ought to be no group left off-limits, is the neo-Shaftesburian position, named for Anthony Ashley Cooper, the 3rd Earl of Shaftesbury. Shaftesbury’s most
famous sentiment with regard to our concerns is that humor is a test of truth. No topic, he contended ought to be off-limits with respect to raillery. All human endeavors must remain open to mockery.

Shaftesbury was a critic of the enthusiasm of his day, religious extremism with its enforced cheerlessness. He contended that a perfect God would create humans who would be buoyed by truth and live a life of humor-filled joy. He was an Aristotelian when it came to humor contending that one would be a buffoon to make light of that which was true, but when the false masquerading as the true was exposed, there would be an appropriate sense of inner-mirth. If a subject could be successfully mocked in a proper mode of character, then that was an indication of its falsity.

In taking on religious enthusiasm, he ran afoul of Gottfried Leibniz, who contended that laughter tends toward the excess and would thereby likely lead toward the mocking of the sacred itself. It was fine to poke fun at fanaticism, but one should be careful because there are some things about which it is wrong to joke. Shaftesbury responded that reason could regulate laughter and that nothing should be off-limits to joking except the true, which would be incapable of being truly mocked.

It is this openness to everything as a potential source of humor that leads to the view that iconic ethnic jokes are morally acceptable; indeed all groups and subjects are fair game to the joker. The views here are not orthodox Shaftesburianism, thus the name neo-Shaftesburianism. There are three distinct brands of neo-Shaftesburianism, which will be called “Shakespearian,” “Nihilistic,” and “Cultural Cohesive.”

To Be or Not to Be Funny

The Shakespearean form of neo-Shaftesburianism contends that no topic should be off-limits to the comic because ridicule is, as Shaftesbury contends, epistemologically valuable. Ridicule and satire are capable of giving us a sense of the falsity of that which we have taken to be true. Much of what we believe, we believe on the basis of argument from authority—whether the authority is a teacher, the scientific community, political organizations, reporters, . . . We need a check on the epistemic power of authorities and comedians are one such safeguard. The name is taken from the fact that in several of Shakespeare’s plays, e.g., King Lear, it is the fool alone who speaks the truth and can speak it to the King. Comedy is a way of speaking truth to power and restricting what we can joke about is to undercut its ability to serve this crucial social function.

Carroll (2014) takes this view, contending that “Humour . . . is primarily a source of information about the norms that govern the culture we inhabit (76).” The jokes we tell inform us about what norms are enforced within our society. The icons we create are not accidental. We pick properties to connect with out-group names because they are the properties of which the culture disapproves. It is wrong to think that the jokes are telling us about
“them,” rather it is telling us about “us.” And sometimes—oftentimes—“us” needs to change. How do we learn about these unsavory elements of our own institutions that we have internalized and thus are invisible to us? By examining our humor.

These norms are then exposed for containing logical and moral incongruities which then serve as correctives. Humor is used to point out cognitive flaws in our cultural heuristics and exterminates it with laughter.

Weems (2014) argues along a similar line:

Obscene jokes are intended not to offend but, rather, to question what it means to be offended in the first place. Obscene humor challenges accepted norms and makes us laugh not despite its depravity but because of it.

Emile Durkheim, one of the founding fathers of sociology, argues that crime is necessary. Crime, he contends, is the challenging of enforced social norms. If there was no crime, we would create more and more restrictive rules demanding greater and greater conformity to a single way of being. Some crimes are horrible and need to be stopped, but others are the result of over-regulation of the human spirit and need to be opposed. In the same way, Weems and Carroll contend, humor is a powerful social corrective, exposing harmful, hateful bigotry for what it is and pushing against the boundaries that let us fully express ourselves as humans.

Consider political satire. During the period after the terrorist attack of September 11, 2001, and during the American wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, the wave of patriotism and government influence caused many journalists to avoid asking powerful political leaders difficult questions. The one place where policies and positions were most publically being challenged was on late night comedy programs such as The Daily Show and The Colbert Report. The complete freedom given to humor was necessary because at a time when others did not feel comfortable doing the difficult work of being a cultural corrective.

But it is not a job without peril. Comedian Bill Maher hosted a program ironically called Politically Incorrect. On one episode, he railed against a narrative that was being widely echoed by President Bush and his spokespeople labeling the terrorists who commandeered the planes in the attacks as cowards.

We have been the cowards, lobbing cruise missiles from 2,000 miles away. That’s cowardly. Staying in the airplane when it hits the building, say what you want about it, [it’s] not cowardly.
Maher clearly saw himself as a comedic corrective attacking a problematic narrative. The result was that pressure was applied and his show was taken off the air. If we begin to place certain sorts of gags outside of the boundary of what can be performed, we risk starting down the slippery slope to losing humor as the social force it needs to be.

On the Shakespearean neo-Shaftesburian account, then, no subject or group should be off-limits to humor because (1) humor shows us our own failings and you cannot change what you do not identify as a flaw, and (2) those gags that are themselves harmful will come to be seen as such and will find themselves purged from the comedic ecosystem over time as the culture corrects itself as the immoral bigotry that gave rise to them is eliminated from the culture.

Schticks and Stones

The nihilistic version of neo-Shaftesburianism can be summarized in the rhyme we all heard as children, “Sticks and stones can break my bones, but names can never hurt me.” In other words, gags are just gags, jokes are just jokes, they do not really hurt anyone. They are only words.

Jokes are not bona fide communications. They have no content. As Kant contends, jokes can be pleasant but not beautiful because they have no meaning. They are mere playfully clever, self-contained utterances. They do not mean anything. “[A]rguments between individuals about the ‘real’ meaning of a joke are often utterly futile, for there is no way of resolving them (Davies 2011, 6).” There is real suffering in the world, real injustices causing it, go find them and fix them. Cut it out worrying about some silly jokes.

This is a position that one finds not infrequently among social scientists studying humor. Anthropologist Christie Davies, for example, contends,

Jokes have no consequences for society as a whole. . . . Where is the evidence that would support this case? Jokes have no effect for the same reason that homeopathic medicines do not and indeed cannot cure patients; jokes are so diluted by much stronger aspects of social life as to be utterly trivial in their impact . . . The idea that jokes have aggregate effects is the stuff of which moral panics are made.

(266)

Social psychologist Leon Rappaport writes,

Like all successful art [ethnic] humor allows us to suspend or rise above reality. This is no small thing, since social and emotional group differences are largely unmentionable, locked out of polite society. Humor opens them up . . . they are not inviting us to abandon our moral values, only to rise above them for a moment, take a breather from being good and from the serious work of trying to make a better world.

(Rappaport 2005, xiii)
When we laugh at iconic ethnic jokes, we are not laughing at the group whose icon is the butt of the joke, we are laughing at the joke.

If we laugh at a disparaging ethnic joke, it does not necessarily mean that we dislike or wish to insult the group it concerns; it is rather testimony to the power of humor over moralistic good manners . . . it has never been demonstrated that Americans who laugh at jokes about blonds, Poles, and Jewish mothers really believe all blonds are dumb, Polish Americans are dirty and stupid, and Jewish mothers are too possessive.

(Rappaport 2005, 150)

In using the icons they do, iconic ethnic jokes, the line goes, cannot by themselves convince anyone of anything. They can raise a possibility, but it would need independent support, not just a joke to make it a belief of a listener.

You might use jokes to attract someone to a place where you have posted a serious persuasive message, but the jokes do not add to its persuasive force. Even in a debate before an audience, a set-piece joke cannot be used as a sword; it is merely a decoration on the scabbard. Jokes are entertainment only, a mere laughing matter.

(Davies 2011, 267)

And similarly from folklorist Eliott Oring,

Such a thought might be seriously engaged and debated. But the joke does not and cannot make a serious claim for the thought . . . The thought of the joke can only be made serious if it is negotiated into seriousness, that is, if it is translated into some form of non-humorous discourse.

(Oring 1992, 13)

According to the nihilistic version of neo-Shaftesburianism, there is nothing morally wrong with telling iconic ethnic jokes because those jokes have no cultural consequences. Whether the telling of such jokes have a negative impact on the lives of real people whose groups’ icons are employed in the jokes and joke cycles is an empirical question and the social scientific evidence does not support the cultural sensitivity position’s concern about their effects. As such, we should think of gags as just gags and worry about something else that does really matter.

Kumbaya-ha-ha

Related to the nihilistic view is the cultural cohesive version of neo-Shaftesburianism. Where the nihilistic version holds iconic ethnic jokes to
be morally permissible because they have no meaning and thus cause no social harm, the cultural cohesive account contends that iconic ethnic jokes serve a positive social function, what Cohen (1999) calls “joke-intimacy.”

There is an important distinction between insulting, on the one hand, and ribbing, on the other, that is, between using humor to attack and using humor to “bust on” someone or “yank his/her chain.” Ribbing, busting on, and yanking one’s chain are all things one does to friends, not enemies. It is intended as a sign of one’s comfort with the other person. Cultural cohesive advocates contend that our employing an icon associated with a group in an iconic ethnic joke is wrongly interpreted as an insult or an attack or an attempt to entrench a harmful stereotype. Rather, it is a gesture of playful friendliness, a signification of acceptance. When your group’s icon is selected as fodder for a joke in the mainstream culture, it is means that the group has been accepted into the mainstream while still allowed to maintain its separate identity.

The amazing thing about stupidity jokes is that they can be found everywhere, though the targets aren’t usually the groups most disliked within the culture. Instead they’re the ones just barely outside of the main stream, the ones on the periphery. We make fun of these groups because they’re only slightly different from ourselves, and such humor helps relieve the stress and anxiety associated with living in a pluralistic society.

(Weems 2014, 73)

The jokes allow us to blow off steam in a socially acceptable way that maintains a multiplicity of identifications while reinforcing group unity.

The evidence in support of this claim comes from looking at when and where iconic ethnic joke cycles appear. Where they do appear are pluralistic cultures with identifiable minority communities. Further, they appear once those communities have become largely assimilated. Jewish and Polish jokes are common in America. They did not appear during the period from 1910–40, the peak era of immigration for these communities. Rather, Jewish jokes become common in the 1940s and 50s and Polish jokes in the 1960s, long after Jews and Poles are seen as foreigners who have different ways of life and culture. It is not the immigrants who heard these jokes, but the children of the immigrants for whom the culture was their culture. The Jewish jokes were introduced into the culture by Jewish Vaudeville comedians and as the culture became more comfortable with Jews as Jewish Americans, the jokes became widespread. Similarly, Polish jokes become standard fare for American humor only when Polish-Americans are seen as full Americans. We have a resurgence of both in the 1980s. With the ascendance of a Polish pope, Polish jokes saw a resurgence. With the full integration of third-generation Jews into American culture, the Jewish American Princess jokes appeared around the same time.
The iconic ethnic jokes are a signal from the larger culture that the subgroup is accepted as both a group unto themselves and an integrated part of the larger society. But they also have meaning for the community whose icon is being employed. Berger (1995) contends that the telling of iconic ethnic jokes “helps people integrate themselves in groups and helps groups establish an identity and a sense of solidarity (95).” Being a member of an out-group leads one to try to lose as much of that which leads them to be ostracized as possible. People try to melt into the mainstream, losing all identifying features of their background. But the existence of jokes based on the icon of that group, the line goes, leads those members to feel a sense of cultural recognition and so the dual identity of belonging both to the larger culture and to the minority group becomes desirable. The jokes do not diminish the members, but allow them to feel that they have been elevated, leading to solidarity that further elevates them.

**Contextualism**

The Cultural Sensitivity position contends that iconic ethnic jokes are never morally acceptable to tell. Neo-Shaftesburianism contends that iconic ethnic jokes are always morally acceptable to tell. Contextualism is the position in between, according to which there are times, places, and situations in which iconic ethnic jokes are morally acceptable to tell and times, places, and situations in which they are not. There are three quite different contextualist positions, which will be termed “the identity politics position,” “the sword of justice position,” and “the merited response position.” The central question for contextualism is “What are the conditions that make the telling of iconic ethnic jokes acceptable?” It is the way in which each view draws the line between acceptable and unacceptable telling that differentiates among them.

**Funny, You Don’t Look Jewish**

The Identity Politics position is probably the most widely held position on this question outside the academic community. It is the view that iconic ethnic jokes may be told only by members of the group whose icon is employed in the joke. Poles alone can tell Polish jokes. Gays and lesbians alone can tell gay and lesbian jokes. Blondes alone can tell blonde jokes. The basis of the drawing of the line around the group whose icon is employed is the claim that iconic ethnic jokes from within the group can lead to positive effects like group cohesion. In Berger’s words, “[Iconic ethnic humor] helps people integrate themselves in groups and helps groups establish identity and a sense of solidarity (95).” But the same utterances from outside the group can cause harm. As a result, there is a moral prohibition on the humor act for those outside of the group, but not for those inside.
This is the subtext of one plotline in the episode of *Seinfeld* entitled “The Yada Yada,” wherein Jerry’s dentist converts from Catholicism to Judaism so that he can tell his favorite Jewish jokes. Distressed, Jerry goes to his dentist’s former priest:

*Father Curtis:* Tell me your sins, my son.
*Jerry:* Well, I should tell you that I’m Jewish.
*Father Curtis:* That’s no sin.
*Jerry:* Oh, good . . . anyway. I wanted to talk to you about Dr. Whatley. I have a suspicion that he’s converted to Judaism just for the jokes.
*Father Curtis:* And this offends you as a Jewish person?
*Jerry:* No, it offends me as a comedian. And it’ll interest you that he’s also telling Catholic jokes.
*Father Curtis:* Well.
*Jerry:* And they’re *old* jokes. I mean . . . the Pope and Raquel Welch in a lifeboat?
*Father Curtis:* I haven’t heard that one.
*Jerry:* Oh, I’m sure you have. They’re out on the ocean and yada yada yada and she says, “Those aren’t buoys.”

What is important in this bit is that the assumption is clearly made on the part of the dentist and Jerry that only Jews are allowed to tell Jewish jokes and that by converting, he now has the privilege as a member of the group. But Jerry tattles on him to the priest for also telling Catholic jokes—a group he no longer belongs to—and therefore should have had to have forfeited that privilege. We see expressed in this exchange the political identity position on iconic ethnic jokes.

The episode also examines an interesting boundary case. In defining iconic ethnic jokes, we have allowed any group for which an icon could be formed to count as an “ethnicity.” This would include occupational groups—lawyers, priests, and, of course, dentists. After Jerry tells the priest a dentist joke, “What is the difference between a dentist and a sadist? The sadist has newer magazines,” he is labeled an “anti-dentite.”

**Comedy Crusade**

The “anti-dentite” charge against Jerry strikes us as strange; indeed, so strange that it is capable of functioning as a punch line. The reason is that dentists are not an oppressed group. Dentists hold significant social status and are well-compensated for their work. They are not a group in need of protection. Some groups are susceptible to harm from jokes, others not so much. Hence, it seems like drawing a protective boundary around all groups for which there is an icon overdoes it. The point of the prohibition is not to cage off all iconic ethnic jokes, but rather to protect the vulnerable groups in society who have less than their fair share of social capital.
The identity politics position takes as a central premise that iconic ethnic jokes can cause harm to the members of the group whose icon is employed. Further, there is an unequal division of social power such that some groups are oppressed. The telling of iconic ethnic jokes employing their icon only serves to reinforce the oppression, perhaps even deepening it.

But if this is the case, then it also seems possible that such negative consequences may be able to be harnessed for positive social ends. If jokes can be used to knock groups down a peg on the social ladder, then what about iconic ethnic jokes that employ the icons associated with groups who occupy rungs higher than they deserve? If there are groups who have been endowed with social privilege purely as a result of the unequal distribution of social power, then we could use jokes to level the playing field. Humor could be used as a tool of social justice.

The “humor as a sword of justice” position advocates exactly that. The moral permissibility of telling of iconic ethnic jokes is an asymmetrically distributed right. Its distribution is inversely proportional to the distribution of social power: those with the least can tell the most jokes and those with the most can tell the fewest. The way it is frequently expressed is that it is OK to “punch up,” but not to “punch down.” Humor ought to, in Finley Peter Dunne’s immortal words, “comfort the afflicted and afflict the comfortable.”12 Punching down is a form of bullying and is immoral, but punching up is a form of desirable social activism and is not only ethical, but should be encouraged and celebrated.

The political identity position and the humor as a sword of justice position therefore agree that being a member of a group whose icon is employed in an iconic ethnic joke is a harm. But where the former view contends that we ought never unnecessarily cause harm, the latter contends that it is morally permissible to cause harm to those who possess undeserved social privilege. If the harm is such that it deprives a group of that which they possess, but did not earn and do not deserve, then the harm is just. The conditions that determine the moral permissibility of telling an iconic ethnic joke are thereby not a priori determinable, but dependent upon the distribution of social power at the time.

**Proportional Representation**

The final view on the telling of iconic ethnic jokes is the proportionality position. On this view, humor acts are morally unacceptable in proportion to the harm they cause. Some tellings of iconic ethnic jokes will cause no harm and those are perfectly fine to tell. Others will cause harm and they are ethically problematic to the degree to which harm results. Morreall (2009) puts it this way:

The objectionableness of jokes based on stereotypes, I suggest, is not all or nothing, but is proportional to the harm those stereotypes are likely to cause. Where a stereotype leads to little or no harm, a joke
based on it may even be acceptable to the target group as a badge of their identity.

Morreall’s criterion for morally acceptability, here, is, of course, not new. It is Bentham’s principle of utility. Jokes are acts in the world, just like all other human acts. Those acts will affect others. We determine the consequences of the act, in this case telling the iconic ethnic joke. We determine the consequences of not telling the joke. We then act to maximize overall utility.

On this view, there is no need for a special humor ethic. There is nothing peculiar about humorous utterances. They are acts like all other acts and therefore the ethic for them is just the ethic we use to judge all other acts. How do we draw the line around which telling are morally acceptable and which telling are morally unacceptable? The same way we do for all other intentional human actions.

Lay of the Land

With respect to iconic ethnic jokes, then, there are seven standard views, which we can divide into three main categories. There is a single view that argues against the moral permissibility of telling iconic ethnic jokes, what we have called the cultural sensitivity position. While there are several different arguments advanced in favor of it, the view itself is not different in these cases and a proponent of the cultural sensitivity position can hold more than one of these arguments to be cogent—indeed, several do. The key is that humor acts have meaning and the meanings of the acts in this category are morally problematic.

There are three versions of the neo-Shaftesburian position according to which there is no moral preclusion to the telling of any iconic ethnic joke. The Shakespearean view argues that humorous acts have meaning and are exceptional in that the meaning provides a special means of challenging accepted beliefs or beliefs put forward by those with social power. As such, we need to exempt jokes from normal moral strictures so that this important cultural work can be done. The nihilist view agrees that there are no moral prohibitions on iconic ethnic jokes, because they are vacuous. Humor acts are non-bona fide, thus containing no meaning, and as such there is no reason to preclude them. Then, there is the cultural coherence view according to which humor acts do have meanings for the group whose icon is employed and it has positive consequences. Therefore, there is no moral problem with the telling.

Finally, we have contextualism, according to which telling tendentious ethnic jokes is sometimes morally permissible depending upon the context. In all three cases, humor acts are taken as meaningful, which is why there are ethical exclusions. In the political identity position, the meaning is negative—or at least potentially so—when told by someone outside the
group whose icon is employed, but not negative and potentially positive when told by someone within the group, so the telling is allowed. In the sword of justice view, the meaning is always negative, but that negativity can be harnessed for good when it is used to attack those whose undeserved privilege is by-product of an unjustly structured society. Finally, the proportionality view gives us no account of the positivity or negativity of iconic ethnic jokes qua jokes, because there isn’t any. Humor acts are acts and we use good old ethics just as we do in every other situation.

The Philosopher’s Response

Whenever a philosopher sets out what appears to be the complete spread of positions on a given question, it is his/her responsibility to disagree with all of them and propose a new view that s/he claims to solve all of their problems. Therefore, I claim that none of the seven positions worked out above successfully account for the ethics of iconic ethnic jokes, but that there is an account that does and it follows from the cleverness account of humor.

Cultural Insensitivity

The argument against the cultural sensitivity account is successfully given by Smuts (2010). He argues that the core of the cultural sensitivity argument given by de Sousa (1987) and Bergmann (2002) is the claim that the difference between merely getting a joke and finding it funny is agreement with the proposition contained within the joke, in other words, that you consider the icon employed to be a true stereotype. de Sousa and Bergmann contend that telling and appreciation by listeners of an iconic ethnic joke entails that one is kidding-on-the-square and as we have argued above, this is morally problematic.

Smuts argues that the funniness of the joke, the aesthetic perlocutionary success of a pure ionic ethnic joke in our terms, is a function of the structure of the joke. The same person may laugh at one iconic ethnic joke and not laugh at another, even though the icon employed in both jokes is the same. What makes us laugh at only one of the jokes, he contends, is not our

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Never</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Always</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Sensitivity</td>
<td>Contextualism</td>
<td>Neo-Shaftesburianism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Political Identity</td>
<td>• Shakespearcan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Sword of Justice</td>
<td>• Nihilist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Proportionality</td>
<td>• Cultural Cohesive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.1 Table of the standard ethical positions on the telling of ethnic jokes
attitude toward the group whose icon is activated, but the differential in the quality of the jokes.

The step further upon which de Sousa and Bergmann’s argument hinges is the claim that laughter implies assent. But this is an empirical claim that would require psychological experimental evidence, which is not presented. While they contend that hypothetical endorsement, that is, mere acknowledgment, of the icon is impossible for a joke one finds funny, Smuts follows Roberts (1988) in contending that it is perfectly possible, indeed, common.

It might be enough just to know that the stereotypes exist and the formal make-up of the joke can do the rest . . . Contra de Sousa, knowing that stereotypes exist is not to be immoral, just awake.

(Smuts 2010, 340)

The notions of an icon and of acknowledgment in joke language can be used to more clearly show why this ethical account fails. When one tells a pure iconic ethnic joke, one is employing an icon, that is, activating a minimal script in order to create a flattened, dehumanized character who is easily and quickly recognized in joke-world. The group name associated with the icon is acknowledged, not used, that is, the joke teller relies on the listener being able to take the name of a group and—knowing that we are engaged in joking conversational behavior—thereby engage the joke-world association of the icon name, not taking the name to refer to the real world as it would in bona fide discourse. If this account is correct, then the concerns of de Sousa and Bergmann are avoidable. Pure iconic ethnic jokes are possible, not all instances are necessarily kidding-on-the-square.

Taming of the Shrewd

The Shakespearean version of the neo-Shaftesburian view is also flawed. It contends that because humor can be used effectively in cultural criticism, that it requires a complete lack of ethical oversight. Any attempt to draw a line between what is allowable satire and what is forbidden would be a political act and thereby influenced by exactly the sort of power that we need humor to critique. If we want humor to function as a check on the moral power of cultural norms, then humor must itself be removed from its strictures.

But one can believe in the need for police officers and still require them to follow the law, even if we do grant them certain powers we do not give to regular citizens. The success of the heart of the Shakespearean argument—that humor has a special role to play in a discourse community in which political matters are ubiquitous (and that would be ALL discourse communities)—does not require that there be no moral constraints on humor, merely that they be wider than they are for non-humorous speech. There will be more about this discussed in the chapter on comedy ethics, but for
this section, the imperative element for this counter-argument is that there is harm that can come from some tellings of iconic ethnic jokes—those in which the joke teller is kidding-on-the-square or can be taken to be. Humor can be used for a wide range of purposes, both noble and ignoble. And surely, we can find ways to draw the line around acceptable uses that can minimize the ignoble.

Would the line be political? Yes. Would this interfere with the ability of humor to do what it needs to do, that is, would it silence the likes of a Bill Maher when we need those voices to push against the boundaries? To some extent it does. But in these cases it creates and advances the conversation. Pushing against the boundary does not, itself, alter it. What it does is make visible where the boundary is and create the public question about the legitimacy of the boundary being located where it is. The claim that there should be a lack of a boundary is not a necessary condition for the boundary challenging and boundary challenging is, indeed, a positive role for the comedian.

Nihilism Is Not Just a Philosophical View in Egypt

The cleverness account of humor does support the nihilist version of the neo-Shaftesburian approach. If we take iconic ethnic jokes to acknowledge icons and not use stereotypes, then the claim that these are just meaningless jokes is, indeed, justified. The terms are meaningful only if they refer to the groups whose icons are employed. But they do not. They refer, rather, to the flattened, dehumanized caricature in joke-world, not the members of the group in the real world. This creates a first layer of intellectual insulation.

A second layer is added when we see that in getting the joke we are not appreciating the icon itself, but the cleverness of the manipulation of the context in which the icon is employed. If it is a blonde joke, one is not enumerating names of stupid blondes or the errors made by blondes in order to create an inductive argument; rather, the aesthetic act is merely employing the dumb blonde icon as a vehicle for the explicit display of the cleverness of the joke teller.

However, this does not completely let the teller off the hook morally. There are contextual factors that can lead to the telling of such jokes to, indeed, cause harm despite the fact that it was a pure joke with no intention of anything but eliciting laughter. There are unintended consequences. At the end of your spouse’s holiday party for work, a co-worker helpfully reminds you “Don’t forget your bag,” and you might respond, pointing to your wife, “Actually, she’s right here getting her coat.” It was intended only as a quick pun, but came off in such a way that your wife’s coworkers, not knowing your proclivity for punning, the way in which you and your wife banter, or the depth of feeling for your wife, now have an uneasy sense of your relationship causing them to distance themselves from her.
You were only joking, but that joke unwittingly caused harm for which you are responsible.

Speaker's intentions are opaque. Everyone, when confronted with the possible harm an iconic ethnic joke may have caused, will claim that s/he was only joking. In some cases this is true, in some cases it is not. In some contexts, where we have deep knowledge about a person’s belief structure, we can have good reason to believe this, but not in all cases. The opacity of speaker's intention makes it impossible to determine with absolute certainty whether a given joke had a perlocutionary goal beyond generating mirth. As such, the “I was only joking” generally—and rightly—falls flat. This is a discussion that will be continued a few sections below, but suffice it to say here that it means that the nihilistic position is insufficient to allay all ethical concerns about iconic ethnic gags.

Cultural Post-It Notes

The cultural cohesive view is based on the anthropological/sociological claim that iconic ethnic gags creates solidarity among the group whose icon is employed in the gag. The emergence of joke cycles or other gags about a group should be taken as a signal that the group has been accepted into the mainstream in-group while also being allowed to maintain a distinct sub-identity. As such, there should be no moral concern because it is an embracing.

There are two objections to this account. First, while it may often be true that iconic ethnic jokes send this social signal, it is not universally true. There are certainly some pure iconic ethnic jokes that do not inspire such pride or cohesion. But then there are jokes that are meant to display cleverness in playing with a group’s icon which increase alienation or internal tensions. Consider the German joke:

How many Jews can fit in a Volkswagen? 506: six in the seats and 500 in the ashtray

(Dundes and Hauschild 1983, 250).

Aesthetically, it is a good joke. Someone arguing along the line of Smuts (2010) would contend that we can appreciate the structural tightness of the joke without accepting the core beliefs of National Socialism. But, surely, no one would contend that this is equivalent for bringing Jews together in the same way that the opening musical number from Springtime for Hitler from Mel Brooks’s The Producers did.

If not all iconic ethnic jokes act the way that Dundes and Davies contend, then we cannot let the entire category go from a moral perspective. If it is a case-by-case question for the cultural benefit, then it will also be a case-by-case question for the moral permissibility. The social glue that is posited by the social scientists here seems to be weaker than advertised.
The second concern is that this line takes social inclusion to necessarily be a good. No one wants to deny that tolerance is a virtue and we ought to be maximally inclusive, therefore acts of inclusion ought to be praised. However, if we begin with a morally problematic social structure that is oppressive, granting undeserved privilege to some and undeserved barriers to the recognition of life goals to others, as Philips (1984) discusses, then signals that your group has been invited to join the fraternity of undeserved privilege by those who already have it should not be considered ethically laudable. It may be pragmatically advantageous for your group to not suffer discrimination and to get the benefit of the doubt in contentious situations, but the move from the wrong side of the cultural railroad tracks to the right side is not morally admirable if it leaves the tracks in place. If there is a problem with the social structure, then the morally right thing is to dismantle the problematically exclusionary elements, not to celebrate a slight realignment in their reach.

Identity Crisis

The case-by-case nature seems to lead us to want to favor a brand of contextualism. The Identity Politics version seems promising in that it also has a ready answer for the concern that plagued the nihilist, that because speaker’s intention is opaque, we cannot know the joke teller’s perlocutionary goal in many instances. But in the case of a person whose own group has their icon employed in the gag, we can be reasonably sure that the joke is pure as it is highly unlikely that someone would want to harm themselves and their co-members.

This, indeed, will answer the concern raised, but it generates another. In solving the opacity problem, it requires a rigid line that may be sufficient to point out the morally acceptable cases, but is too strict in that it rules out other tellings which would not be morally problematic. Consider those along the lines that Dundes (1987) and Davies (2011) discuss, the cases where an iconic ethnic joke told by those outside the group has a positive effect on members of the group socially.

Surely, there are cross-border iconic ethnic gags that do give rise to Cohen’s joke-intimacy. It is not an uncommon behavior for two friends of different backgrounds to show their closeness by trading barbs about each other’s association. By enjoying your company while you tell iconic ethnic jokes acknowledging the icon of my group, I am showing that I infer that you are telling these jokes as pure jokes, that I have good reason to believe that you would not have perlocutionary goals that would harm me. As such, by our mutual occupation of this position of seeming vulnerability with respect to each other, we are demonstrating our trust and increasing the intimacy of our relationship. The identity politics position would condemn this surely ethically good act. The criterion is too restrictive to be successful.
Falling on Your Sword

The humor as a sword of justice position has five problems of its own. The first objection is that sometimes “punching down” is good for those who are “punched.” Having your icon acknowledged can enter your group into the discourse and this can be crucial to having the injustices that burden your group addressed. One could call this the “Will and Grace effect,” named for a television sitcom whose use of the icon associated with gay men in late 20th-century America helped humanize gay men in the eyes of the larger culture and played some part in the rapidity of progress overturning discriminatory laws.\(^{13}\)

Solomon (2002) may not be correct that we love the Three Stooges because of empathy, but it certainly is the case with sad-sack comics that we both laugh with and at them, that the likes of Charlie Chaplin, Phyllis Diller, Rodney Dangerfield, Woody Allen, and Rosanne Barr are successful in their humor because they do engage our empathy, by allowing themselves to be punched down upon, they humanize and not dehumanize. In the same way, when we hear iconic ethnic jokes, surely there are times when, in acknowledging the icon, we are also acknowledging the mutual humanity despite the dehumanizing of icon itself. As such, iconic ethnic gags can be helpful to establishing justice even when punching down.

The second objection is that the notions of up and down are both ill-defined and naïve in a culture where identities need to be thought of in terms of intersectionality. For this view to work, it would require the great chain of oppression where every group is ranked absolutely according to the level of privilege and each person fits into one and only one group. The problem with uniqueness of membership is obvious—I have worked with a comedian who is a highly educated, transgender, African-American who plays Dungeons and Dragons. Where does he belong in the “up/down” list, what jokes can he and can he not tell? When the French cartoonists at Charlie Hebdo published cartoons intended to insult radical Muslims, were they punching up or down? Those who had the means to kill them—and acted to—surely had more power in that sense. On the other hand, the cartoonists draw from a position of social privilege not enjoyed by the sort of French Muslims they were targeting whose lot is socially and economically inferior. So, did they punch up or down? Indeed, the “up” and “down” in the ethic are exactly the sort of binary that cultural studies scholars have been questioning since Jacques Derrida.\(^{14}\)

The third objection is a questioning of the use of harm. The view presupposes that the use of iconic ethnic jokes can harm. Those who are oppressed certainly do not deserve to be harmed, but does the possession of undeserved privilege justify harming those who have it? If the problem is the social structure wrongly keeping some down, then one could argue that the morally preferable way to address the problem is to raise up those who are down. If it is the social structure itself that has encoded racism, sexism,
homophobia, . . . within it, then punching up only adds violence to the context, which, given the uneven playing field, is unlikely to end up correcting the structural problems. Humorous violence is a form of violence and violence begets violence. Using violence to try to create justice is problematic both pragmatically and in terms of consistency.

If the view holds that the harm from the jokes derives from the connection of icons to stereotypes, then the moral problem resides in the use of the stereotypes, and not merely whose stereotypes get used. The problem is not that stereotypes oppress, but that stereotypes dehumanize and once the dehumanization has occurred, oppression results. Therefore, the objection to stereotype use ought to cut both ways and that undermines the moral case for the sword of justice position.

The fourth objection sees the sword of justice position as a form of patronization. It presumes that the groups who are down are too delicate to take a playful punch. All of the other groups will enjoy their joke-intimacy, which serves to reinforce the clubbiness of the in-groups. But the out-groups will once again be excluded, and this will serve to further alienate them. They cannot come out and play like the other kids, so when it comes time to pick kickball teams at recess, they will once again be picked last because no one wants them on their team because they are always just going to get hurt. These groups begin with a problem, the lack of social capital, and the fear of their suffering further indignity keeps them from participating in one form of interaction which undermines their ability to gain social capital.

The final objection to the sword of justice position is that if we believe that humor can be a social corrective, that it can be a force for positive social change, then that tool should not be limited in addressing the cultural problems within oppressed groups. If jokes targeting the oppression of an oppressed minority group contained within an oppressed minority group, then the number of people who could tell that joke is severely limited. Indeed, it could be so limited that the joke will not gain sufficient currency to help identify the problem as a problem and thus get addressed. Surely, we would want every tool to be geared toward helping those who are the most vulnerable. This view does exactly the opposite. In trying to help those who are the most vulnerable, we are taking one means of help away from them.

Isn’t that Special?

The proportionality view contends that there is nothing special about gags, that humorous utterances are just acts like every other act, and therefore we need only a single ethical criterion. There is no need for a special joke ethic. We use the principle of utility to determine whether the telling of an iconic ethnic joke yields intimacy or alienation, does it help or hurt, and act accordingly.

In the case of impure gags, that is, those with perlocutionary goals other than generating laughter, this is true. If we use humor as a tool to further
immoral projects, then we ought to be condemned for the act. If I use an insult in order to silence your voice, to keep others from taking your considered viewpoint seriously, then I have done something wrong in my use of humor.

But in the case of pure iconic ethnic jokes, the situation is different. The play frame for the joke was proposed by the teller and accepted by the listener. This is a contractual arrangement that has been entered into. If you see one man punch another in the face with the intention of causing a concussion that will knock the other man unconscious, then we will be quick to condemn the act—unless they are professional boxers in the ring. In that case, a social contract alters what is acceptable behavior and certain harms are deemed allowable because they have been agreed to beforehand by the nature of the endeavor. In a similar fashion, there is a degree of license that we give to joke tellers as well as certain obligations that are put upon the teller and the listener that do not exist outside of the humor context.

Because of this contract, the humorous context is different from the non-humorous context. We do need a humor ethic. Morreall is correct that some jokes are harmful and wrong for that reason while other jokes are not harmful and thereby acceptable. But because of the nature of humor, there may also be some gags that cause some harm and are still acceptable. To be able to draw that line, we need a new humor ethic.

**Risky Business**

In considering the nihilist position, we saw that the cleverness account does grant the joke teller additional moral latitude in the case of the pure iconic ethnic joke. Because of the nature of humor as intentional, conspicuous playful cleverness, the humorous utterance is non-bona fide. The icon employed does not refer to the group, but rather the meaning is acknowledged, that is, understood as connecting to a limited, flattened, dehumanizing script that will be manipulated to demonstrate cleverness. Since these jokes are pure, there is no intention to convey anything with a propositional value. The joke is simply an attempt to demonstrate cleverness in an aesthetic context removed from the real world, although using certain inferences from experience in constructing it.

This means that we can tell and laugh at iconic jokes whose icons are associated with stereotypes we do not accept. Roberts (1988) argues against de Sousa and Bergmann that we can and do dissociate ourselves in the play frame from beliefs we hold in the real world, and that this allows us to understand and enjoy the joke even if it contains biases we do not hold. Appreciating biased humor does not mean endorsing the biased beliefs, he contends, merely being able to see the world through the eyes of one with the bias in order to get the joke. But we are now removing ourselves a step farther in that we do not take the stereotypes to be active in the jokes, but rather icons which are acknowledged, not used. Roberts allows us to use
stereotypes without believing them, but we are contending that what we are, in fact, doing is even more innocuous still.

What we do when we tell a joke that employs the icon of a Scotsman is akin to what we do when we read fiction. We may enjoy the actions and dialogue of a fictional character we find abominable. This appreciation does not mean that we approve of the action or speech, nor are we saying that there are people such as this character, that they do act in the way, and we approve of it. But we have constructed a fictional character in a fictional world and we see what the author has the character do and say. The icons are very flat fictional characters who are associated, but do not refer to the group for whom the icon is named.

As long as the speaker’s intention of “only joking” is accepted, then the iconic ethnic joke will be taken as a mere opportunity for displaying cleverness and nothing in the content of the utterance will be taken as bona fide. But, as we saw, this intention is opaque.

The question, then, is “When are we assured of the joke teller’s intention to tell a pure joke?” The identity politics position gave us a criterion—that the teller is a member of the group whose icon is employed—but we saw this was too restrictive. What would be a better alternative condition?

It would be an aesthetic one. All else being equal (that is, if I have no prior reason to believe you harbor biased views), if you tell me an iconic ethnic joke and it is indeed very clever, then the inference I would make is that you are a clever person who tells a good joke and that the joke you told was only a joke. But if the iconic ethnic joke you told was not clever, then I am left wondering why you would tell such a joke. Clearly, it is not because the joke deserves to be appreciated for its own sake. There must be an ulterior motive. The play frame has been punctured and we are now back in the realm of normal conversation. I am judging you after the fact (as is my role as listener), and having found your joke wanting, I must thereby draw a conversational implicature concerning your intent in telling that particular joke. Why would you tell that bad joke about those people unless you are trying to use humor for some other perlocutionary goal? What goal could it be?

One natural inference is that you believe that the icon is connected to a stereotype that does refer. You hold that bias and you either want me to hold it as well, or if I am a member of the group whose icon was employed, you want me to know that you consider me inferior. These are morally despicable uses of humor. They are the acts of a bigot. As such, I may pass negative moral judgment upon your act of telling the joke.

So, when can you tell a pure iconic ethnic joke? When it is funny. When you choose to tell this sort of joke, you are taking a moral risk. If your joke bombs, you are morally responsible for an unethical act. But if it kills, then it is considered “justifiable homicide.”

The aesthetic criteria by which we judge the success of a humor act are objective—the joke is clever or it isn’t and that is not a mere matter of taste,
it is independent of context. The same is not true of our ethical judgment of the same act. Now, context does matter. If you know this joke will not be found funny, then it will not be viewed as a pure joke and you will be saddled with the moral responsibility of having held the view that the icon employed refers in the real world. There will be some people to whom you can tell a joke and they will take it as pure, while there are other people to whom the same joke will be told who will take it as impure. You are always taking a moral risk telling a pure iconic ethnic joke and the make-up of your audience plays a part in the ethical acceptability of the joke. There are pure gags that are OK for the locker room, but not for the Thanksgiving table.

Smuts (2010) was correct that we cannot use an ethical criterion to judge the aesthetic quality of jokes. A joke is a quality joke independent of any moral considerations. The converse, however, is not necessarily the case. We do have to take aesthetic criteria into account when ethically judging a joke.

This is where we can also account for Morreall’s proportionality. How clever does the joke have to be in order to account for the nastiness in the content? The rougher the premise, the funnier it better be. We give joke tellers extra latitude in being able to say things we cannot in normal morally acceptable bona fide conversation. But that license must be earned. The farther the joke teller goes into the normally off-limits, the proportionally more clever the joke will need to be.

**Bracketology**

One means to increase the likelihood of making sure your audience considers your joke to be pure is to bracket it, that is, to use some linguistic framing device around the utterance that gives a bona fide claim that distances the speaker from the biased content of the joke. This can be done with a trigger warning (“not that I believe they are like this, but here’s a clever joke about Irishmen . . .”), by putting the joke in someone else’s mouth (“as David Duke might say . . .”), or by making a gesture of discomfort like a cough before delivering the line. These are designed to convey to the listener an explicit message that, like Las Vegas, what happens in the play frame referentially stays in the play frame.

Like bona fide communications, though, it is open to critical evaluation. In the same way that when someone makes the effort to say “you can trust me,” we often begin to wonder whether we can trust the person since saying only that which we believe to be true is already one of Grice’s cooperative principles for conversation which is presumed in the endeavor. Why would one take the time to make a claim that we should presuppose, unless it is something the speaker does not want challenged for some other reason? So, bracketing is an option, but not a full-proof means of assuring your audience will take your joke as pure.
Win One for the Quipper

The discussion of iconic ethnic jokes above has taken a particular joke-telling context as paradigmatic—the case of the retold joke. It has been assumed that the iconic ethnic joke was heard by a person, appreciated, and then retold to someone else. But this is not always the case and the different joking contexts will have an effect on the ability of the speaker to bracket the joke and thereby deflect responsibility for holding the stereotype on which the icon is based to be true.

Whether the telling is to be interpreted as an instance of kidding-on-the-square is, in part, calculated on the joking context. There are three different contexts to consider: the original joke, the retold joke, and the conversational quip. These are three separate cases that need to be examined independently.

Humor has as an illocutionary goal, the appreciation of cleverness. When we consider the original joke versus the retold joke, the object of admiration changes. With the original joke, the goal is for the jokesmith to demonstrate his/her own cleverness. The joke is the vehicle and when the joke is found to contain a cognitive virtue, that virtue is then attributed to the author. With the retold joke, on the other hand, it is the utterance itself as an independently existing entity that is found to be clever or not. When the joke is found to be clever, it is the joke that is praised.

But this difference has more than an aesthetic upshot; it has ethical ramifications as well. When I tell an original iconic ethnic joke, I am demonstrating to you my cleverness in being able to play with icons in interesting and unexpected ways.

Every culture has some form of kissing. The French have French kissing, very passionate. The Eskimos rub noses. This makes a lot of sense since Eskimos live where it is cold and lips are moist. Lip kissing for Eskimos would be like putting your tongue on a flag pole in January. So, they keep the lips separated and rub noses. And they do. I dated an Eskimo woman once... well, she was half-Eskimo and half-French. Whenever we’d make out she’d stick her tongue up my nose. She had a cousin who was half-Eskimo and half-Brazilian. She would have her nostrils waxed.

This bit may be clever; it may not be. It never got a very positive reaction. But when I told it, I was in no way committing myself to beliefs about Eskimos. I was playing with the icon attached to Eskimos—noses as objects of bodily affection and physical gratification—in a bid to be considered clever. You may wonder why it was that particular group whose icon I am employing, but often the context makes that clear.

But when someone retells an iconic ethnic joke, that person is not trying to be seen as clever. It is the joke and not the teller that is being presented. Hence, there are different questions about the speaker’s intention. As we
saw above, a judgment about the speaker’s intention is essential for the moral judgment connected to these sorts of jokes because kidding-on-the-square with an iconic ethnic joke can be morally problematic.

If one retells an iconic ethnic joke, then a series of conscious decisions have been made by the teller. Upon hearing the joke him/herself, s/he decided that it was worthy of remembering. S/he decided that this was a joke that someone else needed to hear and that this is an acceptable forum and context in which to tell it. We judge the joke as clever or not, but we also judge the teller on these decisions in a way that we do not judge the originator of the joke. Why would you take the effort to remember and retell jokes about that group of people? Why are you making a public show of telling jokes about those people? Is this part of a larger pattern of behaviors or stances towards those people or other similar groups? When one retells an iconic ethnic joke, there is an ethical risk that is taken.

This is why politicians who put racist or sexist jokes on their social media pages or send them out by e-mail cannot simply bracket the post or message, saying “it’s only a joke.” It is a joke, but one that you found important enough to take actions to propagate. Why? What makes this joke so worthy? By intentionally acting to spread someone else’s cleverness, you are taking on the moral weight of the stereotype on which the icon is based in a way that the jokesmith does not because the jokesmith’s manipulation is what is the focus of the originator’s telling, but the joke itself (both its content and its structure) is the focus of the retelling.

Along these lines, even less moral weight is placed upon the iconic ethnic conversational quip. If there is an opportunity in the course of a conversation to make a quick joke, then—providing the speaker does so in a way that shows the quip is meant as a pure joke and not with a biased perlocutionary goal—the quipper is demonstrating not only the cleverness of the jokesmith, but also the additional cognitive virtue of quick-wittedness. The extra cognitive load is rewarded with extra ethical space. To see the connection and express it in the natural flow of conversation in a well-formulated fashion is difficult and puts the speaker even more centered in the act. The wisecrack or pun in pace with the conversation requires the instantaneous formulation of a play frame and thus the quip is bracketed naturally since, unlike the case of the retold joke, there was not forethought in planting this iconic reference. As such, iconic ethnic jokes that are made on the spur of the moment convey the least moral attachment to the stereotype that gave rise to the icon. Therefore, they are granted the widest moral berth.

This lengthening of the leash, of course, is contextual. If there is antecedent reason to suppose that the gag is meant as a pure joke given the audience’s familiarity with the joker’s egalitarian worldview, then an easy pass can be given. However, if there is reason to suspect the at there could be bias on the part of the joker, then the listeners are perfectly justified in wondering why that particular icon was so readily available to the quipper’s mind.
Make ‘Em Laugh

This chapter has focused on the ethics of telling pure iconic ethnic jokes, but what about the ethical responsibility of the listener? Given that the listener had no pre-knowledge of the joke, the only element the listener may be responsible for is his/her reaction. The claim made by de Sousa and Bergmann is that the listener should be held culpable for laughing at morally problematic jokes. Laughing at the tendentious joke, they contend, is tantamount to giving approval to the content of the joke.

In the same way that we can condemn those tellers who have impure intentions in telling the joke, that is, perlocutionary goals that involve the connection of the icon to a stereotype that the teller is trying to convey to the listener s/he ought to believe, we can also clearly condemn listeners who following the joke indicate that they are taking the employed icon to refer to the group named. If the listener approves of the joke, not on aesthetic grounds but on political/anthropological grounds, then we can attribute a bias to the listener and the moral condemnation that follows from it.

But the question at hand is the case in which the joke is told as a pure iconic ethnic joke and is appreciated by the listener as such. If one laughs at the joke qua joke, is one then necessarily saddled with the moral weight of the content of the joke?

Laughter comes in two varieties—Duchenne and non-Duchenne. Duchenne laughter, named for the 19th-century neurologist Guillaume Benjamin Amand Duchenne de Boulogne, is the natural eruptive laughter that explodes out of us when something strikes us as funny. It is a cognitively affected event, but it is not voluntary action. We do not choose Duchenne laughter, it just happens to us, like the reflex of the leg when struck just below the knee. Non-Duchenne laughter is the forced laugh, the social laugh, the laugh we choose to utter.

Non-Duchenne laughter is an utterance. It requires an implicature to interpret. We issue non-Duchenne laughter for many purposes. Sometimes it is just to confirm that what was told was a joke. Sometimes it is to make the joke teller not feel bad. Sometimes it is to convey assent. If one utters non-Duchenne laughter to an iconic ethnic joke, then we do have to infer whether the person’s laughter indicates biased beliefs and if so, then moral condemnation is appropriate. But not all non-Duchenne laughter should be so interpreted, as we will socially laugh for reasons other than assent.

Duchenne laughter at an iconic ethnic joke, as Smuts points out, is not approval of the content of the joke, but a physiological reaction to the joke structure. Many jokes will include a cognitive shift and one physiological reaction to it is Duchenne laughter. It is not something that we choose, so it cannot be something we can be morally judged for.

de Sousa points out that it can be stifled. We may be moved to laugh, but we can either keep from laughing or make a show of trying to keeping ourselves from laughing. Is this required of the listener of an iconic ethnic
joke? Is there something wrong with allowing yourself to enjoy a hearty non-Duchenne laugh at such a gag?

If there is no question that it is a pure iconic ethnic joke, then morally there should not be. However, if there are concerns about the purity of the joke, that is, if there is any reason to suspect that the teller does in fact harbor a bias which would seek to instantiate the stereotype associated with the icon or if there is a reasonable assumption that others in the audience may come to adopt a belief in the stereotype or have their belief reinforced, then some gesture should be undertaken on the part of the listener. It does not necessarily involve stifling the laugh, although it could. A comment about the nature of the joke displaying displeasure with the stereotype or even a shake of the head or a look of astonishment or disapproval can lead to the proper implicature on the part of the joke teller and other audience members that while you appreciate the structure of the joke, you don’t buy the instantiation of the icon. If there is a reasonable belief that conveyance of a bias could be the result of bona fide communication from the telling of the joke, then morally the listener should act to contradict or disapprove of the claim. But if there is no threat of the joke being taken as impure, one need not. In that case, one is free to simply bask in the appreciation of a well-structured joke well told.

Notes

1 The group is usually human, although one could create humorous icons for non-humans as well. Owls are wise, oxen or bulls are strong but stupid, dogs are loyal, sheep don’t think for themselves. These characters can then be used in gags in exactly the same way as human-referring icons. Some may argue that these icons are, indeed, human-referring since the line has been taken by a number of theorists following Bergson (1911) that all humor is human-based and all seemingly non-human-based humor is the result of anthropomorphizing. I am not sure this is necessarily true, but will not take up the issue here.

2 The term “ethnic” here is meant to imply jokes that include an icon from a group that may or may not be an ethnicity. Blondes, for example, would be included, as would women and Texas A&M students, despite the fact that these are not ethnicities. If a group can be represented with an icon, we will call the sort of joke about them ethnic.

3 See Amir (2014) for a comprehensive account of Shaftesbury’s views.

4 Durkheim, Rules of the Sociological Method.

5 Politically Incorrect, September 17, 2001.

6 By including this footnote citing the source, I am technically not stealing this magnificent play on words from Allen Sherman, but I am and I love it very much as I do all of his work. This was the title of a medley of spoofs of folk songs from his album My Son, the Folk Singer.

7 Rappaport (2005), ch.6.

8 Dundes (1987), ch. 10.

9 Dundes (1987), ch. 6.

10 . . . whether or not they understand them.

11 Note also that Jerry’s offense is not as a Jew, but as a comedian. The source of the expressed outrage is not that he is telling jokes with both the icons attached
to Jews and Catholics, but that the jokes are old, that is, worn out jokes that show no cleverness in telling or appreciating. In opting to tell these jokes, the dentist is displaying a lack of cognitive virtue.

12 Dunn (1902), p. 240.
13 Schiappa, Gregg, and Hewes (2008).
14 See Cisney (2014)
15 There is a fourth category—the comedian responding to a heckler—but this will be set aside until chapter 8 where it will be discussed in detail.
16 See Provine (2001) for a thoughtful extended discussion on the topic.
Am I Blue?
The Ethics of Dirty (and Other Morally Questionable) Jokes

Are there certain gags that are morally wrong? Are there certain humor acts that ought to bring ethical condemnation? This question can be divided into three separate concerns: (1) Are there certain contexts in which any humor act would be immoral? (2) Are there certain humor acts that would be wrong in certain contexts? (3) Are there certain humor acts that are wrong regardless of the context, that is, are there certain gags that are intrinsically immoral?

Gag-Free Zones

Are there contexts in which humorous acts are morally unacceptable? Given that humorous acts are intentional, conspicuous acts of playful cleverness, the prime candidate for inappropriateness seems to be the condition of playfulness. If a context is sufficiently somber or sacrosanct, then at first glance, playfulness seems improper.

But recall that what we mean by playful is not lighthearted joviality. By “playful” in this case is meant using something for a purpose other than that for which it was intended. The perlocutionary force of a humorous act can run the entire gambit of human intention and need not be jocular. As such, there can be somber or respectful playfulness in this sense.

Playful cleverness is not necessarily irreverent, but can be used effectively to be entirely reverent. Consider the Jewish Talmudic tradition, which takes the text of the Old Testament and seeks to derive wisdom and insight through playfully clever analysis. The ancient rabbis saw themselves not as being disrespectful to what they considered the word of God, but rather bringing reverential depth of human thought to the divine text. This is not to say that they were being humorous—they were not as their analyses were not intended as aesthetic acts, but the point for us is that being playful does not entail or even imply a lack of reverence or seriousness.

That being said, there are some contexts in which playfulness is morally improper. There will be conversational contexts wherein one’s utterance is morally obliged to be non-playful, that is to say, a clear, unambiguous, direct statement of belief—legal proceedings, for example, in which one is
a witness. The expectation is that one’s words will be the most straightforward sentence possible expressing one’s answer to a question.

Consider Bill Clinton’s famous deposition wherein we answered a question about whether he was having an affair with the sentence, “It depends what the definition of ‘is’ is.” Now, there certainly are multiple definitions of the word “is”—the “is” of equivalence is different from the “is” of attribution. The conflation of the two can be used to create the humorous sorities: “God is love, love is blind, Ray Charles is blind, therefore Ray Charles is God.” But Clinton was not pointing out this distinction. He was being playful with words to avoid giving a straight answer to a simple question about his lack of marital fidelity that he did not want to answer. This playfulness amounts to obfuscation, which is morally problematic when one has taken an oath to tell the whole truth. It was not Clinton’s most egregious moral failing, but the one relevant to this section.¹

Again, Clinton was not joking. But we see that there are situations in which the conversational context does prohibit playfulness. To make a joke in such cases would be to engage in playful conversation and therefore inappropriate.

Just as there are times when one is expected morally to produce utterances that are explicitly not playful, so, too, conspicuousness can be morally problematic. When we say that an act of humor is conspicuous, we mean that it is an aesthetic act meant to be discovered by the audience. But there are certainly social contexts in which one is ethically required to remain part of the crowd, inconspicuously in the background. When one commits an act of humor, one makes oneself or one’s act a focus of attention, and there are some situations in which it just isn’t about you.

Making jokes, for example, involves a transfer of conversational power, temporarily elevating the joke teller above the audience. Consider a conversational context in which conversational power is already unequally distributed for another reason, say, at a wedding where the officiant is conducting the ceremony and all present as witness are expected just to witness. If one of the guests suddenly begins a humorous commentary on the proceedings in the style of Mystery Science Theatre 3000, this act is wrong regardless how funny the quips and references. The problem is not that weddings are too serious an event for humor—there is plenty of room for good ones during the ceremony—but in doing so one should not command conversational attention when it is not yours to take.

The third way in which an area could be a gag-free zone also comes from the conspicuousness of a gag. Conspicuousness is the condition by which humor becomes an aesthetic act. A number of humor acts designate a space to be the location of the play frame, the artistic space within which the work is created. There will be spaces that have been dedicated to other purposes and in making the space into an aesthetic space, you are limiting its ability to carry out its original function and thereby violating a contract to leave that space for its purpose. If one were to hold an impromptu comedy show
at a Holocaust or 9/11 memorial or some other site that has been set aside for quiet contemplation of the tragic loss of life from a human-made or natural disaster, there would be a problem. The particular purpose of that place is inimical to comedy. This is not to say that there cannot be jokes made about the tragedy, even very good jokes, but in telling them for the sake of getting laughs at a place that would undermine others ability to engage in a different psychic purpose, and that would undermine what that for which we all agreed to set aside that place.

In the same way, if someone got on stage at a comedy club and used that time to hold an unannounced remembrance ceremony or to give a political speech or to try to preach, it would be wrong. People came to the club and paid a cover fee to see and hear comedy. To do something else is to violate the implicit contract by which the temporary community is created. That is an aesthetic space, not one for mourning, pontificating, or any other sort of non-playful reflection. Some spaces are free to be made into aesthetic spaces, others are designated as such, and some are explicitly designated as non-aesthetic spaces and that makes some regions morally humor-free.

**Perlocutionary Persecution**

So, there are certain contexts in which humor is morally problematic, independent of the particular humorous act (the first question). But there are other contexts in which the problem is not the context, but the gag itself (the second question). In these cases, it is the joke and not the joking (or the gag and not the gagging).

Humor acts can have a wide range of perlocutionary goals. Gags are powerful tools; we can use them to advance towards lots of different ends. If the end is morally problematic, then the use of the gag in realizing it will be as well. If, for example, you see a man driven to the brink of suicide because of an unfaithful partner, you could use humor in the situation to try to cut some tension, to try to connect personally with him so he would be more likely to talk openly, or to give some sense of perspective. If these jokes are made in an attempt to help, then they are morally good acts. But it would be morally wrong to tell him that he should decide one way or the other quickly because you have a date with his girlfriend later on and if he jumps, then you’ll have to go all the way home to change into black for the rendezvous, you know, out of respect. If the joke was designed to see if you could actually get him to jump to his death, that’s bad. A joke designed to cause harm should be judged like all other actions that cause harm. Being an impure gag, that is, a joke with a perlocutionary goal other than demonstrating one’s cleverness, renders the gag a normal act to be morally assessed in the usual fashion.

In the last chapter, we looked at the use of iconic ethnic jokes to kid-on-the-square, that is, use a joke in order to express a proposition you believe to be true and want others to believe as well. If the goal of the joke is to
express a bigoted belief, to reinforce an unjust social structure, to take a
group of people and silence their voice in the public discourse, or to poison
the well against them in order to make sure they remain oppressed, then the
act is wrong. Davies (2011) may be right that there is no empirical evidence
that joke cycles, much less the telling of a single joke, have ever had a signifi-
cant influence on cultural treatment of a minority group, but the ineffectiv-
ness of the means is irrelevant. If the intent of the humor act was to harm
the vulnerable, the act should be morally condemned.

In these cases, the gags are morally wrong because they are “accessories
to the crime,” that is, they help the morally wrong goal be realized. Morreall
(2009) contends that we judge the moral permissibility or impermissibility
of jokes by employing the harm principle. This, then, treats jokes in ethi-
cal terms like any other act. This approach is correct in a limited way—it
applies properly to impure jokes, that is, jokes with perlocutionary goals
other than merely generating laughter. If you tell a joke in order to do some-
thing else, achieve some other aim, then the joke is a thing in the real world,
not just in joke-world, and as such should be judged using all the regular
tools of ethical deliberation.

But then there is the case of pure jokes or at least impure jokes with pure
motives.

Over the Line

When examining iconic ethnic jokes, the notions of acknowledgment and
icons kept the jokes (when pure) from directly referring to the world. This
was useful as a moral buffer in some cases. But when we leave the realm of
iconic jokes, those tools are not always available. Often times, that which is
played with in creating the joke is referential. When political satirists skewer
various public servants, those politicians and bureaucrats—the real ones,
not just icons connected to them—are the ones being lampooned. There is
not mere acknowledgment, but actual reference in those jokes. Thus, there
can be questions about gags that “cross the line” into immorality which are
independent of the intention behind the telling of the joke. Since the refer-
ence moves from joke-world into the real world, there is the threat of actual
harm as a result of the joke and thus legitimate moral condemnation.

When running for President of the United States, Senator John McCain
told this joke at a political fundraising dinner, “Why is Chelsea Clinton
so ugly? Because Janet Reno is her father.”2 The joke targeted the teenage
daughter of the outgoing President and implied that the First Lady and the
Attorney General were both lesbians (something that in the particular con-
text was intended as an insult). Let us assume that this joke was told either
as a pure joke or with a perlocutionary goal that was not to cause a child,
who was not herself a political figure at that time, any harm. McCain is
not noted as the most conservative of American politicians and he was in a
room full of those who were likely more conservative and therefore viewed
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him somewhat skeptically. He was asking for money, so we can presume that he told the joke to make himself seem more attractive to those who despised Bill Clinton. It was a joke whose perlocutionary goal was to create increased solidarity with his audience.

Despite the fact that the joke was not intended to harm, it was widely considered “over the line” and McCain apologized for what he said was “stupid and cruel and insensitive.” The “line” to which he refers is that between acts that are morally acceptable and those that are not. How do we draw this line in the case of humor? The answer from any particular philosopher may align with the ethical theory to which that writer ascribes.

Morreall (2009), we saw in the last chapter, uses a consequentialist approach. Surely, this must be part of the deliberation. Think about practical jokes or novelty items popular in the 1950s and 60s. Often the line between OK and not OK is whether someone was merely inconvenienced, annoyed, or made anxious, but not caused serious or lasting harm. “It’s all fun and games,” the line goes, “until someone loses an eye.” Putting fake vomit on the passenger seat of your friend’s car just before he leaves to pick up his date is OK; using ipecac syrup to actually vomit on the passenger seat of your friend’s car just before he leaves to pick up his date is not. Both caused harm, but in the first case, the harm was momentary and relieved. In the second case, the anxiety was borne out, the harm continuing, and the friend not only suffers, but is responsible for remedying the harm (viz., cleaning the seat).

Also, it’s gross. This, of course, is not in itself sufficient to make a gag immoral. Saran wrapping the top of the toilet yields effects that are intentionally gross, but the degree of harm seems not to be severe or lasting to put it over the line.

But there is a problem here when we look at the John McCain case consequentially. Those who considered the joke “beyond the pale” knew nothing of how it affected Chelsea Clinton. There could be no utilitarian calculation, no sense of whether harm actually occurred. One could make an assumption about it—teenagers tend to be sensitive about their appearance, so probably Chelsea Clinton is; insults about us can hurt, so probably this one did; when lots of people hear the insult it makes it worse, this was broadcast to the entire world. It does not seem too big of a jump to assert harm to the utterance.

But the harm-based argument hinges on the joke having been reported. It was the reporting of the joke that caused the harm. Yet, it was McCain and not the reporters who were condemned—and this seems correct. Even if it had not been leaked to the world, the contention seems to be, that it was the telling of the joke itself—independent of the consequences—that was itself wrong. Even if it had caused no harm—which earlier non-reported tellings of joke surely did not—was the joke itself “over the line”?

Others, like Roberts (1988), take an Aristotelian virtue approach. He contends that in enjoying malicious jokes like the one about Chelsea Clinton,
there is something akin to malice, although weaker. We do feel bad when others laugh at us.

People who are conscious of being laughed at perceive themselves as being perceived as incongruous, and thus construe themselves to be construed as in the inferior position vis-à-vis the laughter.

(Roberts 1988, 139)

So, those who engage in telling and enjoying these jokes may be distancing themselves from the content—not buying into the beliefs expressed, but they are still affecting others in a fashion that is less than virtuous. Good-natured humor can be virtuous since it gives pleasure and pleasure is an index of the virtues. Because it is associated with other virtues like compassion and hope, a sense of humor can be considered a mark of good character. But the telling of jokes like McCain’s in the context he did, showed a lack of compassion.

But this virtue-based approach again distances us from the question at hand. We want to know if there is anything specific to the telling of jokes that establishes where one is “over the line.” Roberts’s virtue-based approach, like Morreall’s consequentialist approach, has the twin effects of (1) treating jokes like any other utterance and (2) putting the focus of the moral permissibility of the act somewhere other than the joke. With respect to the first, we can make people feel as if they are being “construed as in the inferior position” without laughing at them or having people laugh at them without the use of humor. In the case of the second, it is the character of the agent that we look at here and not at the joke itself. But surely whether a joke is over the line or not should be a function of some element of the joke itself.

Too Soon?

It may be helpful, then, to turn to other cases. “The line” seems to have a temporal element. Comedians, after delivering what seems like a quality joke about a tragedy and receiving less than the expected reaction, will ask, “Too soon?” This question could be understood as a psychological one—“Is the emotional context too raw at this time for people to appreciate how clever this joke is?” But we could also frame a moral variant, “Is it immoral to cleverly manipulate this tragic event to display my cleverness this close to the event?”

Indeed, when Gilbert Gottfried was fired from his lucrative job as the voice actor for a duck in insurance commercials because he tweeted jokes about the Japanese tsunami just after it happened, the justification seemed to be a response to moral outrage on the part of some in the public. Gottfried’s jokes included:

Japan is really advanced. They don’t go to the beach. The beach comes to them.
I was talking to my Japanese real estate agent. I said, “Is there a school in this area?” She said, “Not now, but just wait.”

I asked a girl in Japan to have sex with me. She said, “o.k., but you’ll have to sleep on the wet spot.”

I fucked a girl in Japan. She screamed, “I feel the earth move and I’m getting wet.”

They weren’t particularly nasty jokes, yet, he was released for having made jokes that were deemed inappropriate. They were “over the line” because they were uttered too soon.

Humorous acts are intentional, conspicuous acts of playful cleverness. As such, they take something, some idea, or some linguistic expression and use it in a fashion other than that for which it was intended in order to display cleverness. The moral question is thus transformed into the question of the moral limits connected to playing with certain objects or events. In the case of the “too soon?” question, the issue becomes whether these objects or events should be open to be played with within a certain amount of time.

Comedians like Gottfried generally take a nihilist stance arguing that the humor occurs within a play frame in which the object is removed from the world. In these jokes, the tsunami is not referred to, but merely acknowledged. It is turned from what it is—a terrifying natural disaster that caused loss of life and property—into an object to be safely manipulated in joke-world. The jokes are not saying anything that should be interpreted as bona fide communication, but just showing how clever Gottfried can be in twisting it and how quick of a wit he has in beating everyone else to that particular twist.

“Too soon” advocates argue that people connected to the event and those who are truly empathetic are in an emotional position where the pain they feel is real and in the world. By moving the source of that pain to joke-world and using it as a toy to be played with is to fail to acknowledge the pain or at least to minimize it and thus contribute to its intensification by poking fun at their pain. Making jokes about the topic that is causing the suffering is putting lemon juice on the cut.

The nihilist can respond that what s/he is doing is helping by allowing the victims to gain space from the tragedy. Joke-world is a different world and to manipulate an acknowledged meaning in the play frame requires adopting an intellectual distance. That distance is healthy as it allows for alternate perspectives to emerge and for one to not be overwhelmed by the grief and shock from the real world. Further, the gags need to be seen as joke-world phenomena that should not cause pain in the real world as they do not refer to it.

The “too soon” folks contend that when something is proximate and overwhelming, the requisite distance needed to go through the door into joke-world is not available to those dealing with the real world tragedy. To take yourself there is to flaunt an ability not open to those suffering and thus
adds insult to injury. The distance will eventually be possible, but at the time of suffering, not open to all and thus going there yourself is tantamount to inviting someone to a place they cannot go. It is rude and thoughtless, which is bad enough by itself, but when you are rude and thoughtless to people who are already suffering, it is worse.

But that is not bought by comics who will, like Anthony Jeselnick, contend that the ability to talk about these events at all is a valuable thing. Jeselnick intentionally works to cross the “too soon” line.

Everyone’s got their own line, and I don’t care about any of them. I’m trying to go over that line and still make the joke work. I’m not doing it just to be a jerk; it’s mostly wordplay, and I know little tricks of the trade, how to make someone laugh. Like the day of the Aurora shooting, I tweeted a joke: “Other than that, how was the movie?” [Interviewer laughs.] Exactly. It didn’t make you think of the victims or anything—it just made you laugh on that horrible day. But that was like a perfect version. I thought that I had nailed it . . . But when the Boston Marathon bombing happened, I tweeted: “Guys, today there are just some lines that should not be crossed—especially the finish line.” And people went crazy . . . During Aurora, I was just a comedian. Now that I’m kind of a celebrity, people saw my name and the joke during the Boston Marathon. The joke isn’t really offensive to anyone who was there, but it makes light of the situation, and that really turned people off. At Comedy Central, my bosses made me delete the tweet, which I didn’t think was right. I felt it would have gone away and people would forget about it. The joke itself isn’t about the victims; it’s just about the event. People say, “My thoughts and prayers are with you.” I’m a comedian—you don’t need my thoughts and prayers. Let me try to make a joke, and if it doesn’t work, I don’t need applause. I also don’t think I should be punished for that. It’s what I do. I don’t feel the need to be extra-careful. I’ve created this persona so that I can talk about these horrible things; sometimes it works and sometimes it doesn’t. But if I didn’t try, that would be a failure.4

There is intrinsic value, he argues, in transgressing the line.

Dundes (1987) and Davies (2011) agree. They contend that when you examine sick joke cycles like the dead baby jokes of the 1980s and the Little Willy jokes of the 1910s, what we see is a means of adding into public discourse unsettling aspects of contemporary life of which people are reticent to otherwise speak. Americans avoid open discussion of disease, death, and disfigurement. Sick jokes are a Freudian sort of release for the cultural anxieties Americans harbor about these topics, which find no other legitimate cultural outlet, but are frowned upon for that exact reason. They will not be spoken of seriously because they are too uncomfortable, but when we speak about them humorously, we are condemned for not treating them with sufficient gravity.
Jeselnick points out that we have a new modern dodge to tragedy—we simply send our “thoughts and prayers.” But this is an attempt to seem as if we are talking about the problem and addressing it, when we are in fact actually using it to avoid talking about it and seeking solutions. His playful invocations at least are putting the topic in the discussion, those who send their “thoughts and prayers” are acting as if they are addressing while trying dishonestly to get it out of the public discourse.

Are Jeselnick and Gottfried right, or are their critics correct that the line needs to be respected, at least as long as the wound is open?

Judging Pure Jokes

Aesthetically, it has been argued in a previous chapter, we can judge the quality of gags independently of their delivery, that is, we can say of the gag itself that it is quality or hack. It makes sense to say aesthetically that x was a good joke poorly delivered. The same is not true, it will be argued here, for moral judgment. We cannot say that it is the gag itself that is morally problematic, but rather, that particular tellings of it are. If we think of the gag, say, a certain joke, as the type and the tellings as the tokens, then moral judgment is to be reserved for the tokens. It would be a category mistake to try to judge the type.

Humor is, again, to be understood as an intentional, conspicuous act of playful cleverness. By “playful” we mean manipulating something in a way that it was not originally intended. But there are different ways one can play with a thing. One can play with a thing gently, that is, using it for something other than it was intended, but in the end leaving it unharmed and unchanged. Or, one could play roughly with a thing, intentionally breaking it in the process of using it for that purpose for which it was not intended or twisting it into something else, making it into something other than it was.

In this way, gags can have what we will call “tone.” A gag which is adopting a rougher tone leaves the listener with the impression that, if there is not a perlocutionary goal on the part of the joke-teller involving the thing’s destruction or its being demoted from its status as revered, there is at least little respect for that which is being manipulated. When one has a gentler tone, on the other hand, one is still being playful, perhaps just as clever, but doing so in a way that conveys a sense of respect for the object being played with.

Mark Russell and Bill Hicks, for example, both took playful shots at President George H.W. Bush. Where Russell made jokes about Bush’s possible election like,

> Well, here we are in another presidential race, bringing us down to a choice between George Bush and Michael Dukakis. And there isn’t enough caffeine in the world to keep us awake for that one.5

Hicks, on the other hand, said that he refused to vote for Bush because he was “a mass-murdering fuck.”6 The former uses a gentle tone where the
latter, a rough tone. Russell is being playful in a fashion that intentionally leaves the political system and the listener’s opinions of political matters in place. Hicks, on the other hand, had a comic agenda by which he wanted to undermine at least belief in certain propositions underlying the system, if not undermine the system itself.

There is nothing intrinsically wrong about using a rough tone in one’s humor. All art forms have edgier and softer practitioners. Pushing the envelope is not in itself an ethical problem. The moral concerns arise when we consider the relation of the tone to the reasonable expectations and emotional position of the audience. Where the aesthetic judgment is largely audience-independent, occurring on the stimulus-side, the ethical considerations require thought about both the tone of the gag and the particular audience on whom the gag is played.

Humorous acts come with the establishment of a play frame. Impure jokes, for example, have perlocutionary goals beyond themselves, that is, outside of joke-world in the real world. Impure jokes thus transcend the play frame and thus, as we have argued above, can be judged in the real world just as all other acts can be. But in the case of the pure joke, the display of playful cleverness is intended to remain within the realm of joke-world. The language of the joke acknowledges, but does not refer. The joke does not reach beyond itself. This is the basis for the comedians’ nihilistic view that their gags are not to be morally judged at all. As Jeselnick says, “it’s mostly wordplay . . . little tricks of the trade . . . to make someone laugh.” It’s only words, not deeds.

But while joke language only acknowledges, acknowledgement does rely on reference and some gags that invoke particular people, like John McCain’s Chelsea Clinton joke, do have to refer to work. Hence, we cannot draw the strict border around joke-world necessarily completely blocking it off from the real world. There is some bleed over between acknowledging and referring. How much bleed over? It depends. It depends on the time. It depends on the audience. It depends on the location. Jokes require abstracting, distancing in using certain notions for manipulating, and there will be certain events, people, things which some people in same places at some times will have difficulty achieving the distance. For them, the bleed over between acknowledging and referring will be significant.

This distance, the taking of the thing out of its context to be manipulated for the sake of the aesthetic act, is established by the play frame. The play frame can be thought of as providing insulation for the acknowledgment, insulation from the world, insulation from referring. The play frame separates joke-world from the real world. But, as with the types of insulation you can install in your house, different play frames will provide different amounts of insulation.

Some play frames offer complete insulation. Consider a Friar’s Club roast, an event held in the confines of an exclusive club whose members are professional comedians and whose roasts are notorious for the roughest
no-holds-barred humor possible. Because these are comedians telling jokes to comedians, they look at the jokes technically. Thus, they see no leakage from joke-world into the real world. No one takes the jokes personally or considers them to be actual attacks. The play frame for a Friar’s Club roast is absolutely impenetrable.

But this is not the case with audiences comprised of non-comedians. For them, the insulation provided by the play frame is permeable. The notions in the gag may not completely refer, but they might to some degree. To the extent that the elements of the gag permeate into the real world, they become morally relevant. If they penetrate the insulation, but are gentle in tone, then there will generally be no moral concern. But if the joke is rough, that is when it becomes philosophically interesting. Roughness of tone indicates a lack of respect of the thing. As long as it remains in joke-world, this is not a problem. But showing a lack of respect in the real world does have ethical ramifications.

To go “over the line” is to make a joke whose roughness penetrates into the real world in a way that causes a certain sort of harm. If the roughness of the gag outruns the insulation of the specific play frame, then the gag may generate legitimate offense. To knowingly and intentionally cause legitimate offense to an innocent victim may be morally problematic.

As Barrow (2005) and Marinoff (2013) point out, offensiveness is a morally loaded notion. Offense is negative, but the fact that x is offensive does not immediately mean that bringing about x intentionally is morally problematic. There are in some cases morally praiseworthy reasons to generate legitimate offense. Consider Harriet Beecher Stowe’s *Uncle Tom’s Cabin*, a book that was found to be extremely and rightly offensive. The depiction of the lived experience of slaves was contrary to social expectations of literature at the time and the offense taken by the readers was intentional. It was meant to shock the social conscience out of its denial and complacency and to appreciate the moral depravity that was being allowed for economic reasons. While legitimate offense is morally concerning *ceteris paribus*, it is not absolute in its moral wrongness.

It is important here to follow Barrow and Marinoff further in working to make the notion of offense rigorous. It is too often a sloppy, slippery concept that gets turned into something trivial. An act is not offensive because it makes someone uncomfortable. An act is not offensive because it is in bad taste. An act is not offensive because it makes someone angry. Too often we say we are offended by something when really we are just outraged, disgusted, or vehemently disagree with it. To be insulted is not to be offended. For offensiveness to have moral weight, it must be more than that. There must be actual harm done by the speech act. As Barrow points out, there are such cases.

[There are] cases where people intentionally engage in inherently offensive behavior. In such a case, when, for example, people are forced to
demean themselves or some individuals are clearly unfairly treated, those people have every right to take offence.

(Barrow 2005, 273)

This is where the clever taunts of the school yard bully ought to be condemned. If you say something that enforces an oppressive social bias thereby silencing someone, keeping them from being taken seriously as a person, that would be an actual harm, that would be an offense. If you make a joke that you know will cause serious psychological distress, that would be an offense.

This is why racial, sexist, or homophobic slurs are asymmetric in their ability to cause offense. If one is in an advantageous social position of privilege, then being slurred does not cause offense even if it is an act exactly like using a similar slur against someone who is not in a privileged position. That was the point Louie C. K. was making in his bit “Being White”:

I’m not saying white people are better. I’m saying that being white is clearly better. Who can argue? . . . And I’m a man. How many advantages can one person have? I’m a white man. You can’t even hurt my feelings. What can you call a white man that really digs in? “Hey there, cracker.” “Oh, you ruined my day. Boy, you shouldn’t have called me a cracker. Bringing me back to owning land and people. What a drag.”

Legitimate offense occurs when the tone of a gag is sufficiently sharp to penetrate through the insulation of the play frame into the real world and cause harm. But play frames come with different thicknesses of insulation. The degree of insulation from any given play frame is context-specific. The same taunt that caused legitimate offense in one context might not penetrate the play frame established by two buddies who regularly engage in playful taunting of each other. Their jabs remain in joke-world and thereby would be perfectly permissible, even praiseworthy. In this case, the butt of the joke is not a victim. To the contrary, the increased roughness of the gag is an indication of the level of intimacy being asserted of the relationship. The play frame here is thick and the demonstration of that thickness is an indication of care.

To determine whether there are legitimate grounds for offense and thereby the possibility of moral concern, we need to judge the roughness of the joke and the thickness of the play frame. The roughness of the joke is determined by the degree of respect shown to that which is being manipulated. The thickness of the play frame is determined by two factors. First, there is a comedic social contract implicit or explicit in social contexts. If you are in a comedy club or in a locker room, then there is an expectation of rougher humor. The play frame is thicker in these places. There are other contexts in which the play frame is exceedingly delicate, where rough jokes would be seen as immediately penetrating into the real world.
The social context sets up an expectation of play frame thickness, but this can be altered—generally thinned—by the psychological/emotional state of the audience. That is the second factor and it is not always something to which the joke-teller has access. The degree of roughness in the tone of the joke and the thickness of the insulation of the play frame are both objective facts of the world to which the joke-teller has access in order to make an informed decision about whether a given joke is morally OK to tell in that situation. But unfortunately, most tellers in most situations do not have complete information about the second element of the play frame as this depends upon the specific listener. If the person’s mother has recently passed away, “yo mama” jokes become improper because the person cannot at that time take employment of his/her mother to acknowledge without referring. The play frame would be very thin in that case, but the joke-teller may have no way to know given that the play frame might be for other notions quite reliably thick.

We get a general sense of the thickness of the play frame from the physical surroundings. If one is in a comedy club, the social contract provides a very thick play frame. Pay your money, buy your drinks, and hold onto your seat . . . it’s going to get rough. If that is not your cup of tea, don’t go to a comedy club; go where they serve cups of tea, like your grandmother’s tea parties at which rough-toned jokes are frowned upon. Late night network variety shows have a play frame whose thickness is somewhere in between. They will let you get away with some roughness, but not too much before they tone down your jokes for you. Turn to a cable channel, say, stand-up specials on Comedy Central or HBO and the play frame is thicker—not quite as thick as the comedy club, but thicker than the network outlets.

Again, this is not the only variable in play. As we saw in the dead mother situation, there are all sorts of other contextual factors that may come into play for your particular audience, some of which you might be aware of others, not. Being humorous comes with ethical risk.

Now, if you inadvertently make a gag whose roughness intentionally out-runs the thickness of the play frame, we have seen that this may cause legitimate offense, which, if it causes harm, could be morally problematic. But if you do it unintentionally, that is, if you cause legitimate offense by accident, then the act is contrary to etiquette, but not necessarily contrary to morality. That judgment requires a reasonable person standard. Should the teller have known that the play frame was not that thick? Would a rational person be able to ascertain that this is a gag that will cause hurt? If so, the intention becomes relevant. If not, then it is simply a case of putting one’s foot in one’s mouth—a social risk that accompanies humor, not a moral one.8

If a pure joke is sufficiently rough to penetrate the insulation of the particular play frame, then it could leak into the real world. This could cause legitimate offense, which is the result of an actual harm being done. But this, itself, is not sufficient to make the gag morally wrong. There is one more factor. As Barrow (2005) points out, there could be other moral concerns that outweigh the legitimate offense generated. The harm caused could be intended—Uncle Tom’s Cabin-style—to spark a movement for justice. Or the harm could be minor and outweighed by the importance of being able
to speak truth to power. The fact that a gag is sufficiently rough to break through the play frame and leave joke-world and enter the real world and have harmful effects is not enough to make the telling morally problematic, it must also not be balanced out by other moral concerns.

We can now set out a chart by which we can determine the moral permissibility of a given gag:

![Diagram of the deliberative process of determining if a joke is morally acceptable to tell](Figure 7.1)
This is how we can make sense of the fall-out from Gilbert Gottfried’s tsunami jokes. The jokes themselves are not morally problematic because jokes themselves cannot be morally problematic. If he had kept those jokes in the confines of a comedy club where the play frame is thick, there would have been no blowback—rightly. But he used Twitter, taking it to be an e-comedy club. But it is not and the play frame is thinner because of the breadth of the audience.

That said, some of the jokes, for example, “Japan is really advanced. They don’t go to the beach. The beach comes to them” is notably gentle in tone. If that had been the extent of his jokes, he would likely still be quacking for AFLAC. Others are rougher—“I fucked a girl in Japan. She screamed, ‘I feel the earth move and I’m getting wet.’” The use of the word “fuck” is always rough, but to use it in a sexual context makes it rougher still. Given the degree of suffering by the Japanese people and the ongoing nature of the tragedy at that point, many people would be feeling empathy that would make achieving the requisite distance difficult. The play frame was definitely thin in the larger public sphere. He took a risk to display his quick-wittedness to the widest possible audience and sometimes that risk will catch up with you.

P. C. Patrol

 Significant names in comedy like Jerry Seinfeld and Chris Rock have announced that they will stop playing college venues. Traditionally, comedians work on two parallel tracks—the clubs and the colleges and universities. It is hard to make a living as a comedian and so a combination of the two is generally required for sufficient sustenance. To cut off one of your two revenue streams is a draconian act.

Such a radical move is the result, the comics argue, of college campuses becoming unsuitable contexts for the comedic art. The constraints from political correctness, they contend, make the art form impossible to perform there. Translating this complaint into our language, the comedians are contending that applied social theory, with the good intentions of protecting the vulnerable from harm, has wrongly and artificially thinned the play frame so that any rough gags, indeed, some that are not particularly rough, are incorrectly considered to penetrate the play frame.

If the roughness of a joke outruns the thickness of the play frame, then the result may be legitimate offense. However, if the roughness does not outrun the thickness of the play frame as one would rationally construct it in the context, but the listener artificially constricts the insulation of the play frame, the result is illegitimate offense.

Marinoff (2013) distinguishes between harm and offense, contending that while harm is done to an unwilling victim (intentionally or unintentionally), offense requires the victims’ decision to be offended.
[H]arm is done actively to an unwilling victim who does not have a chance to accept or reject the act, and who does not condone it. That is, victims of harm do not seek to be harmed. If someone tries to harm you, you may or may not be able to defend yourself. If someone apologizes for stepping on your foot, you can forgive them—but your foot will still hurt. The physical harm is done, and apologizing doesn’t undo it. . . . in a civil society, if we say something that unintentionally offends someone, we can always apologize by saying “No offense intended”—and the other person can answer “None taken.” If someone apologizes for staring at your feet, you can forgive them and feel no insult. And if an offense is offered but not accepted, there is no offense, no harm and, furthermore, no dis-ease . . . harm is a one-way street, while offense runs both ways. You can be harmed against your will, but never offended against your will. That is a powerful distinction.

(Marinoff 2013, 72)

One can choose to be offended or not. There are rational elements that can guide this decision—for example, one’s personal well-being (we can live healthier lives if we choose to be less offended) or social justice (some offenses indicate structural inequities that must be addressed).

The comedians’ claim is that on college campuses, when a space is set aside for comedy, the play frame is doctored so that the comedy that in ordinary comedic situations is acceptable becomes illegitimately offensive; the offense which the students have chosen to take is not justified by the rational concerns given the context. It is not the comedians’ problem, but the oversensitive audience who are not agreeing to their part of the comedic social contract. And if you will not live up to your end of the contract, then I won’t do business with you.

How thick ought the play frame to be? Are the comedians asking for too thick a frame? Are college audiences demanding too thin a frame? It is a quantity that has to be negotiated. What comedians like Jeselnick are doing is making a high opening bid. Recall his defense:

I’m trying to go over that line and still make the joke work. I’m not doing it just to be a jerk; it’s mostly wordplay, and I know little tricks of the trade, how to make someone laugh.

(Jeselnick 2013)

He is acknowledging that there is a line and that he was explicitly seeking to transgress it. He not only wants to be clever in playing with that which he does, but also has a perlocutionary goal—making the audience uncomfortable. He likens his jokes to an inside fastball in baseball, a brush-back pitch that comes dangerously close to a batter’s head and meant to make him nervous. He knows that he is playing with things the audience does not want played with and does so in an intentionally rough fashion. That is how he
generates the discomfort. But there is an additional perlocutionary goal—a defense of free speech. The discomfort is intended to inspire reflection on the fact that much supposed offense is not a genuine harm. He contends that he is merely being clever with words and ideas, and this should not be seen as morally problematic.

Yet—and this is the interesting part—while he is trying to be rough to generate the uneasiness, he is clear about his desire not to be rough with the victims.

It didn’t make you think of the victims or anything—it just made you laugh on that horrible day. But that was like a perfect version. I thought that I had nailed it.

(Jeselnick 2013)

Jeselnick is purposefully being rough in his humor, but there is an intention—in at least this case—not to be rough with the innocent victims. He is drawing that line.

Some comedians, in being intentionally rough, are trying to get the audiences to question the thinness of their play frame. By intentionally crossing the line, by intentionally delivering gags whose roughness will certainly out-run the thickness of the play frame, that is to say, by causing offense, they force us to look at the play frame and ask whether it is the proper thickness. Is the offense legitimate or illegitimate? Only by offending will that question be asked.

Can they go too far? Absolutely. Do some audience members demand too thin of a play frame? Absolutely. It is a line in flux. Several of Carlin’s seven words can now be broadcast, but not all. This is an ethical question for humor that remains a function of open discourse.

Milking the Sacred Cows

This framework allows us to address the third question as well—“Are there any gags that are morally problematic regardless of the context?” Are there some jokes, indeed, topics that should never be joked about, entire categories of gags that are off-limits?

This was the point of contention between Shaftesbury and Leibniz. Leibniz contended that there are some topics so sacred that they should not be joked about. Shaftesbury disagreed. We can reframe this debate now in terms of the cleverness theory of humor. Are there some entities, ideas, or events that are such that it would be morally wrong to treat them as objects to be played with for the sake of an aesthetic work? Are there some objects such that using them for a purpose other than that for which they were intended is to diminish or disrespect them in a fashion that is morally problematic? Are some things only usable in the means for which they are intended?
This was the contention when a fuss was raised over a joke made by Natasha Leggero. It began with a tweet by the Campbell’s soup company featuring a smiling cartoon Spaghetti O in red sneakers holding an American flag with the caption “Take a moment to remember Pearl Harbor with us.” Leggero commented on the commercial usurpation of the tragedy of the bombing of the American airbase by the Japanese by quipping on television, “I mean, it sucks that the survivors of Pearl Harbor are being mocked by the only food they can still chew.” She was roundly criticized for the joke because it struck many as disrespectful to veterans. These people fought in World War II, acts that required bravery, dedication, and patriotism. The display of these qualities elevates veterans to a status where they are off-limits for being used as tools to display one’s cleverness. Those who have fought honorably in war, the claim is, have become sacred cows protected from being used to manipulate in humor acts.

The argument is that it is morally improper to play with certain things. It is a sign of disrespect to take it out of the context in which it is revered. As Kant would hold that treating a human as a means and not an end is an affront to human dignity, and Heidegger holds it to be an act in bad faith to treat a person as ready-to-hand, so, too, taking a legitimate sacred cow and treating it as something to be manipulated for the sake of displaying one’s cleverness is to demean that which is rightly placed beyond the comic’s reach.

To make a joke involving x implies that one does not take x seriously, the line goes. In cases in which x is granted sacred cow status because x has suffered, to joke about x is to diminish the moral importance of the suffering which should then be seen as diminishing the moral admiration for the sufferer. In cases in which x has been granted sacred cow status because x is superior to all others in the category, joking about x diminishes the respect for the greatness of x that x deserves. There are some people, places, things, and concepts that are so special that to be playful with them is to remove them from the pedestal they rightly inhabit and thus is a morally problematic act regardless of the gag.

Before we grant sacred cow status for suffering, the degree of suffering, the reason one voluntarily underwent the suffering, and the maliciousness of those who inflicted the suffering are all considered. We don’t grant this to everything or everyone who suffers—we all suffer—but there are the martyrs whose suffering, it is argued, sets them apart. By involving the sacred cow in a joke is to de-martyrize them. The victims, or in the case of veterans, those who volunteered for suffering, have been granted extra-human status as a sacred cow because of their willingness to suffer for the greater good, for our freedom. To make a joke about veterans is to profane them, to re-humanize the sacred cow and make them a plain old cow like the rest of us.

Veterans, especially those who fought Hitler in World War II and especially those who perished in the effort, are not like the rest of us, have been granted sacred cow status. Their bravery and commitment in willingly
agreeing to suffering in order to stop aggressive evil that threatened the world has led us to grant them a status that makes them unavailable for you use in showing us how clever you are.

Leggero disagreed and argued that she had done nothing wrong, refusing to issue the usual fake apology for offending (or “offending”) some in the public:

I’m not sorry. I don’t think the amazing courage of American veterans and specifically those who survived Pearl Harbor is in any way diminished by a comedian making a joke about dentures on television. Do we really believe that the people who fought and defended our freedom against Nazis and the Axis powers will find a joke about Spaghetti O’s too much to bear? Sorry, I have more respect for Veterans than to think their honor can be impugned by a glamorous, charming comedian in a fur hat . . .

On the one hand you have me, making a joke about how old people can’t chew tough foods very well.

On the other hand you have Veterans who receive inadequate care upon their return from active duty, rampant sexual assault against female soldiers, staggering rates of suicide, traumatic brain injury, PTSD, substance abuse and depression among soldiers and political gridlock that prevents these problems from getting solved quickly.

Where do you think your outrage and action would be better served, calling me a cunt or doing something about the above problems?

The claim is that (1) by treating veterans as sacred cows, we are not honoring them, but dishonoring them, and (2) using them as tools to market pre-packaged food-products is exactly the sort of dehumanizing that is being complained about and was the actual target of the joke, not the veterans themselves.

Let us quickly deal with (2), which is correct and does undermine the case against Leggero completely. What Leggero was engaging in was cultural criticism. It was kidding-on-the-square, arguing that the commercial exploitation of the war and those who fought in it is unseemly and ethically deplorable. It is and by using the tool she works with professionally—her wit—to attack this untoward and cheesy advertisement, she sought to right a wrong. She had a moral perlocutionary goal and using veterans as part of her humor act did not demean veterans, but its use displayed the problem in the original use of them.

But it is the first point that is relevant to this discussion. Legerro is arguing that being played with in a humorous utterance is not itself a harm. Pointing out that World War II veterans are now quite old and elderly people lose their teeth is not to demean their service, their bravery, or their patriotism. It was what we called above, a joke with a gentle tone. The joke manipulated the notion—the script, to use Raskin’s preferred vocabulary—of World War
II vet that we now employ in a clever way. But that manipulation did not tear down the script or the relationship they hold to our beliefs about them. To say that they now wear dentures is not to undermine anything we believe about them or the respect we have for them.

What she received, she contends, is not legitimate offense, but illegitimate offense. Those protesting are employing an artificially thin play frame. Any reasonable person would never think of her joke as having penetrated the play frame. Hypersensitivity about certain groups results in artificially shrinking the play frame. The complainers were not really offended, but ginning up (at best) undeserved, or (at worst) completely false offense. Given the reasonable thickness of the play frame—especially for people so tough that they could face down Hitler’s forces—there is no way that gentle gag penetrated it.

Her contention is convincing in the case of veterans. But, this just contends that veterans are not legitimate sacred cows. Are there any? That is, veterans can be gently used in humor, but are there some entities for which it is inherently morally problematic to use them as tools to display one’s cleverness, and if so, what are their properties that make this so?

Oh, Say Can You Joke?

A similar dust-up occurred in San Diego on July 25, 1990, when Rosanne Barr sang the Star Spangled Banner before a baseball game. It was out of tune, shrieked at certain points, and then at the end, she grabbed her crotch and spit on the ground (a standard caricature of American baseball players). Barr had used the national anthem as something to be manipulated in a play frame to display her cleverness. For this, she was widely condemned, even by George H. W. Bush, then President of the United States. The home team pitcher said that day, “I was embarrassed as a person and I was embarrassed for them. I can’t believe it happened. It’s an insult. There are people who died for that song.”

The contention is that because the song represents the nation, it is a sacred cow. Barr’s actions in using it as fodder for humor are morally untoward.

But the same is generally not held for another use of the American national anthem as a source of humor. In Stan Freberg’s *Stan Freberg Presents the History of the United States, Volume 2*, an album of sketch comedy that humorously recreates important moments in the history of the nation, he recreates the writing of the Star Spangled Banner by Francis Scott Key as originally being an advertising jingle for Rumplemeyer’s Horseshoes.

Rumplemeyer’s horseshoes
Are the best you can use.
What so proudly he’s nailed
Onto all kinds of horses . . .

This skit also uses the national anthem as a toy for the displaying of cleverness. It casts it as a mere advertisement in a way that diminishes it and its origins, recasting the story of its writing—from a proclamation of patriotic
passion from a British ship in Baltimore overlooking the battle of Fort McHenry into something less honorable, a traveling jingle salesman trying to drum up business. The origin story is part of what makes it so revered. Yet, this humor act based on it, seems significantly less objectionable.

It seems fair to consider both to be pure jokes—both were trying to get laughs and neither had an ulterior perlocutionary goal that was trying to be accomplished. Yet, there is a disparity. One was held to be “over the line” and the other not. The difference again is tone. There are different ways of being playful. One can play with a thing in a gentle way that you are leaving it intact, respecting the integrity of the object being manipulated, or one could be rougher, manipulating it in a way that shows a lack of respect.

Provisionally, then, we can posit that there are no sacred cows, just degrees of sacredness. If one adopts a tone that is sufficiently gentle, then anything is open to playing with. Rougher jokes require more distance to be appreciated and there are some situations where some people will not be reasonably expected to be able to intellectually distance themselves in a fashion that would allow them to be in a play frame in which something important to them is being manipulated without suffering additional stress. This is not to say that rough gags are necessarily immoral. Rather, the claim is that gags that are rougher will need more justification if they employ what is generally considered a sacred cow, or that the degree of sacredness to which we predicate to any given cow needs to be matched by gentleness in tone. That justification could take the form of (1) a morally relevant perlocutionary goal which overrides the legitimate offense, or (2) being of extremely high quality. It takes a thicker play frame to accept rougher jokes about those we consider more sacred and it better be a darned good joke. But no cow is so sacred as to be completely off-limits to even the roughest of jokes given the proper context and a good enough gag.

Rape Jokes

One claim that has been made is that there is at least one completely sacred cow, that is, on topic for which there can be no context in which any joking (rough or gentle) is allowable—rape. One ought never make rape jokes. Rape is a topic that is morally unable to be played with, the claim goes, it cannot be contained within a play frame of any thickness and any attempt to do so trivializes it and contributes to the culture of rape that exists in the society.

There are clear-cut boundary cases. A joke with a perlocutionary goal of justifying rape or creating an environment that is explicitly misogynistic is certainly morally problematic. On the other hand, a joke with a perlocutionary goal of attacking a rapist and working to undermine rape culture would be morally unproblematic even though rape is part of the joke in the play frame. Consider Hannibal Burress’s bit about Bill Cosby:

and it’s even worse because Bill Cosby has the fucking smuggest old black man persona that I hate. He gets on TV, ‘Pull your pants up black
people. I was on TV in the 80s. I can talk down to you because I had a successful sitcom.’ Yeah, but you raped women, Bill Cosby, so turn the crazy down a couple of notches. ‘I don’t curse on stage.’ But you’re a rapist, so you could take a lot of motherfuckers on if you weren’t a rapist. I don’t know why I’m telling you this. I guess I just want to make it weird for anyone watching Cosby Show reruns.15

A joke whose overt message is “rape is bad” certainly would not be objected to on moral grounds.

One might object that this is not a rape joke at all, but a Bill Cosby joke or a rapist joke in which rape is mentioned but not played with. Bill Cosby is what Buress played roughly with here, hence the acceptability. The perlocutionary goal has nothing to do with rape or the environmental factors that give rise to it or to gender-based inequities, rather it is comedy trying to undermine Bill Cosby’s position in the culture from which he spoke preachingly to younger African-Americans.

The discussion thereby needs to focus on pure rape jokes, that is, rape jokes whose only goal is to inspire admiration for the cleverness of the jokesmith or the joke. Those seem to be more in line with the claim that rape is a sacred cow, that is, the claim is not that rape can never be mentioned in a morally acceptable joke, but that rape cannot be morally played with in a joke.

Consider an example used by de Sousa (1987), a joke told about the wife of the former Canadian Prime Minister who had a reputation for promiscuity after their separation.

M. visits the hockey team. When she emerges she complains that she has been gang-raped. Wishful thinking.16
de Sousa (1987) contends that a rape joke like this is necessarily immoral because there are sexist presuppositions contained within it, that women desire rape, and that to find the joke funny one must share those beliefs.

This latter claim, the attitudinal endorsement theory, has been convincingly argued against in a number of pieces.17 Surely, we can appreciate playful cleverness that manipulates beliefs we do not hold. As such, de Sousa’s treatment for the immorality of the telling of this joke—and thus all rape jokes—fails.

Lawrence Longbeyer (2005) approaches the case in a fashion that is not unlike the one taken toward iconic ethnic jokes in the last chapter. He argues that the term “gang rape” does not refer, but rather what is being manipulated in this joke is an icon attached to “gang rape.”

Having told the joke to groups of undergraduates both in its standard form and a gender-reversed form and having found a subset of students who found each funny, he contends:

The plausibility of amused responses to the sex-reversed joke hints, moreover, that hearers of this kind of joke, whether male or female, do
not construe ‘gang-raped,’ when it appears here (and probably in other jokes, too), as having the same ordinary literal meaning that the term is given by those who police humor for offensiveness or by those who are engaging in serious discussions of, say, public affairs. In a context of levity—which fairly describes the way that many joke-telling situations are perceived by their participants—some hearers appear to take ‘gang rape’ to signify ‘gang bang’ and to be synonymous, or nearly so, with ‘sex [intercourse] with multiple partners.’ Hence, none of the ‘standard’ (i.e., serious-discourse) implications of the term ‘gang rape’ need be present, let alone any of the deeply disturbing imagery that accompanies our ‘deep’ understanding of the term. In effect, joke-tellers and joke-hearers are utilizing a very different sense of ‘gang rape’ from the one that de Sousa is bringing to his reading of the joke. (Longbeyer 2005, 313)

The rape joke is not, in fact, a rape joke because what is being cleverly played with is not rape, but multi-partner sex, a false icon for rape. This may account for his students’ reaction to the joke, but even if it is successful ultimately in morally rescuing that particular rape joke, when shock comics like Sarah Silverman make rape jokes, Longbeyer’s line would not be available. The standard meaning of rape needs to be activated for the joke to be shocking. Consider her joke, “I was raped by a doctor which is so bittersweet for a Jewish girl.” Here, she is playing with rape creating an incongruity between rape as joke rape, that is, as mere intercourse as Longbeyer would have it, and with the standard understanding of rape as forced violation of bodily autonomy as the “bitter” part of the term “bittersweet” requires. Silverman’s rape joke is a rape joke that employs the standard sense of the term.

So, we need to face rape jokes as rape jokes and ask whether it is ever permissible to make them. The argument for rape being a sacred cow, a topic about which no moral joke can be made can be framed in terms of the approach we have outlined:

(1) Rape is so prevalent in our culture, that if you collect any number of people in a place, there is a very high probability that someone in that group is a rape victim or has a rape victim closely related to him/her.
(2) As such, the play frame for rape jokes will be much thinner than it would be for other jokes.
(3) Rape jokes are by their very nature rough and thus penetrate the thinned play frame and extend into the real world for the victims and those who care about them.
(4) This will cause emotional stress and alienation, the sense that the comedy club is a hostile environment depriving them of a safe space for recreation and a sense of antagonism for being a victim, which would amount to further victimhood. In other words, there is very
likely harm and thus legitimate offense on the part of members of the audience.

(5) There is no greater moral purpose served by telling these jokes—indeed, one is diminishing the negativity we ought to hold for the act and contributing to a culture that already under-values the rape problem.

(6) A reasonable person would know that this is the likely harm to at least some in the audience,

Therefore, the teller of any rape jokes is wrong.

Comedians like Rosanne Barr¹⁹ have contended that this argument is unsound. Her argument focuses on premises (1) and (5). With respect to (1), Barr argues *caveat emptor*, it is the audience member’s responsibility to seek out a comedic venue where the comedy is likely to fit their comfort areas.

if you aren’t prepared for the grossout, stay out of comedy clubs that birth comics like Sam Kinison and Lenny Bruce, George Carlin, and Bill Hicks, and stick to ones that birth comics who do Jay Leno’s show. (Barr 2013)

Comedy clubs come with implicit social contracts and some of them are known to be rougher than others. If you know rough jokes are likely to puncture your particular play frame, select accordingly. A small minority should not have the power to demand the renegotiation of the social contract when the majority of participants have already agreed to it, especially when there are other venues with social contracts that fit your bill. You are not being denied comedy if there are separate, but equal accommodations for you.

Objecting to premise (5), Barr follows other comics in claiming that there is a balancing moral good, the freedom of speech for comedians. She contends that there is an inherent value to the art form and that the art form cannot flourish with constraints placed upon comedians. There needs to be complete freedom to explore and fail with the edgiest of material if comedy is to remain alive and relevant.

Comedy clubs are a testing ground for comics, and the freedom to be bad and to be offensive are a part of the training process itself . . . If people don’t laugh, but boo you or throw things in your direction, you will remember that and take it under advisement, as you craft and recraft your particular trauma until it is digestible for those who pay to see you in a club. Eventually, you will either be banned from that club or promoted to a bigger venue, depending on the size of the laughs you deliver. (Barr 2013).

Barr’s argument here is a version of the Shakespearean position from the previous chapter in which humor is seen as a special art form which can speak truth to power unlike other approaches.
Many males, as well as females, have been raped as children or as adults. Sometimes, writing jokes about rape, then telling them to an audience, is part of the healing process, if you are a comic.

(Barr 2013)

As such, there is an extra degree of latitude that must be offered the comedian and that latitude comes in the form of a completely impenetrable play frame in the comedy club. The comic must be assured that no matter how rough s/he gets in his/her jokes, there is no chance of them piercing the play frame and being judged. Cancer, child abuse, and recent plane crashes may be hard to get laughs from, but the comedian needs to try. We must face the most daunting of comedy killers and find clever ways to conquer them if we are to push the art form forward.

Lindy West argues for a middle path, contending that rape is not a sacred cow, that is, rape jokes can be acceptably crafted, but that does not mean that all rape jokes are acceptable. She begins by considering the thickness of the play frame. Yes, she contends, the play frame of the comedy club should be thicker than in the rest of life. “The world is full of terrible things, including rape, and it is okay to joke about them.” “You can talk about controversial subjects—in fact, you should talk about controversial subjects, because comedy is an incredibly powerful subversive tool.”

However, that doesn’t mean the play frame is infinitely thick. “I don’t believe that ‘rape jokes’ should be a completely unregulated market.” The play frame in the comedy club is governed by a social contract that guarantees a wider ethical freedom of speech than elsewhere, but that does not mean that it is not also shaped by the second factor, the morally relevant biographical factors of those who comprise the audience.

According to the CDC, one in four female college students report that they’ve been sexually assaulted (and when you consider how many rapes go unreported, because of the way we shame victims and trivialize rape, the actual number is almost certainly much higher). That means that if you’re a comic performing to a reasonably full room, there’s a pretty good chance that that at least one person in the audience has been sexually assaulted . . . The reason that ‘rape jokes’ become such a contentious issue as opposed to, say, ‘cancer jokes’ or ‘dead baby jokes (yawn) is because rape is different from other horrors in some very specific ways.

(West 2013a)

Given that fact, it then follows that the play frame will be altered. The comedy club is a relational space—there is a comedian who is given a privileged position and then an audience who obey certain rules, but are granted the ultimate judgment of the comedian. That relationship is necessary for the
existence of comedy. Comedians who demand complete and total freedom are asking that the audience cease to be who they are, an unreasonable claim.

[A] comedy club is not some sacred space. It’s a guy with a microphone on a stage that’s only one foot above the ground. And the flip-side of that awesome microphone power you have—wow, you can say whatever you want!—is that the audience gets to react to your words however we want.

(West 2013a)

That reaction will be colored by personal experience, and that personal experience occurs in a culture in which “Being a woman is a bitch.”

This does not mean that rape jokes are inherently morally problematic. Just as Barr points out that comedy can be healing, so, too, West argues that rape jokes are acceptable when they do not gratuitously target victims, making them feel unnecessarily uneasy.

We’re not walking around actively terrified in the middle of the afternoon, but there’s always a small awareness that we are vulnerable simply because we are women. Cavalier jokes about domestic violence and rape (jokes that target victims, not perpetrators) feed the aura of feeling unsafe and unwelcome—not just in the comedy club, but in the world.

(West 2013a)

Pure jokes that gratuitously target victims of rape then are rough enough that they penetrate the play frame of a significant proportion of the audience. This means there are grounds for legitimate offense. But are there other balancing ethical factors?

West contends that there can be. If the joke illuminates rape culture, showing us how prevalent it is, then the joke can be acceptable. She points to a joke from John Mulaney,

Late at night, on the street, women will see me as a threat. That is funny—yeah! That is funny. It’s kind of flattering in its own way, but at the same time it’s weird because, like, I’m still afraid of being kidnapped.

This joke passes moral muster because “This is a joke about how scary it is to be a woman and how easy it is for men to be oblivious.”

The purity of the joke can be vouched for by the rest of the comedian’s work. Louis CK, she points out, does make a joke that does target the victim:

I’m not condoning rape, obviously—you should never rape anyone. Unless you have a reason, like if you want to fuck somebody and they won’t let you.
Here, we do have a rough joke that should puncture the play frame, but it is thickened by virtue of believing that it is indeed a pure joke.

Here’s why this joke doesn’t make me feel like shit: Louis CK has spent 20 years making it very publicly clear that he is on the side of making things better. The oppressors never win at the end of his jokes. That’s why it’s easy to give him the benefit of the doubt that this joke is making fun of rapists—specifically the absurd and horrific sense of entitlement that accompanies taking over someone else’s body like you’re hungry and it’s a delicious hogie. The point is, only a *fucking psychopath* would think like that, and the simplicity of the joke lays that bare.

(West 2013b)

If one tells a single joke and claims it to be pure, then there may be skepticism, but one can grant the benefit of the doubt if it is deserved. However, as with the case of iconic ethnic jokes, repeated telling of jokes targeting a given group leads to the suspicion that these are, in fact, jokes with a perlocutionary goal and that would lead the audience to the implicature that you are kidding-on-the-square. “[I]f you’re determined to go down with the Good Ship Rape—then you *have issues with women*. And that’s not women’s fault—it’s yours (West 2013a).”

So, the upshot of West’s argument leaves us where my argument does—that comedy is an inherently morally risky endeavor. Are there rape jokes that are acceptable? Yes. Are there rape jokes that are not? Yes. We do have reason to differentiate between them, yet one is always operating with incomplete information. At the same time, when one walks into a club to see a shock comic like Silverman, Jeselnick, and the like, one knows—or should know—what one is in for. If one has a thin play frame with respect to a topic that is likely going to be the subject of jokes, is it the responsibility of the comic or the customer to address the situation? Barr will claim that any constraint is problematic because it starts us down a slippery slope. If we disallow this one, what about cancer or any other play frame thinning topic? Where is the line?

The answer seems to require a deliberative democratic approach. Barr is wrong that there should be no line. There is, albeit much farther out than in standard conversational contexts. But where is it? Ask Anthony Jeselnick. He knows. He and other shock comics make their living forcing us to constantly have the conversation about where the line belongs and why. While the line is necessary for ethical decision-making with respect to humor, humor is also the means by which the placement of the line is and should be challenged. Does this let Jeselnick, Silverman, and others off the hook when they are rightly shown to have stepped over the line? No. Humor is a morally risky enterprise.
Dark Humor, Dark Soul?

As we saw, comedians seek and create for themselves in contexts like a Friar’s Club roast, a completely impenetrable play frame where all jokes, no matter how rough are allowable. It is an interesting question to ask whether the comedians’ ability to construct such an impenetrable play frame is itself a vice. Is the fact that comedians are able to acknowledge without referring in case that construct jokes employing terms which connect to the worst of humanity—rape, torture, murder, Justin Bieber—an indication that comedians themselves are morally damaged? Does this ability to distance oneself from all forms of human suffering for the sake of their art demonstrate an ability to compartmentalize away human suffering in a way damages one’s character as a thoughtful, caring, empathetic being? Does the ability to write, deliver, and appreciate the roughest of jokes for their technical proficiency imply an inner-callousness?

This is an empirical question. This is for the psychologist to investigate. Are those who write the roughest jokes less likely to empathize? Less likely to help those in need? Less likely to identify the needs of others? What of those who seek out and enjoy such humor? Bergson famously wrote that humor requires a “momentary anesthesia of the heart,” a sentiment that has been assented to by many, many philosophers of humor. It is simply taken for granted that laughing at rough humor requires a lack of empathy, if only temporary or hypothetical. Solomon (2002) posited the opposite—that it could be out of empathy that we laugh at the foibles and suffering of others. But while the question does concern the ethical notion of character, the behavioral and cognitive effects of being able to create and appreciate rough jokes is a matter that would require experimentation to determine. It is in the realm of psychology, not philosophy.

About That Man from Nantucket . . .

If we turn away from jokes about rape and sexual violence to simply jokes about sexuality, the case seems straightforward. The ethical algorithm should work just fine. Some dirty jokes are gentle, others rougher. There should be no issues.

But is there a difference in kind or degree between rape jokes and garden variety dirty jokes, that is, jokes of a sexual nature? Andrea Dworkin argues that in a patriarchal culture in which there is a sex-based power differential, the difference between sexual intercourse and rape is a matter of degree and not kind:

Male-dominant gender hierarchy, however, seems immune to reform by reasoned or visionary argument or by changes in sexual styles, either personal or social. This may be because intercourse itself is immune to reform. In it, female is bottom, stigmatized. Intercourse remains a
means or the means of physiologically making a woman inferior: com-
municating to her cell by cell her own inferior status, impressing it on 
her, burning it into her by shoving it into her, over and over, pushing 
and thrusting until she gives up and gives in—which is called surrender 
in the male lexicon. In the experience of intercourse, she loses the capac-
ity for integrity because her body—the basis of privacy and freedom 
in the material world for all human beings—is entered and occupied; 
the boundaries of her physical body are—neutrally speaking—violated. 
What is taken from her in that act is not recoverable, and she spends her 
life—wanting, after all, to have something—pretending that pleasure is 
in being reduced through intercourse to insignificance.

(Dworkin 1987, 174)

Is the same true for jokes about intercourse?
Consider the not terribly rough “blue” joke:

Coming home from a show last week I flew Jet Blue, and let me tell it 
you, it did. There’s a reason they named that airline in the past tense.

The joke is a pun on the word “blue” which has two homophonically con-
nected senses. There is blue the color and blew which in the contemporary 
vernacular means “failed to live up to expectations,” “was of inferior qual-
ity,” “was undesirable,” or “had negative results.”

The second sense derives from an abbreviated slang term for “performed 
oral sex on a male.” The reason it has a negative valence is that performing 
oral sex on a male is held to put one in an inferior position, that is, one is 
in the position of being a woman or a gay male, neither of which is desir-
able in our patriarchal society. Thus, the term that is played with has within 
its etymological history the sexism that haunts our contemporary views of 
sexuality. Is this enough to render the joke itself sexist?

Certainly, there are dirty jokes that grant the social power to women. 
Consider the Redd Foxx story “Pajama Tops,”

A fellow got arrested last Saturday. He was standing out in his back 
yard with just his pajama tops on. His neighbor asked him, “What’cha 
doing out in the back yard with just your pajama tops on?” and he said, 
“last week I went to the drug store and I didn’t have a scarf on, so I got 
a stiff neck. This is my wife’s idea.”

Here, the man is the butt of the joke and the wife is the one whose sexual 
urges caused him the trouble.

But what about cases where women are not granted the agency, say, in 
cases where there is simply reference to sexual matters or where the woman 
lacks agency? In this case, we are back to the usual situation. Again, in 
jokes, the operative terms are acknowledging, not referring. To be playful 
in manipulating a term in a gag is to isolate it semantically. This removes
it from referring and thus requires only an acquaintance with the sexist context that might be contained within the content of the joke. If the joke is clever enough, then appreciation of the cleverness can be inferred to be the purpose of the telling, it will be thought a pure joke. But if it is not funny or part of an extended pattern, then the reasonable implicature will be to attach the misogynistic bias to the teller. Tell dirty jokes all you want, but they better be funny and isolated in their sexism if you do not want to acquire the moral weight of holding the bias.
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Is That a Mic in Your Hand or Are You Just Happy to See Me?

Comedy Ethics

While the previous two chapters have looked at ethical questions concerning humor in general—including, but not limited to, humor on the stage—this chapter considers ethical issues that arise in the specific context of performance comedy.

Out of Time

Time flies when you are having fun, but time is rigorously measured when you are on stage making the fun. Whether it is an amateur open mic or a professional show in which one comic is the m.c., another the feature, and a third occupying the headliner slot, whenever a comedian sets foot on the stage, s/he knows exactly how long s/he is expected to do. Whether you are doing seven minutes, fifteen minutes, or an hour, you know beforehand what your slot is.

The club operates on a social contract. The job of the performer is to entertain. If one goes above and beyond, giving the customer more than they paid for, that would be a good thing, right? Wrong. One of the big no-no’s for a stand-up comedian is to run over time. Is this just a matter of etiquette, a courtesy, or is it a moral issue? Is it ever permissible to run over and if so, on what conditions?

The ability of a comedian to do his/her job well is contingent upon many environmental factors. Some of these are in the comic’s control, others not. The state of mind of the audience at the time of the performance will have a dramatic effect on the ability of the comedian to meet his/her perlocutionary goal of getting laughs. One of those is a question of table setting by the act immediately before you. If people have already been put in the mood to laugh, getting them to continue is a lot easier than getting them to start. But running long creates the very real possibility of comic exhaustion. If things run long, even good acts will fall flat. Audiences get tired. If you exhaust the audience, the next performer is going to have a tougher time of it. So, the timing of the act in front has a real effect on the comedian to follow.

Comedians perform for the love of the art. However, they have to eat, pay rent, some of them child support. You get booked and move up the
ladder, if you do well. So, there are real life consequences for the results of a performer’s performance each night. Certainly, there are the expectations of the audience which have to be accounted for, but in terms of a utilitarian calculation, the success or failure of a comedian’s set will have appreciable effects on the life of that performer. Hence, intentionally doing something that could have negative repercussions on someone else’s set is an ethical matter. Going past time is more than just poor manners.

Running long means that one of three things happened: (1) you didn’t time out your set, (2) something unexpected happened to make you run longer than expected, or (3) you ignored the signal and decided to simply keep going past your time. The first scenario is a case of comic malpractice. You are there to do a certain amount of time. Everyone has longer and shorter bits. Go up with a plan. Insufficient planning on one comedian’s part should not harm the prospects of whomever follows. If the case is (1), then there has been a moral and professional failing on the part of the comic.

Live comedy is live. The beauty of performing is that no matter how many times you’ve done a bit, no matter how much you’ve crafted it, no matter how predictable you think the reactions are, the world is a chaotic system. Things happen. Sometimes the crowd work takes longer than other times. Sometimes you are dealing with a heckler. Sometimes something in current events makes your joke more prescient and the laughs are just stretched out longer than usual. Sometimes you have the inspiration to riff on a part of the bit you hadn’t realized before you could explore in certain ways and it takes you an extra minute to wrap up. The only thing you can count on is that you can’t count on anything being as you expected it would.

Every comic knows this. But it is also expected that you will have the skills to adjust. If you need to shave it, then you need to know where you can cut on the fly. If you need to end without the big punch, then swallow hard and go back and figure out the shortcut for nights like that. Shit happens when you are on stage. Bernard Williams coined the phrase “moral luck” for morally relevant happenings that are not in the control of the agent. Just because you were the beneficiary of bad moral luck does not give you the right to pass on that misfortune to the next person.

Finally, there is (3)—the time hog. The time is a gift. To take time that is not yours is to steal from someone else. Ignoring the signal is wholly unacceptable—with one exception. If you are a headliner and you see that the audience is eating it up, then you may stretch it out. The headliner is the last act of the night. There is no one following, so by going long the comic is not harming another comedian and is giving the crowd more of what they wanted, more of what they paid for. The people who are being harmed, however, are the wait staff and the bartenders who need to close down and go home. So, there is a balancing act. If the headliner goes a bit long, it’s not a big deal. But there are still the lives of others to consider.
Heckler Ethics

In the last couple of years, we have seen two incidents that have raised the question of comedic ethics in the larger popular discourse. Michael Richards, better known for his role as Kramer on the television series *Seinfeld*, while on stage at the Laugh Factory in Hollywood in 2006 said to two members of the audience “fuck you”—and that was the nice part. It was the next word of the comment that caused him major trouble as the audience members were African-American and the final word began with the letter “n.” In 2012, Daniel Tosh, also on stage at the Laugh Factory asked concerning a woman in the audience, “wouldn’t it be funny if she was gang raped right now?” The line gave rise to frenzied discussions about whether a rape joke could be funny. The discussions around the Richards and Tosh cases have universally missed a very important point. Neither was making a joke; rather, both Richards and Tosh made their comments in attempting to deal with hecklers.

While the incidence of heckling is surely overstated in the minds of many nervous, early career comics, it is a reality that audience members do, on occasion, seek to become an uninvited, active element of the performance. Crowd work and banter with audience members invites audience participation, but heckling is when the audience members leave their role as passive recipients of the performance and inject themselves as performers. It may be to shout down the comedian from a sense of outrage at a joke, or a display of frustration at the comedian’s inferior material or presence; but it also may be someone who has simply had too much to drink and while not malicious is no longer clear on the line between the performer and the audience. In any case, the heckler has commanded attention that the comedian believes belongs to him/her.

Within the comedic community, the reigning ethos concerning is the treatment of hecklers is, to quote Malcolm X, “by any means necessary.” Stage time is a precious commodity and quality of performance is essential to maintaining one’s professional trajectory. The heckler is, in this sense, an existential threat to the comedian and needs to be treated as such. The heckler has willingly and arrogantly entered the lion’s den and has thus implicitly consented to being mauled. There is, therefore, no line to be crossed, the comedian may attack in any way as viciously as s/he chooses and the punishment is deserved.

Is this ethos overly broad? Are there ethical bounds when dealing with a heckler? Are the exchanges between a comedian and a heckler constrained by the same ethical rules that govern jokes, or is the situation one in which the comedian has even greater leeway in responding verbally? If so, does this wider ethical berth have constraints at all?

Comedians spend more time writing than doing anything else. Developing material, honing wording, and crafting bits into which the jokes are set takes great time and effort. You do this and then take to the stage, hoping
that the audience will respond positively and your career will advance. The comedian’s primary tool is timing; your jokes, bits, and routines are structured around a particular architecture that requires precision delivery. A dropped glass at the wrong moment can kill everything you’ve been building and screw up an entire set.

Enter the heckler. Here is someone who thinks s/he ought to be the focus of the audience’s attention, not the comedian. If unexpected ambient clatter can interfere with a comedian’s work, the heckler threatens to derail the entire enterprise. The social contract has the comedian telling the jokes and the audience receiving them. The heckler not only violates the social contract, but in making the comedian unable to present his or her material, seems, in the mind of the comedian, to undermine the entire foundation of the occasional community itself, the existence of which is essential to his or her existence as a comedian.

To go back to the roots of social contractarianism, to the comedian, a heckler creates the comedic version of Hobbes’s state of nature. According to Hobbes, before there was human society, all was anarchic chaos, a state of total war each against another. Everyone possessed the “right of nature,” that is, the right to anything that would help him/her survive. But everything could in some way be an aid in survival, so all people had the right to all things. This means that there is a conflict of rights. If two people both have the right to a given stick, who gets it? The bigger and stronger person. Thus, we have in the state of nature a state of conflict.

But this state stands in opposition to each person’s goal—survival. We are all fighting each other to gain control of that which will help us survive, but in doing so we are less likely to survive because we are always fighting. So, it becomes important to leave the state of nature and establish peace. But this requires surrendering the right of nature. If any one person surrendered the right, it would amount to suicide—something that does not aid in survival. The only way it will work is if everyone simultaneously surrenders the right of nature. That is what the social contract arranges. Under the terms of the contract, the rights all go to a central repository—a sovereign—who then doles them out in a fashion that maintains order.

The sovereign must be a single person, Hobbes argues, to avoid conflict. The sovereign thus retains the ultimate power—life and death. If a subject is found to have violated the social contract, the sovereign can have the person executed as a threat to the order, which is a threat to all as without the order, we return to the state of nature in which all are in danger.

Comedians see themselves as the Hobbesian sovereign of the comedy club for the time they are on stage. They have been given the power and responsibility. Instead of a royal scepter, they have the microphone. Their rule is justified by the anti-social contract that creates the occasional community of the comedy club, which was sketched in chapter 4. Recall that the anti-social contract had four stipulations:
1. The comedian willingly undertakes responsibility for doing an act which is intended in good faith to serve at least one of the twin goals of amusing the audience and/or furthering the art form.

2. The bounds of acceptable speech are significantly loosened for the comedian’s act (the degree of loosening is determined by the context of the forming of the occasional community).

3. The audience allows the comedian to command the audience’s attention for the sake of meeting one or both of the goals.

4. The audience judges the comedian’s success in meeting his/her responsibility and may communicate that judgment in ways that do not impede the ability of the comedian to undertake his/her performative responsibility.

Hecklers, in violating the third and fourth stipulations, are not mere criminals; they are leaders of a *coup d’etat*, a threat to the entire order, a threat to the very possibility of comedy. The entire commonwealth of the comedy club, the comedywealth, is based on the common desire of all present to escape from the humorless state of nature (normal life) leading to the erection of a new temporary culture designed to promote human well-being and laughter. The heckler, by disallowing the comedian’s ability to control the environment and the ability to time and properly deliver jokes, is a menace to the entire collective enterprise.

But it is worse than that. The comedywealth is a temporary community built within the real world. In that real world, if the comedian’s set does not go well, s/he may not have the opportunity to occupy the position of sovereign again. Virtually every comic’s livelihood is tenuous. The success of the act is essential to maintain bookings, to generate a fan base, to be able to pay the bills. In the real world, the heckler is a threat to the comedian’s existence as a comedian. Hecklers are mortal threats in both a metaphorical and literal sense.

As such, comedians believe that—like Hobbes’s sovereign—being the temporary ruler of the comedywealth gives them the right to execute those who genuinely threaten the order. Heckling, in a comedy club, is a capital offense. If you act to destroy the possibility of humor, you deserve the death penalty. You deserve to be destroyed.

And the destruction needs to be swift and executed with overwhelming force, so there is no chance of recovery: a fatal blow from the comedic hammer upon the victim’s head leaving the corpse there for all to see as a warning lest any others attempt a similar uprising. There are no limits on what can be said because, when the world is under attack, you do what you need to do to defend it when you are its ruler.

That is why Richards and Tosh said what they said. The hecklers had thrown the entire community into chaos and the only chance for a resumption of peace and order was for the harshest of measures to be exacted upon the heckler. That is why Richards and Tosh went where they went—to the
most vile, horrible, awful places they could go. They did not get on stage intent on being racist or misogynistic to that extent, but became so to reestablish the preconditions for the possibility of comedy, the *raison d’être* for the occasional community that they serve.

Are comics wrong in this ethos? The line in support of it contends that the audience willingly enters into the occasional community, which is the comedy club, that is, by sitting down, you have implicitly agreed to follow the social contract. You know that the comedian is the entertainer and that by disrupting the show you are out of line. You know that comedians are quick and clever and that by challenging them, you open yourself up to response by them that will be harsh. You deserve whatever you get since you should have expected it.

The anti-social contract establishes the preconditions for the possibility of comedy. The comedian takes the stage and the play frame is established when the act begins. The heckler, by explicitly violating the terms of the anti-social contract, has the effect of puncturing the play frame constructed by the comedian. The comic is unable to be an artist and the response to the heckler is thereby outside of the play frame and in the real world. Hecklers are often highly unpopular with the audience precisely because their heckling ruins the occasion, that is, the occasional community no longer exists in its bracketed place, but now resumes its existence outside of joke-world back in the real world that its members were seeking to leave.

This inadvertently reintroduces ethics into the situation. Without the moral protection of the play frame putting us in a constructed joke-world, the comedian/heckler interaction is real. Insults are genuine attacks, not playful ribbing. This allows us to reframe the comedians’ no-holds-barred ethos. This makes the confrontation between the comedian and the heckler a verbal street fight, not a professional boxing match. Is there a line beyond which we think of the sparring as assault?

Before we answer that question, we will need to realize that we have been ham-fisted in our accounting of hecklers. We have been acting as if a heckler is a heckler is a heckler. But there are at least seven different species of heckler:

1. **The Attention Hog**—the attention hog is the heckler whose insecurities do not allow another person to be the center of attention. This heckler wants recognition from the community and is not willing to be sufficiently passive to allow the comedian to perform his/her act if the attention hog is not a part of it.

2. **The Chatty Cathy**—the Chatty Cathy is not bothered by the fact that people are paying attention to the comedian, but wants to share in that attention. This is the audience member who takes the crowd work too seriously and really thinks the comedian wants to have a conversation with him/her. When engaged, the Chatty Cathy fails to appropriately relinquish the attention and restore the comedian’s place of privilege.
3. The Critic—the critic is the heckler who deems his/her negative judgment of the performer’s act to be sufficient grounds for interfering with the performance. The critic thinks s/he is on the Gong Show and has the right to destroy the play frame if an expected level of amusement has not been achieved.

4. The Vigilante—the vigilante is like the critic in contending that s/he possesses the right to end a performer’s act if it is deemed not up to standards, but where the critic’s beef is with the quality of the act, the vigilante contends that s/he is justified on moral grounds. If a comedian’s act is deemed over the line, the vigilante claims to have a reserved right to deflate the play frame and end the act.

5. The Challenger—like the critic, the challenger considers the comedian’s act insufficiently amusing, but rather than puncturing the play frame, the challenger erects his own, seeking to replace the comedian as the source of amusement. The challenger thinks him/herself funnier and tries to usurp the place of performer.

6. The Altruist—the altruist is like the challenger in that s/he sees himself as on the level of a performer and asserts him/herself as such. But where the challenger is trying to wrest attention from the performer to himself and become the performer, the altruist is trying to make him/herself a co-equal part of the act. S/he sees him/herself as helping or improving the act for the sake of the act. S/he may be right or wrong in this, but the heckle is an attempt to contribute uninvited to the act.

7. The Alien—the alien is someone who does not realize, or refuses to acknowledge that s/he is in an occasional community. This is the person who sits at a table and continues to have a conversation at normal level, not allowing those around him/her to hear the act, or who sits through the set texting and not even recognizing the comedian.

Does the treatment of a heckler depend upon the type of heckler?

Audiences definitely think so. If a comedian is too rough with a Chatty Cathy, for example, the comedian could have the crowd turn on him/her. The comedian has established the play frame, but the heckler, by usurping control with his/her own conspicuous contributions, has caused the collapse of the play frame. As such, the speech is no longer aesthetic and the attacks by the comedian or the heckler may be clever, but because of the loss of the play frame become genuinely referring. The attacks are attacks. If the victim is perceived as relatively innocent or the attacks are seen as disproportionately cruel, the sympathy of the audience can shift against the comedian. There is a natural sympathy for the comedian because s/he is doing something most people would never do and a heckler only exacerbates the feeling of vulnerability most people have by projecting themselves into the comedian’s place. But the audience also empathizes with fellow members and if the attack on one of their own is perceived as too harsh, they see themselves as being attacked. That is when the crowd can turn on the comedian.
A view opposed to the comedian’s “anything goes” ethos that seeks to limit the permissible responses to hecklers contends that the line between the occasional community of the comedy club and the larger socio-political community is porous. What happens in the comedy club does not stay in the comedy club. As such, the words of comedians have social ramifications and if the comedian exceeds his wider moral boundaries, he or she has forfeited the right to the mic thereby justifying the ending of the comedian’s reign as temporary sovereign. You can defend yourself with your superior cleverness, but if you go too far, you will be stripped of your power.

Without the play frame, the attacks are normal utterances open to the normal rules of ethics. The opposition to the comedians’ claim to sovereignty is a democratic view of the comedywealth. The comedian is a popularly elected leader. The mic is granted by virtue of an agreement that can be rescinded. The comedian’s reign is open to recall petition. If the power granted is abused by being too rough on the heckler, then the peasants can revolt. They may not approve of the heckler, but s/he is a fellow peasant and if they sense that the heckler was maltreated, that the punishment was disproportionate, then they can impeach the performer.

This is what happened in the Tosh case where an audience member became a vigilante when she deemed a rape joke morally out of bounds and sought to remove Tosh from his place of power as the center of attention for the transgression. It was a comedic *coup d’état* that the audience member believed to be justified by a version of the Lockean right of revolution. If the comedian uses his power as temporary sovereign of the occasional community to become a dictator and harm his subjects in the audience using weapons of subjugation from unequal power relations in the wider society, then the audience not only has the right, but the responsibility to revolt (and, trust me, some audiences are indeed revolting). If there is that right, then the comedian must be muted in his or her dealing with hecklers. Richards and Tosh, on this view, should be viewed as comedic war criminals.

So, the comedians, in line with Hobbes, claim the right to comedic capital punishment to protect their power and for the good of the community avoid a *coup d’état*; but the audience claims, in line with Locke, for the protection of the community, the right to revolution, that is the right to overthrow the order if the granted power is abused to the point of threatening the possibility of comedy. Do the comedians have ultimate authority or does the audience have a check on this power?

I contend that there is a check on the comedian’s sovereign authority, but that there is a high bar before it can be justifiably invoked by an audience member. Hecklers can threaten the community itself and in those cases, the death penalty is warranted. But just as we have in the eighth amendment to the U.S. Constitution, there is a prohibition to cruel and unusual punishment—well, cruel, anyway, unusual is par for the course.

How do we draw the line between what is acceptably and what is unacceptably cruel? Context. There those hecklers who are objecting to a
particular joke, a particular comic, and those who are threatening to under-
mine the entire show. There is a difference between the drunk who becomes
an attention hog, undermining every comic who takes the stage and the
Tosh case where the heckler is a vigilante responding to a particular joke.

In the former case, the comedian ought to be able to shut the heckler
down viciously. His/her crime is such that it undermines the entire com-
community. With this person’s ongoing behavior, comedy is not possible. The
entire community’s goals are rendered unachievable and the self-appointed
dictator needs to be disposed of.

In the case of the vigilante, on the other hand, the comedian needs to
respond, but must do so in a fashion that is not itself oppressive. The audi-
ence is permitted to respond to the comedian’s bits as they see fit. The audi-
ence does judge the comedian. That is part of the contract. If the feedback is
negative, the comic needs to own it. But there is a difference between negative
reactions to a joke and heckling. The audience’s reaction is allowed to make
it more difficult for you to succeed, just not impossible for you to continue.

In the case of Tosh, however, the line was crossed from audience disap-
proval to vigilante heckling. How nasty is the comic justified in being in
such a case? It depends. Was the heckle appropriate? Are there legitimate
grounds for vigilantism? Has the comedian’s material become so rough that
he has punctured the play frame that has been legitimately thinned and gen-
erated harmful legitimate offense? Do the reverberations of the joke echo
through the larger discourse?

This is—and for an adult-only, two-drink minimum comedy club should
be (by the second stipulation)—a high bar. The play frame for a comedy
club is thick. That is the nature of the occasional community. It is not, how-
ever, impenetrable (contrary to Barr’s claims).

Let us assert for the sake of argument that Tosh’s initial rape joke was
out of bounds, that the prevalence of rape-culture has thinned the play
frame for this topic and a performer should presume that there are vic-
tims of sexual assault in his audience whom he has taken responsibility
for amusing. One could thereby reasonably disapprove of the joke. Would
non-heckling disapproval—booing the joke or saying nasty things about
Tosh’s set after the fact—have been sufficient to undermine his power or is
his power such that it needed to be revoked and is the threat part of a larger
structural injustice outside the club? Could the heckler have waited him out
or “worked within the system” to change Tosh’s material? If so, then pro-
portional response is allowable. The problem is not that Tosh responded,
but that Tosh’s comeback was clearly out of proportion. The vigilante could
have been handled deftly instead of bluntly, and the response on Tosh’s part
showed a complete lack of cleverness and empathy for someone who, if she
herself had not suffered sexual abuse herself, was defending the sensibili-
ties of those in the audience who did. Was the heckler out of line? Maybe,
maybe not. But either way, the degree of cruelty displayed in the comeback
certainly would trigger the Lockean right of revolution. That was an abuse of comedic power.

Similarly, if the men Richards verbally attacked were not just bothersome, but undermining everyone’s ability to enjoy the show, he would be justified in comedically “taking them out,” but that does not mean he would be justified in using the n-word. That remains out of bounds, despite the offense committed. Bust on them hard, but there is a line. To use a linguistic atomic weapon of social privilege which its long history of oppression surely is out of bounds.

One has to be delicate if the heckler is an altruist or a drunk Chatty Cathy. They do not intend to cause the damage to the community they are bringing about, but they are menaces and must be handled. This is where finesse is called for. Aliens, on the other hand, should get smacked, but good.

So, when we consider a comedian’s right of response to a heckler, the question is complex. We already provide comedians with a broader moral range of topics and language in making us laugh, and in the case of hecklers, we need to enlarge that even further. But several considerations are involved in how much further—Is the heckler a threat to part of your act, your entire act, or to the entire show? Was the heckler legitimately pointing out a comedian’s abuse of the power of the mic? If the heckler deserved to be shut down, were legitimate means used? Comedians ought to have the power to “violently” take out hecklers in some situations, but there are nuances to understanding the when, who, and how.

To Catch a Thief

For stand-up comics, the Ten Commandments don’t mean too much. “Thou shalt not kill”? We do everything we can to kill every time on stage. “Honor thy father and mother”? There goes half your set. But there is one commandment that comics take to be carved in stone (OK, they were all carved in stone) and that is, “Thou shalt not steal.” Among the mortal sins of stand-up comedy is joke theft. The community ethos is clear, you do NOT steal other people’s material.

But, then, the question arises, what exactly constitutes this crime? The trivial case is telling a joke word for word that someone else wrote and claiming it to be your own. Steve Martin, in his memoir Born Standing, confesses to this crime. As a young writer for the Smothers Brothers, he was asked to write a quick intro to a sketch. He responded by giving them the line, “It has been proven that more Americans watch television than any other appliance (Martin, 102).” The joke, however, was written by his roommate, the greatly under-appreciated comedian Gary Mule Deer. Despite the fact that it was used with permission, it was stolen. Young bands can develop their chops by playing covers, but comics have to always and at all times perform their own material.
The Steve Martin case is clearly sufficient. To lift someone else’s work word-for-word is joke theft. But surely this is too strong a condition to be considered necessary. Consider a slightly grayer case. Bill Cosby admitted that he stole a joke from George Carlin. When David Letterman asked whether he had had a friendship with Carlin, Cosby replied,

“Well, it was . . . kind of. I stole one of his routines and I didn’t tell him about it. I think he recognized it because he stopped talking to me for a while. He did a piece about Bart Starr and his piece was that athletes had no business doing commercials. ‘This is a this and that . . .’ And I loved it, so I turned it into ‘little tiny hairs growin’ out my face. See kid, I have little tiny hairs.’ And it became a hit over George’s and it became rather cold after that for a long time.”

Cosby and Carlin both clearly saw this as a case of joke theft even though Cosby’s words were quite different from those of Carlin. Is it that he used the same premise for the joke? That seems too broad. For example, I used to do a bit about communion:

“Eat of my flesh, drink of my blood . . .” what is this, the gospel according to Hannibal Lector? We Jews cut pieces off, but we don’t make other people eat them. And for those people who believe in the transubstantiation, that the wafer literally turns into the flesh of Christ in their mouths, how do you know what part you’re getting? I can think of a couple parts where before I put them in my mouth . . . let’s just say it would take more than that little sip of wine. I mean whatever happened to dinner and a movie?

Jamie Kennedy does jokes about communion:

Think about this: that the Eucharist is the body of Christ, the son of God, the creator of the whole universe. Don’t you think he could have just a little bit more flavor? Sometimes I go to church and wish for, like, a mesquite barbeque God, a sour cream and onion God, a little salsa to dip Jesus Christ into, a Pringles God so you could stack the Lord. Sometimes when I go to church the same thing happens. The priest goes ‘in Jesus Christ . . .’ and I come back with God stuck to the roof of my mouth.

These jokes are probably dissimilar enough that no claim of theft could be reasonably made even though they share a premise—communion as eating the flesh of Christ is weird.

To steal something, joke or otherwise, is to take something that you have no right to, that is, to take something which is not yours. In the specific case
of joke theft, it means to present as your own material on stage a joke that belongs to another comedian. To make this notion rigorous, we would need two working criteria: a criterion of joke ownership (when you tell a joke on stage, what exactly do you own?) and a criterion of joke identity (when are two jokes similar enough that they are the same joke?).

Let’s consider these in the opposite order. When are two jokes sufficiently similar to be considered the same joke? There seem to be two options here: a semantic approach and an operational approach. The semantic approach would look at elements within the structure of the jokes whereas the operational approach would look at the effects of the two jokes.

A successful semantic approach to joke identity is most likely to be something along the lines of the semantic approach of Attardo and Raskin’s seminal paper “Script Theory Revis(it)ed: Joke Similarity and Joke Representation Model.” The account of joke similarity is set out in terms of the six knowledge resources that inform jokes. Language “includes all the choices at the phonetic, phonologic, morphophonemic, lexic, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic levels of language structure that the speaker is still free to make, given that everything else in the joke is already given and cannot be tinkered with (298).” Target is the “who” of the joke—the chicken crossing the road, the pirate, or the bartender who talks to a sandwich. Situation is the “what” of the joke—the crossing of the road, the having a steering wheel attached to the front of his pants, or the ordering of a beer. Narrative strategy is the linguistic structure of the joke—knock-knock, one-liner, question and answer, . . . Script opposition is the pair of competing interpretations that are operative in the set up and punch line. Logical mechanism is the underlying structure that relates the opposing scripts—false analogy, ambiguity, garden path, figure and ground reversal, . . . Jokes are more or less similar depending upon their relations with respect to these knowledge resources.

These knowledge resources are arranged in a hierarchy with some being more essential to the identity of the joke than others. The Steve Martin case has similarity at all five levels. The Cosby/Carlin case share target (athletes who make commercials), narrative strategy (imitation
of athletes doing commercials), and script opposition (smart/dumb) and thus are similar at levels 3, 4, and 5. The case of my and Kennedy’s communion jokes share only level 3. This seems to line up with the intuition that the two are dissimilar enough to not be sufficiently related to be considered identical.

How would we use Raskin and Attardo’s hierarchical approach to formulate a criterion? We could either specify that a certain number of knowledge resources must overlap or we could argue that because of the hierarchical structure they lay out, anything from levels, say 1 through 3, would constitute sufficient overlap to give rise to concerns about joke theft.

Advocates for the operational approach would point out that a semantic approach looks only at the linguistic structure of the joke, but what is really relevant to claims of theft is one’s ability to have what is rightly theirs. If you’ve lost nothing, then nothing was stolen. What is the point of the joke? To get laughs. As such, two jokes $J_1$ and $J_2$ would be identical only if telling $J_1$ in a set before the set containing $J_2$ would lead to less laughter at the telling of $J_2$. If two jokes are identical for the purpose of assigning blame for joke theft, then the theft ought to—at least in principle—have an effect.

For example, at a show I was playing, a set was performed by Will Carey that included this line, “I went to a meeting of the Optimists’ Club last week. When I got there the room was half empty, but by the time I left it was half full. They do great work.” I love that joke. When thinking about it the day after first hearing it, I thought, “Knowing my style, if I had written that line, I would have done it this way: ‘They have the Optimist Club, but there isn’t a Pessimist Club. I thought of starting one, but . . . nah, it would never work.’” His construction is better. His is the better joke, which must mean that in some sense the two are different. Indeed, when I tell the two jokes to non-comics, they usually say that these are, in fact, different jokes. Yet, if I told my version on stage, especially if it was before his set, he would be justified in angrily accusing me of joke theft—which implies that in some sense the two jokes are the same.

There is, therefore, a seeming difference between what comics and non-comics see as joke identity. Which should take precedent? If audiences do not consider the jokes similar enough and would laugh equally hard at both, why should the comedian feel aggrieved by hearing the other joke? The author of $J_1$ will have lost nothing, even in principle much less in actuality. How, then, can any reasonable charge of theft be levied?

The problem with the operational approach, and it seems to me to be lethal, is that the entire enterprise is based on counter-factual reasoning. Any claim of what would be the case if $J_2$ were to be told in a set before $J_1$ would be purely conjectural. We cannot have evidence of what would have happened if $J_1$ would have been told before $J_2$ if it has never been.

One could appeal to experience in making such claims, but the fact is that such occurrences are extremely rare. One case is recounted by Ritch Shydner, in his memoir Kicking through the Ashes, where he recounts the
comedians’ worst nightmare, taking the stage and having his entire routine stolen.

At the Atlanta Punchline in 1988, I sat backstage waiting to do the Sunday night show, the ninth show of the week. I listened to a middle act do a whole new act, twenty-five minutes of my material, a word for word tribute . . . while the comedian absorbing the surrounding material can never be as funny as the source of that material (Robin Williams is the exception proving the rule), it is very difficult for the source then to become funnier than the comedian taking the material, even though the audience expects just that—the headliner to exceed the middle. I had to go out and follow myself, forced to top myself, to do me better than me.7

This is such a rare event that it warranted including in a memoir. The usual case is that you hear a variant of your joke from another comic in a different setting.

It seems then that some version of the semantic approach is needed. To say that two jokes are variants of the same joke relies on a structural criterion.

But joke sameness is not sufficient to support a claim of joke theft. There is a causal element as well. Two comedians may come up with the same joke independently. Here is where we move to our second creation, that of joke ownership. Surely a necessary condition for a legitimate allegation of joke theft requires some causal chain linking comedian1 telling J1 and comedian2 telling J2. Causal claims are notorious difficult to establish, but it is even more so in comedy. One can take any joke that has been broadcast—say on an HBO or Comedy Central special—to be marked, to establish a claim of originality.

But what of jokes delivered in a club. In my research on comedians and joke sameness, one longtime professional made the claim that another very well-known comedian has, in the first comedian’s terms “an army of minions” who go to clubs to hear small-time acts and report back the best lines to be taken for his act. Since he is heard regularly on satellite radio and often on television, he becomes known for the line and if the actual originator tells the joke, the audience will associate it with the better-known comedian. I have no evidence to support such a claim, but it does make publication of the joke a problematic criterion, if the story is true.

The question is made murkier when we understand that for comedians, jokes are not static entities. Not only do jokes evolve or are re-worked, but they are not atomic entities. Jokes are parts of bits, which are parts of routines. As such, they play different roles, serve different functions for the comedian. What may have been the final punch in a bit, may open up other possibilities and become a bridge joke to a whole new part of a bit. Suppose a joke is stolen and then expanded upon so that the original joke can be jettisoned for a new set-up. To whom should the ancillary material belong?
If jokes are gateways to other material, does that other material—or at least the chance to explore for it—belong to the originator of the original joke? Suppose there is good reason to believe that s/he will not be working this subject in any depth? For example, at an open mic, I watched a guy who was clearly a one-time shot getting up there with no sense of the art. His friends convinced him to give it a try and this was going to be it for him. He was awful, and towards the end of his routine he brought up truck nuts, the fake rubber testicles that hang off the trailer hitches of pick-up trucks. He asked why they didn’t have a version for women. And then he went on to another subject. In my mind, I was screaming at him from the back of the bar, “Finish the joke!” He had a great set up and never realized that there even was a punch line to be formulated. I took that set-up and came up with an entire bit on rubber truck naughty bits:

I come from the part of Maryland where you know you’re below the Mason-Dixon line. It’s the land of big pick-up trucks . . . the ones with fake rubber testicles hanging off the trailer hitch. It’s a funny gag, but it does seem unfair that women don’t have their own version, so I’ve created the fake rubber vaginal lips that fit over the opening to the gas tank. That way when you fill up with $3 a gallon gas, it not only feels like you’re getting screwed by Exxon, it actually looks like you’re getting screwed by Exxon.

This is just a small part of a much larger bit that I wrote and there is no way this guy was ever going back to that premise much less develop an extended bit to be given on stage. Is it theft to steal what someone else was not going to use?

The notion of joke theft thereby has two main questions that need to be addressed. First, how do we determine if two jokes are the same joke? There needs to be a criterion by which similarity can be clearly established. This could look at the stimulus-side through some semantic test, or it could look at the response-side and be based upon the effect the theft has upon the originator. Second, there needs to be a clear criterion of joke ownership. When you publically present material, what exactly do you own? What region of comic exploration is now yours and yours alone? Suppose you choose to leave the area as unexplored wilderness, does that open it up to others to look for resources there? An open project in the philosophy of comedy is to answer these two questions.

Notes
1 I’m a philosopher, I say deep things.
2 The notion of an occasional community is introduced by Drabinski (2007). An occasional community is a collection of people brought together, not to form a lasting organized institution, but rather who happen to gather together around
some occasion. He considers the faces he comes to know at the convenience store where he stops for coffee on his daily commute and the parking lot outside of rock concerts. In this same way, the audience at a comedy show is an occasional community.

3 The Late Show With David Letterman, June 1, 2009.
4 Kennedy, Uncomfortable.
5 It has already been argued above that not all jokes contain script opposition, but this approach can be generalized to account for the other sorts of jokes proposed—script amplification, script corroboration, etc.
6 This is an empirical matter. Psychologist Willibald Ruch has picked up on Raskin and Attardo’s work and developed a questionnaire administered to subjects to judge the similarity of two jokes along a Likert scale such that the jokes vary only in specific knowledge resources. This would justify the hierarchy Raskin and Attardo set out on empirical, rather than logical grounds. It is an interesting question whether the results would be the same when the test is administered to working comedians who might be more sensitive to joke similarity because of the threat of joke theft. I am involved with a research group currently running such an experiment, but results were not available at time of publication of this work.
7 Shydner, Kicking Through the Ashes.
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